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New Case Filed- Felony David C. Epis 
Prosecutor assigned Elmore County Prosecuting David C. Epis 
Atty 
Affidavit Of Probable Cause 
Criminal Complaint 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment 12/01/2014 
01:00 PM) 
Hearing result for Arraignment scheduled on 
12/01/2014 01:00 PM: Arraignment/ First 
Appearance 
Hearing Scheduled (Attorney Appearance 
12/03/201411:00AM) 
Rights (derechos) 
Acknowledgment Of Notification 
David C. Epis 
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David C. Epis 
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David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
Commitment, Order Setting Bond and Conditions David C. Epis 
of Release 
Notice Of Hearing 
Continued (Attorney Appearance 12/05/2014 
11:00 AM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 12/15/2014 
04:00 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
Hearing result for Attorney Appearance scheduled David C. Epis 
on 12/05/2014 11 :00 AM: Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Attorney Appearance 
12/12/2014 10:00 AM) 
Notice Of Hearing 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
Hearing result for Attorney Appearance scheduled David C. Epis 
on 12/12/2014 10:00 AM: Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Attorney Appearance David C. Epis 
12/15/2014 11 :00 AM) 
Order Appointing Public Defender David C. Epis 
Notice Of Hearing David C. Epis 
Defendant: Wharton, Travis Order Appointing David C. Epis 
Public Defender Public defender Elmore County 
Public Defender 
Hearing result for Attorney Appearance scheduled David C. Epis 
on 12/15/201411:00 AM: Hearing Held 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on 
12/15/2014 04:00 PM: Continued 




David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
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Request For Discovery And Inspection David C. Epis 
Motion For Bond Reduction or Own David C. Epis 
Recognizance Release and Notice of Hearing 
Ex-parte Motion to Shorten Time David C. Epis 
Notice Of Service David C. Epis 
Response To Request For Discovery; Disclosure David C. Epis 
and Alibi Demand 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary 12/31/2014 David C. Epis 
01 :30 PM) 2nd Day 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion For Reduction Of 
BondOrRelease 12/22/201411:00AM) · 
Order Shortening Time For Hearing 
Notice Of Service 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
Hearing result for Motion For Reduction Of Bond David C. Epis 
Or Release scheduled on 12/22/2014 11 :00 AM: 
Motion Denied 
Notice Of Service 
Stipulation to Continue Preliminary Hearing 
Continued (Preliminary 01/14/2015 04:00 PM) 
2nd Day 
Order To Continue Preliminary 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
David C. Epis 
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on David C. Epis 
01/14/2015 04:00 PM: Hearing Held 2nd Day 
Hearing result for Preliminary scheduled on David C. Epis 
01/14/2015 04:00 PM: Bound Over (after Prelim) 
Change Assigned Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Felony Arraignment 
01/23/2015 10:30 AM) 
Cheri Copsey 
Cheri Copsey 
Motion To Disqualify Without Cause Pursuant to · Cheri Copsey 
ICR 25(a) 
Ex-parte Motion for Preparation of Preliminary 
Hearing Transcript at County Expense 
Order Holding Defendant To Answer 
Information 
Notice Of Service - 5th Supplemental 
Order for Preparation of Preliminary Hearing 
Transcript at County Expense 
. Hearing result for Felony Arraignment scheduled 
on 01/23/2015 10:30 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Kim Madsen 




David c.- Epis 
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Case: CR-2014-0003335 Current Judge: William Woodland 
Defendant: Wharton, Travis 
User: HEATHER 
State of Idaho . vs., Travis Wharton 
Date Code User Judge 
1/23/2015 HRSC HEATHER·· Hearing Scheduled (Review 02/20/2015 10:30 Cheri Copsey 
AM) 
1/27/2015 ORDR HEATHER Order for Disqualification Pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a) Cheri Copsey 
2/9/2015 AMEN HEATHER Amended Order for Preparation of Preliminary Cheri Copsey 
Hearing Transcript at County Expense 
2/19/2015 CHJG HEATHER Change Assigned Judge William Woodland 
HRVC HEATHER Hearing result for Review scheduled on Cheri Copsey 
02/20/2015 10:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
ASSN HEATHER Assignment Notice William Woodland 
2/24/2015 ORDR HEATHER Order Governing Further Criminal Proceedings William Woodland 
and Notice of Trial Setting 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Status 04/13/2015 09:00 William Woodland 
AM) 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference William Woodland 
05/01/2015 09:00 AM) 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 05/11/2015 09:00 William Woodland 
AM) 
3/10/2015 TRAN MELISSA Transcript Filed (December 15, 2014) William Woodland 
TRAN MELISSA Transcript Filed (January 14, 2015) William Woodland 
3/13/2015 AKOS HEATHER Acknowledgment Of Service of Completed William Woodland 
Clerk's Transcript 
3/19/2015 AKOS HEATHER Acknowledgment Of Service of Completed William Woodland 
Clerk's Transcript 
AKOS HEATHER Acknowledgment Of Service of Completed Clerks William Woodland 
Transcript 
3/27/2015 PBPA DALILA Posting Of Bond And Promise To Appear William Woodland 
BNDS DALILA Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 100000.00) William Woodland 
MOTN HEATHER Motion for Bond Reduction or Own Recognizance William Woodland 
Release (I.C.R. 46); and Notice of Hearing 
4/8/2015 WAIV HEATHER Waiver Of Speedy Trial William Woodland 
4/9/2015 STIP HEATHER Stipulation to Continue Pretrial and Jury Trial William Woodland 
4/13/2015 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Status scheduled on William Woodland 
04/13/2015 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: NONE 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 7 
CONT HEATHER Continued (Pretrial Conference 08/14/2015 William Woodland 
09:00AM) 
CONT HEATHER Continued (Jury Trial 08/24/2015 09:00 AM) *3 William Woodland 
days* 
AMEN HEATHER Amended Order Governing Further Criminal William Woodland 
Proceedings and Notice of Trial Setting 
4/16/2015 AMEN HEATHER Amended Order Governing Further Criminal William Woodland 
Proceedings and Notice of Trial Setting 
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Continued {JuryTrial 08/31/2015 09:00 AM) *3 William Woodland 
days* 
Motion to Suppress William Woodland 
Notice Of Hearing; Re: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress 
08/14/2015 09:00 AM) 
William Woodland 
William Woodland 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on William Woodland 
08/31/2015 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated *3 
days* 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled William Woodland 
on 08/14/2015 09:00 AM: District Court Hec,1ring 
Held 
Court Reporter: Brook Bohr 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 4 
Continued (Motion to Suppress 08/31/2015 William Woodland 
09:00AM) 
Continued (Motion to Suppress 08/31/2015 William Woodland 
10:00 AM) 
Amended Notice of Hearing William Woodland 
Hearing result for Motion to Suppress scheduled William Woodland 
on 08/31/2015 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: C. Olesek 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 35 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress 
09/28/2015 01 :00 PM) 
William Woodland 
Submission to the Court Pursuant to Idaho Code William Woodland 
Sections 74-106(1) and 74-124(1); Idaho Court 
Administrative Rule 32(i); and Idaho Criminal 
Rule 16(b)(6) 
Notice Of Service - 6th Supplemental 
Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: .00 
to Appear Defendant: Wharton, Travis 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
Notice of Forfeiture of Surety Bond 
William Woodland 
Fail William Woodland 
William Woodland 
William Woodland 
Hearing result for Motion to Suppress scheduled William Woodland 
on 09/28/2015 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Sue Wolf 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 16 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress William Woodland 
11/16/2015 03:00 PM) 
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Page 5 of 6 Case: CR-2014-0003335 Current Judge: William Woodland 
Defendant: Wharton, Travis 
. State of Idaho . vs. Travis Wharton 
Date Code User Judge 
' C.11/16/2015'- DCHH ~ ~.,· HEATHER Hearing result for Motion to Suppress scheduled William Woodland 
on 11/16/2015 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Sue Wolf 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 1 O 
3/24/2016 MSAE MYRA Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate William Woodland 
Bond and Conditional Request for Hearing 
3/28/2016 AFFD HEATHER Affidavit of Shaun M. Skogrand in Support of William Woodland 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate 
Bond and Condition Request for Hearing 
AFFD HEATHER Affidavit of Lynn Mirajkar in Support of Motion to William Woodland 
Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and 
Conditional Request for Hearing 
MEMO HEATHER Memorandum in Support of Motion to Set Aside William Woodland 
Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and Conditional 
Request for Hearing 
4/4/2016 AMEN HEATHER Amended Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and William Woodland 
Exonerate Bond and Conditional Request For 
Hearing 
HRSC HEATHER Hearing Scheduled (Motion -04/18/2016 09:00 Jonathan Medema 
AM) *Motion to Exonerate Bond* 
NOTH HEATHER Notice Of Hearing William Woodland 
4/12/2016 STIP HEATHER Stipulation to Reset Hearing on Motion to William Woodland 
Exonerate Bond 
4/15/2016 ORDR HEATHER Order Granting Stipulation to Reset Hearing on William Woodland 
Motion to Exonerate Bond 
CONT HEATHER Continued (Motion 05/02/2016 08:30 AM) Jonathan Medema 
*Motion to Exonerate Bond* 
4/29/2016 OBJC HEATHER Objection to Aladdin and American Contractors' William Woodland 
Motion to Exonerate 
MISC HEATHER Aladdin's Response to State's Objection to William Woodland 
Aladdin and American Contractors' Motion to 
Exonerate 
5/2/2016 DCHH HEATHER Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Jonathan Medema 
05/02/2016 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Sue Wolf 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 26 *Motion to Exonerate Bond* 
5/26/2016 ORDR HEATHER Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond William Woodland 
6/3/2016 MOTN HEATHER Motion for Stay of Order Regarding Motion to William Woodland 
Exonerate Bond 
MEMO HEATHER Memorandum in Support of Motion to Stay Order William Woodland 
Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond 
NTOA HEATHER Notice Of Appeal William Woodland 
APSC HEATHER Appealed To The Supreme Court William Woodland 
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Appeal Filed tn District Court ·· · -
STATUS CHANGED: Reopened 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 4632 Dated 
6/15/2016 for 100.00) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 4638 Dated 
6/15/2016 for 35.00) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 4639 Dated 
6/15/2016 for 94.00) 
Judge 





Errata Re: Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate William Woodland 
Bond 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 07/25/2016 08:30 Jonathan Medema 
AM) *Motion for Stay of the Remittance of the 
Forfeiture* 
Notice Of Hearing William Woodland 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on Jonathan Medema 
07/25/2016 08:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Sue Wolf 
Number of Transcript Pages for this Hearing 
estimated: 1 O *Motion for Stay of the Remittance 
of the Forfeiture* 





































KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East -- -
Post Office Box607 
~--
' ,:J· ,: ,,·:,.., 
-------Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
TELERHQNE: (208) 587 72144-ext 503 
FACSIMILE: (208) 587-2147 
ISB No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
MAGISTRATE DIVISION 
IN THE MATTER OF THE ARREST 
OF 
Travis Eugene Wharton 
(Defendant) 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF ELMORE 
) 
) 
I~ Garret Kinnan, certify, declare and state: 
AFFIDAVIT OF PROBABLE 
CAUSE FOR ARREST 
That I am an authorized peace officer, and on the 28th day of November 2015, at 1257 
hours, I had probable cause to believe that the defendant herein, committed the following 
crime: 18-705 Resisting and obstructing officers (M) 
37-2732(B) Trafficking Marijuana (F) 
The probable cause for the defendant's arrest was as follows: 
On November 28, 2014 at approximately 1257 hours I observed a white 2015 Chevy 
Traverse bearing Colorado plates 593DQS traveling east bound on 1-84 mile post 
-·-~-====~-:-~=~---==-113.-=The-vehicle passed me and failed to•change lanes properly as per Idaho code 
-· ,_., _ -'. __ , _ -- , _: · - 49-808~ The vehicle began to move from the left hand lane into the right hand lane 
~_::-=-~ - ::: _ __:-=:_:~:=---.:::-:-_::without signaling. The vehicles passenger front and rear tires traveled onto the 
- ~--'~' _._,__,._-_ - _,.. - ··-. . . . . 
center line and continued over into the right lane. The vehicles turn signal was 
activated once the front and rear passenger tires were on the center lane just as the 
tires crossed into the right lane. 
--:s-"""'~=-=:,-~---~,ractivated-my emergency lights to initiate a traffic stop. The vehicle began to move 
- ___ -- - ------ - -over to the right hand shoulder and came to a stop at mile post 114. I made a 
passenger side approach in order to attempt to make contact with the driver. I took 
position behind the B post of the vehicle where I could see the passenger and driver. 
Both occupants of the vehicle were male. The driver was later identified by his Iowa 
driver's license as Ian Kenneth Playle DOB The passenger 
identified by his Iowa driver's license as Travis Eugene Wharton DOB
D12 
- The driver did not look over at me; he instead looked straight out the windshield. I 
- found this behavior very strange, through my training and experience I recognized 
this as a nervous type of behavior. The passenger rolled the window down 
- approximately one half of an inch and tried talking to me. I introduced myself as a 
Deputy and asked hbp to roll down the window. Mr. Wharton said something in 
,, --,---~~~"~--~~=:;effect of he was advised not-to and something about an attorney. :twas having a:-:=-:h·-~---·:-"'· 
difficult time hearing him, due to the traffic and the wind. I informed Mr. Wharton . .. . 
· that he needed to roll down the window so I could hear him. I further informed him . ' ·. . . . ', . . - . . 
if he didn't then lwould have to have some more guys come clown to assist me. (I 
was referring to-other officers). When I said this, Mr. Wharton held up his cell 
··· phone with the back of the phone facing out the window towards me. On the phone I 
saw a white light~ I believe the passenger was attempting to film me,oa I instructed, . 
lµm again to roll down his w:indow. I could see him talking but wa~ unable to hear 
. him. I informed him again that I could not hear him. Mr~ Wharton again began , 
talking, I could see his mouth moving but I was still unable to hear him. I then took 
a step back and contacted dispatch and asked them to_send me additional units. 
After I called for additional units I began to tell Mr. Wharton that I needed him to 
roll down the window,_he rolled it up .. All during this time he continued to hold up 
his phone like he was fllming me. I know this kind of behavior from my training and 
experience to be that of somebody attempting to be deceptive. I also know from my 
training and experience that when somebody doesn't roll down their window to a 
reasonable distance to communicate clearly they are trying to hide something, such 
as odors or who they are. Due to officer safety I took another step back towards the 
rear of the vehicle. When I did this Mr. Wharton again rolled down the window 
approximately an inch. He said something but I was still unable to hear due to the 
wind and traffic. Mr. Wharton then rolled his window back up. During this time he 
continued to hold his phone up as if to film me, I was still able to see a white light on 
his phone. I instructed him several more times to roll down his window. While I 
instructed him to do this I made a rolling motion with my f"mger and hand as if -
rolling down a window. The rolling motion I made I believe could be understood by 
anyone.-At this point Mr. Wharton looked away from me. I then walked backwards 
to my vehicle where I could take up cover until my back up units arrived. 
For officer safety I retrieved my long gun, and backed up my patrol car to get more 
___ .. -· ----· distance until.my back up arrived. I informed dispatch ofmy situation and took up 
. --· position on the passenger side of my patrol car. From where I was I called out on my 
,.~,. ;;,,,., -"' -- ·. · - · PA microphone' and began instructing the driver of the vehicle to roll the window 
c'::-~~ --~,'-, . .:::c::~;-'~ .down_and~show me his~hands. I did this multiple times. From where I was I could 
~:--=~-~·:::::.:::-:_::_:~:: _:__ - s·ee Mr.- Wharton making furtive movements in the passenger seat. I know this kind 
~~-- -,------ -of-behavior-from my-training and experience to be somebody trying to conceal 
~--·:::--=-=~ ., __ ... ----- ·rt ---.something~or .possibly reaching for a ,veapon. I ,vas able to see the drivers head and 
he didn't move, he appeared to stay still. I again informed them over the PA that I 
was with the Sheriff's department instructed the driver to roll down his window and 
show me his hands. I also instructed the passenger to place his hands on his head. I 
then informed them both that they were failing to comply with a lawful order given 
to them by a peace officer and that they could be subject to arrest. I then informed 
()13 
dispatch that I had been attempting to make contact with them over the intercom 
and they were failing to comply. 
Deputy Page arrived on scene and was to the right of my positioned behind his 
vehicle. I informed him of what had been happening. While continuing to wait for 
~;::~~~-=~ -~~:~·-;;;:·,=::·more,backuJil continued to give,them instructi(>D~-thro.ugh the PArThey continued· . 
to fail to cooperate with my instructions. · · 
Sgt. Gelalia arrived on scene and blocked off the right hand Jane of traffic, Trooper 
Brennen with ISP also arrived on scene and took up position on the driver's side of 
my patrol car. I also informed them of what had been happing. By this time · ··· · 
Detective Genz was behind us and had both lanes east bound blockedoc Sgt. Gelalia.. 
advised that he was on long gun and when we approached the vehicle he would go to 
the left~ · · · · 
I began again to call out instructions for the occupants of the vehicle, I instructed 
·. them to roll down there windows and stick their hands out where we could see them~ 
I then informed them that if they did not comply with or instructions then they 
.· .would force us to have to remove them from the vehicle by force .... ,, ,~_,., .. ,~"·'':"'"·",·· 
Mr. Wharton then rolled down the window and I was able to see his hands. I then 
informed the driver of the vehicle to stick his hands out the window. The driver did 
not comply with the instructions. Mr. Wharton then asked us if they were under 
arrest and I informed them at this time they were. I then instructed the driver again 
to stick his hands out the window he still did not comply with the instructions. I then 
began to instruct Mr. Wharton to open up the door and step out of the vehicle and 
place his hands in the air. I could hear Mr. Wharton ask ''why?"I informed him 
again that he was under arrest. I repeated these instructions multiple times. Mr. 
Wharton kept asking why they were under arrest. I informed him he was under 
arrest for obstruction. I then informed him if he didn't comply we would remove 
him from the vehicle by force. 
I could hear Mr. Wharton yelling something and I informed Sgt. Gelalia that he was 
= J_::::~· .. :::: : .. ' ... -arguing.,l then-asked~Deputy Page to go non-lethal. At this time he holstered his 
duty weapon and drew his Taser. During tli:is·ttme Mr. Wharton had his head and 
___ .:_ ____ =·~arms·out.his. window...and:..w.as looking back at us. I moved from my cover and began 
.. --· ·-·- . . ..... . . giving Mr. Wharton instructions to step out of the vehicle. I had my duty weapon at 
=- .· ==-~- :::::: ., ·· : • the·low ready~ Mr. \Vharton'continued to argue asking "why?" (I know that by Mr. 
vYharton arguing he was stalling to buy time). At this point we began to move up 
. towards the vehicle. I advanced up to the rear of the suspect's vehicle, I again 
. - :· •··. ·. - .. -instructed Mr. -\Vharton to step out of the vehicle. He informed me that he still had 
=..-::::·=;;:-:::-::: ·· ; . his seat belt on. !:instructed him to take his seat belt off and step out of the vehicle. I 
. instructed him not to reach for anything. Mr. '\Vharton stepped out of the vehicle, I 
instructed him to step to the right. I continued to instruct him to get on his knees 
and cross his feet. I further instructed him to place his hands on his head and not to 
move and asked him if he understood me, he stated he did. I then holstered my duty 
weapon and secured Mr. Wharton in handcuffs to the rear checking for tightness 
014 
and double locking them. I conducted a cursory search around Mr. Wharton's waist 
ensuring he didn't have any weapons. While I was doing this Sgt. Gelalia and 
Trooper Brei:men was placing the driver in handcuffs. · 
.•.•....... ·.. - .· .· ·. I walked J'.Vlr. Wharton back to the rear of my patrol car-where l searched his . ·. • -- .·. - . ··· · 
~':'. "'"~-,~,~,,~,,-:~·,;.::::person before placing him inth": backofmy pa,trol car~.Trooper Brennen placed-.-,~.~~-~ _7_:~ :~ ·: ~-'-- ... :: 
Mr. Playle in the back of hi~ patrol car. Detective Moore informed me that b.e had ··--- - - . --- - --·-
cleared the car to ensµ.re there was no one else.in the vehicle. Detective Moor~ also 
informed me that there was a blanket over the top of the rear back.seat and floor 
board. He further informed me that the blanket was covering something that was 
approximately the same size as a person. Detective Moore said he pulled· the blanket 
off to ensure that there wasn't anyone hiding under it and found three large trash;, ... 
bags under the blanket. At this point Detective 1'toore determined there was nobody 
else in the vehicle and shut the. doors. I asked Detective Moore to deploy his K9, 
while he did this I watched traffic for his and his K9's safety. When he was finished 
he informed me that his K9 gave a positive alert We began searching the vehicle. 
The vehicle had 3rd row seating, in the back third row were three large black trash 
with a bulky substance inside them. One of the bags appeared to be filled more .than 
the other two. Each trash bag was zip tied shut. From my training and experience 
this is a common way to transport illegal substances. I ppened one of the black trash 
bags and inside were multiple large packages containing a green leafy substance. 
The packages were in vacuum sealed packages; these are the same type of packages 
used to store food in. I recognized this substance from my training and experience to 
be Marijuana. I also know from my training and experience that this type of 
packaging is commonly us~d to transport Marijuana_. 
We continued the search of the vehicle, in the frqnt in the glove box was the rent~l 
agreement. The rental agreement showed that the vehicle was rented in Omaha 
Nebraska from Eppley airfield on November 25th 2014 at 6:07 p.m. and was 
supposed to be returned to Eppley airfield in Omaha Nebraska on November 26th 
2014 6:07 p.m. The vehicle was rented to Mr. Wharton. In the back where the hatch 
is behind the third row seats was a small brown travel type bag. Inside the bag was 
. =-;,.;,"'". ~ :':::_=.;;;;= -- .,a-small,amount,of.,,clothes..=.There was also a small white plastic bag; inside this bag 
. -~··''"'"-"' .. ,, .. ·,-. ,, was a small amountofdirty clothes. I would like to add that there was not enough 
:.::=:~. -,;;.#.;.c ••• - - luggage.for.. two~males .for a trip of this kind of distance. I also know from my 
-·----- ..... -·--- training and experience that individuals whom traffic in narcotics commonly don't 
~:'.'.-~:'7".:-:c:'.":?' ·c·_- ·-~pack a·Iot·of-luggage,,this shows there intentions of driving straight to a certain 
;, .. ; :c ,, " destination and back with-minimal amount of stops. There was also a black wallet 
·-~.::»· -~~ :·.-c:, . _ _. - ., ,on the-passenger-seat of the vehicle. The ,vallet had several card in it with Mr. 
. . .... . .. .. ·-Wharton!s name on it.-Also inside the wallet was a large amount of U.S. Currency. I 
·. " ..... :.. .. -·-·- ........ :later counted this money.·at the Sheriff's Office; the currency came to a total amount 
of $1083.00 U.S. dollars; I know from my training and experience that large amount 
of cash found with illegal narcotics is an indicator that it's either a profit from the 
illegal narcotics or is used to purchase illegal narcotics. This money was l~ter seized 




The large trash bags were secured in Sgt. Gelalia's patrol car. Sgt. Gelalia also took 
photos .of the vehicle and the bags. Trooper Brennen conducted a vehicle inventory. 
H&H Towing came a11d took possession of the vehi~le. Trooper Brennen and I then 
transported the suspects to the Elmore County Detention Center. I was the lead_ 
vehi~le with-$gt. Gelalia behind me, and-Trooper Brenneawas the third vehicle. -
___ . ·cc·· ==-==;~~We. turned.both ~r~J>layle, and.Mr"'Wharton ovei:to..the: Det~ntloastaff.with9uL::,c ·: ~~ 
further incident'! - · - -- ~ =. ·- - ·· --- ·--.-------- ~ -- -~ 
Detecti,ve Moore, Detective Kellerman, Detective Genz, Sgt. Gelalia and I then went 
to the Sheriff's Office wllere we processed the evidence. We labeled the three black 
·· ···--·-,- · · trash bags AB and c: We then started with Bag A where we pulled out multiple 
sealed bags. with. a green leafy substance inside .. The total package weight of Bag A is 
3,849.3 grams. We tllen started processing bag B. fuside bag 13 was multiple sealed 
bags with a green leafy substance inside the total package weight of bag Bis 5,939.3 
grams. We then started processing bag C. Inside bag C were multiple sealed bags 
with a green leafy substance inside the total package weight of bag C is 4,323.S: 
grams. Each sealed bag was labeled by its weight and by the letter of the bag that it 
came out of. Pictures of these were taken as well by Sgt. Gelalia. 
I conducted a NIC test on the green leafy substance from a sealed package from bag 
A with NARCO pouch numbered 908. The NIC test showed a presumptive positive 
for Marijuana. The total combined weights of all three bags are 31 pounds 
.35ounzes. 
Once the evidence was weighed it was placed inside large brown paper bags and 
sealed. I then took these bags over to the Detectives office where they were secured. 
Mr. Wharton has been charged for controlled substance in 06-28-2012 in Polk 
County Iowa, he has also been charged in 08-29-2012 for possession with intent to 
sell within 1000 feet of a school. Taxation; no drug tax stamp marijuana/cont subst. 
and Violent Cont sub laws via communication facility from Kansan Highway patrol. 
All three charges were Felony's. 
Mr. Playle has multiple charges for poss of paraphernalia. He also has a controlled 
substance violation charge from 02-22-2012 from Polk County Iowa. 
I am charging Mr. Playle and Mr. Wharton with 
I.C. 37-2732(B) Trafficking and 
I.C. 18-705 Resisting and Obstructing an Officer 
. -~--:-:_:: :c .:~ __ -::·. :· _ I also-cited Mn-Playle with uniform citation number 24385 for I.C. 49-808 for 






I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the State of Idaho 
that the foregoing is true and correct. See I. C. § 9-1406. · 
()17 
IN THE. DISTRI .. C~ .. OUUR ..T. O·.fTHE·· .... F. O.UR .. TH·.·· }.UD. ·. · ..I.CIA ISTRl. CTU.t• T..1:ib STATE OW '\IO, Il'fAND FOR TIIBCQUNT LMORE 







________________ NO . ..:_i.:, 
Counsel for 'Defenaant ---=---;.,,,...~--------------------
I .. 







efendant In Custod Summons issued 
.. / ;/<JI ( )Warrant to issue Bond$ 
COURT MJNUTES 
D18 
KRISTINA M. SCHIND,:LE . ' ' i ·1 r·: 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY t I~,.. C 
190 South 4th E~t - _ 
\11 DEC -l RH 3: 53 Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: · (208) 587-2144~ ext. 503------ --~--'----
------ ______ F11csimile: (208) SSl-2147 
- I.S.B. No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF Il)AHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 














Case No. CR-2014-000]o66 
COMPLAINT-CRIMINAL 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this 1st day of December 2014, Kristina M. 
Schindele, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, who, being first 
duly sworn, complains and says: TRAVIS EUGENE WHARTON, on or about the 28th day of 
November 2014, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, then and there being, did then and 
there commit the crimes of TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA, Count I, a felony; and 
OBSTRUCTING AND/OR DELA YING AN OFFICER, Count II, a misdemeanor, said crimes 
being committed as follows, to-wit: 




TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA 
Felony, I.C. § 37-2732B(a)(l)(C) 
<•· 
That the Defendant, TRAVIS EUGENE WHARTON, on o~--~bQ!!!the· 28th_~y~ _ ()(, ___ _ 
. ·November 2014, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, was knowinglrrn.:.actual: and/or·· -
constructive possession of at least twenty five (25) pounds of marijuana, a Schedule I 
non-narcotic controlled substance, all in violation ofl.C § 3_7-2732B(a)(l)(C). 
COUNT II 
OBSTRUCTING AND/OR DELAYING AN OFFICER 
Misdemeanor, I.C~ § 18-705 
That the Defendant, TRAVIS EUGENE WHARTON, on or about the 28th day of 
November 2014, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct, resist and/or 
delay a public officer to-wit: Deputy Garret Kinnan, Elmore County Sheriff's Department, in 
the discharge and/or attempt to discharge a duty of his office by refusing to roll down his window. 
and/or talk to the officer and/or place his hands out the window upon reasonable request by 
Deputy Kinnan, in violation of I. C. § 18-705. 
All of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and 
provided against the peace and dignity of the State ofldaho. 
Said Complainant therefore prays that the Defendant, TRAVIS EUGENE WHARTON, 
be brought before the Court to be dealt with according to law. 
DATED This 1st day of December 2014. 
TTORNEY 
COMPLAINT - CRIMINAL - Page 2 
lJ 20 
·. IN THE DISTRIC 
STATEO 
CLERK:....-__.'R~Jvt..;.::.o:.:r:...:t=on~ ____ TYPE OF ACTION .Jlrratanment-· In Custoay. 
______________ N.0._5_ 
Counsel for ____________ _ 
_____________ N.0.--1.:_ _______________ N0._6 _ 
Counsel for 'Defendant _, Counsel for ____________ _ 
llll/lll////llll/lllll/lllllllllllll/lllll//lllllllllll/ll/ll/ll/ll/llllllll/llllllt,f/ll 
Index I Phase of Case .. / 
No's. I 
I INTERPRETER: ( ) not required ( ) present: 
I 
4. Understands ·~""'ill Hire Own Waives Attome 
I 
I Enters: ( ) Not Guilty ( ) Waives Jury Trial ( ) Guilty 
I 
13, ( )No Objection to P.D. ( )Objects to P.D. ( ) Waives Juzy Trial 
I 
11. ( )P.D. Appt/Subject to Reimb. ( )P.D Denied( )Plea Accepted( )Not Accepted-NG plea enter by court 
I 






IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRi~T fa-Fr') 
:•th, .. *'-·- .,,,,,4 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY ?L~¼~~OJ\f ~M 3! 53 
STATE OF IDAHO, .. 
~. .~ ~,:_;_ ..... -,s:~ -:: ... ~- ::~ -·-;- -·,:_-, 
) 
) 




) ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF NOTIFICMION 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) ________________ ) 
THIS IS TO ACKNOWLEDGE That David C Epis, Magistrate, who has 
identified himself to me as a duly appointed, qualified, and 
acting Magistrate. of the District Court in and for Elmore County, 
''Idaho, h~s advised me of the following facts: 
1. That I have an absolute right to remain silent and do not 
have to make any statement. 
2. That in the event I did decide to make a statement, 
anything I say can and will be used against me in a Court of law. 
3. That I have an absolute right to have a lawyer advise and 
represent me at all stages of the proceedings. 
4. That I have the right to a lawyer even if I cannot afford 
one, and if I cannot afford one, I may use the services of the 
Public Defender at any time and at public expense. . 
5. That I have the right to have a preliminary examination. 
I understand the above and ha a full awareness of each of said 
rights as explained to me by h~ above named Magistrate. 
DATED This u day of tp:,,L~~I-L.J.~~--=~--' 2011_, 




ACKNOWLEDGEMENT Page - 1 
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~ ··. ill("":' ~j"~f~c~> 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURm JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF mE -- - ·-- S 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFf~_q:\ORf::· - \ 
! p )' 
STATE OF IDAHO Plaint~~ --- ~ Case/Citation No , ···, _r ··; ... ~ ~· ~ ~ 
-
~ v.;;"' - -- \ - __ - -- ~ ~Qmmitment, Order. S~tti-_, __ :: __ ;_ ;o_. •~ ... ~ .. " .;~., of Release 
~J}jj/) lW/ladnJ--_ -· o Ord~=::£~l i' u " 
.;., Defendant. ) _______________ ) 
The above-named Defendant having appeared before me this date; and the Court having made inquicy concerning reasonable bail 
for said Defendant, or release on his or her own recognizance, and appropriate conditions of any release; and the Court being fully 
advised in the premises, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that said Defendant is: 
1,,4... Committed to the custody of the Sheriff of Elmore County, pending the posting of bond as hereinafter provided, and upon the 
further terms and conditions set -~h ~w. 
t,(_Bail is set in the amount of$ IWJOW, tJlJ , cash or surety. · -- - · - · -
( ) Released on his or her own recognizance upon the terms and conditions set forth below. -
rms and Conditions of Release upon posting bail or upon release on o recognizance: J I ~ 




f:f_.m., on ~~,A.,£1:L-1 ....... -.d-lo.C:::,"St""----'..th _ day of - 20 in the courtroom of this 
Court, and at such further times y be or ered by the Court. 
IfDefendant fails to so appear · apprehended in a jurisdiction outside the State ofldaho, he or she hereby waives 
extradition to the State ofldaho. 
Defendant shall at all times advise the court clerk and his or her attorney (if any) of any changes in his or her mailing 
address and telephone contact number. Any and all Notices or other Court documents that may be sent by U.S. Mail 
Defendant at such address shall be deemed served upon the Defendant if not returned .. 
Defendant shall not violate any law of the State ofldaho, any County therein, or any City or Municipality therein. 
Defendant shall not carcy any weapon, concealed or otherwise, upon his or her person. 
Defendant shall not consume alcoholic beverages or ingest any substance that might produce a narcotic effect 
on him or her, other than those prescribed for Defendant by a person authorized to prescribe medications. 
Defendant shall abide by the terms o! 89 no contact order issued in this case. , 
Defendant shall submit to ( ) daily ~dom testing for the presence of ( ) alcohol ~gs in his or her blood, 
breath, saliva, or urine. Immediately upon release, Defendant shall report to the Elmore County Misdemeanor Probation 
Office to arrange for testing. Defendant shall pay the cost of said testing at the time of said testing. Defendant retains 
his or her right not to give evidence of a crime against him or hersel~ but if Defendant refuses to submit to testing when 
requested or pay for said testing, he or she subjects himself or herself to revocation of bail. 
Defendant shall attend AA or NA meetings __ times per week while this case is pending. 
Defendant shall check in ( ) in person ( ) by telephone with the Sheriff ofElmore County at least once a ( ) day 
( ) week ( ) month. 
Defendant shall immediately notify the court clerk if there is any change in any of the representations made by 
Defendant · onnecti ·th his or her a · cation for release herein. • 
Other: ~~~_Ll_"',:_J.2°d1QiL2!/,f.~~{ttl~-----------------
Defendant is hereby notified that upon violation of the above conditions, o 
bearing upon the reasonableness of the bail or conditions herein, any Court before w · the 
modify or revoke this Order and return the Defendant to custody and require the D endant t 
the receipt of additional information 
-entitled matter is pending may 
additional bail . 
REVIEWED AND ACCEPTED: Dated this ..,__~t;....U.,p,,=--.::=2011 
D endant Judge 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
. Travis Wharton 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Defendant. 
DL: 
F~ Judicial District Court, State(of I~~.,~~ t\':c:::~~:,?Ii,, ~ 
In and For the County of Elmore ·" ::' 
150 South 4th East, Suite #5 













Case No: CR-2014-0003 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBLI 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of Travis Wharton, and it appearing to be a proper case, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS ORDERED that an attorney_ be appointed through the: 
Public Defender's Office 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Public Defender for the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, a duly licensed attorney in the State of Idaho, is 
hereby appointed to represent said Defendant, Travis Wharton, in all proceedings in the above entitled case. 
The Defendant is further advised that he/she may be required to reimbu,_-...... Court for all or part of the cost 
of court appointed counsel. 




Order Appointing Public Defender 
Judge 
DOC30 10/88 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF THE 
STATE ~AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT~ELMORE:}} __ _ 
... _ . . . . -· .:" ·. 
) 
f Mv',~ -~ 
) 
Docket No. Qf;::Jtj }2-f-,333S 
-vu~J ) 
:-:ruoor-7);,;u[c-zy~~- DXttM?ciHJ3Eii--tt;;~ /tf --- ~.JI :(j) -
CLERK :M. Parad"ts TYPE OF ACTION d?~ K[ ~~ 
Courtroom: t) 
////////I////II/////I/////I//////III///III////II///////////III////II//////II/I////////II 
L fib~ 7~ _____ N.0._5 
Counsel for PCaintiff!Prosecutor Jvt.:J-@ Counsel for __________ _ 
M. tbE.M~ei.o I NO. 4. ____________ N0._6 
,,+*, Counsel forJ)efi;,,dant / £b -._ Counsel for __________ _ 
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MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone:. (208)587-0900-
.. · · Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, 














. MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR 




(I.C.R. 46); AND, NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney of record, 
MARCO DeANGELO of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves this Court to reduce the 
·· Defendant's bond in the above-referenced case or release him on his own recognizance, pursuant 
to I.C.R. Rule 46(h)(2). 
Defendant will bring the above Motion for Bond Reduction or Own Recognizance 
Release on for hearing before the court on 22ND day of December, 2014, at 11:00 a.m., or as 
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED this~ day of December, 2014. 
RATLIFF LA 
GELO, of the firm 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR O.R. RELEASE (I.C.R. 46); 
NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 1 
n 3 4 
.!. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
"·=""~-<pr . I HEREBY CERTIFY That! have on this~ d.ayofDec~mber,iOl4.,._s~~~d ~ copy of~,··,-




190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Fax No. (208)587-2147 
By: / Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 




MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR O.R. RELEASE (I.C.R. 46); 
NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 2 
035 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 8364 7 
Telephone: · (208) 587-0900 
···---- .. ''~Facsimile: ' ' = (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for the Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 












Case No. CR 2014-3335 
EXP ARTE MOTION TO 
SHORTEN TIME 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff herein, by and through his attorney of record, MARCO 
DeANGELO, of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and moves this Court for an Ex-Parte Order 
Shortening Time for the MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION filed by the Defendant herein, 
can be heard on 22nd day of December, 2014, at the hour of 11:00 o'clock a.m. 
It- . 
DATED this~ day of December, 2014. 
RATLIFF LAW OF ICES, CHTD. 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
1 \ R \b \\ ,-'.\ l 
EXP ARTE MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME - 1 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this J.la_ day of December, 2014, served a copy of 
the within and foregoing EXP ARTE MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME to: 
-- Kristin~,;~~~;1e------ ,, ~._-_- .~~y: __ ~ .. ,-~zll~d n~1tv~-~-~:~-~--=~ -,----,----
Elmore County __ Federal Express 
Prosecuting Attorney __ Certified Mail 
190 South 4th East __ U.S. Mail 
Mountain Home ID 83647 ___ Facsimile Transmission 








,J ' <II ,, 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 · 
Telephone:' · (208) 587-0900 , 
··- ··· Facsimile:· · (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 





Case No. CR 2014-3335 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
FORHEARING 
The Court having read and considered the Defendant's Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time 
and good cause appearing therefrom, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant's Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time is 
granted and the Defendant's MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION shall be heard on the 22nd 
day of December, 2014, at 11:00 a.m. 
DATED this J.i!. day of December, 2014. 
Magistrate Judge 
EXP ARTE ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME AND NOTICE OF HEARING- 1 
"38 
,r . ... 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
___ J IIEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this /8/r)day of December; 2014, served a copy of 
"""~., the within and foregoing EX PARTE ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME AND-NOTICE OF 
- HEARINGto7-0 -~-:c,-
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 8364 7 
MARCO DeANGLEO 
Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd. 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home ID 8364 7 
;,, 
.• •, .• ,!4 
Ll1'Hand Delivery 
D U.S.Mail 
D Federal Express 
D Overnight Mail 
D Facsimile (208) 587-2147 
G"°Hand Delivery 
D U.S.Mail 
D Federal Express 
D Overnight Mail 
D Facsimile (208) 587-6940 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
EXP ARTE ORDER TO SHORTEN TIME AND NOTICE OF HEARING- 2 
r.39 
IN THE DISTRICT 
STATEO 
Docket No. cn-20 IL./23,355 . 
~--~---- --- ( -L------- ---- .. 
--------------t--t-'-------------------,,--,,._ 
JUDGE 'Davia C 'Eyis DATE,~~4...:.l~:52:!i:~==:::::!::~~__c_ ___ TIME I I :{J) 
... I. 
_____________ N.0._6_ 
Counsel for __________ _ 
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· - RX Date/Time 
208587~,,1?.J*~?t:'cf'. ; .. 
1213012014 14:05 myfax 
14:24 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560. 
-~----- --~~:'..~':''.'::: RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD,-·· --· 
. 290 South Second East 
MoWltain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 





Case No. CR 2014-3335 
STIPULATION TO CONTINUE 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
COME NOW, the· Defendant, by and through his attorneys of record, MARCO 
DeANOELO, of RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD., and the State of Idaho, by and throush its 
attorney of record, KRISTINA SCHINDELE, Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney, and hereby 
stipulate and agree to move this Court to continue the PRELIMINARY HEARING cunently set 
· in this matter for the 31st day of December, 2014. Neither party will be prejudiced by a 
continuance. 
DATED this 2.:.o'tt-day of December, 2014. 
ELMORE COUNTY PRosicUTOR 
By~~---,~~~------
MAR.CO e GELO,ofthefirm 
Attorney for Defendant 
Cl RI G.1 r,, AL 
· .. "" 
2.L!i4 UtC 31 PM 2: 20 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
--RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
,--~- e· ' 290 South Second East ~-"' · """ . .,..~ .. .,,. ,~ ~r ·. h••·- W• • '· • -- - ·- -
- ---- ----:--, ·-· __ ; ___ - - -__ . - ------- - - --- -- ------- --·--
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 





Case No. CR 2014-3335 
ORDER CONTINUING 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
. THIS MATTER having come before the Court on the Stipulation to Continue 
Preliminary Hearing and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the PRELIMINARY 
HEARING in this case currently scheduled to be held on December 31, 2014, at the hour of 
1:15 p.m. is hereby VACATED and is rescheduled for the 14th day of January, 2015, at the 
hour of 4:00 p.m. 
DATED this .d_ day of December, 2 
DAVID C. EPIS 
Magistrate Judge 
ORDER CONTINING PRELIMINARY HEARING - Page 1 
043 
/ ' . \, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this B\~y of December, 2014, served a copy of the- ···· 
within and foregoing documents to: 
Marco DeAngelo 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South 2nd East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 




190 South 4th East 
· Mountain Home ID 83647 
Fax No. (208)587-2147 
By: _£Hand delivery 
By: 




'-f Hand Delivery 
___ Federal Express 
Certified Mail ---
___ US.Mail 
___ Facsimile Transmission 
BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
ORDER CONTINING ENTRY OF PLEA- Page 2 
044 
. · Docket No. C1l-20/ c/333?/ 
JUDGE 
__ --,--__________ N.O._§_ 
Cowiselfor __________ _ 
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MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 ·· ----- , .. ···-
··Telephone:. .. ,- (20&}- 587-0900., , -·· ---.• , .·.7p.·-· _ ···--+···J· •. ,,, •• 
· Facsimile: (208) 587-6940·---~-- ·· · - - -·--· 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 















Case No. CR 2014-3335 
MOTION TO .J?.ISQUALIFY 
WITHOUT CAUSE PURSUANT TO 
I.C.R. 25(a) 
COMES NOW the Defendant, TRAVIS WHARTON, and by and through his attorney of 
record MARCO DeANGELO, of RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD., and moves this Court to 
disqualify HONORABLE CHERI C. COPSEY as District Judge without cause in the above 
captioned matter pursuant to Rule 25(a), Idaho Criminal Rules. 
t 
DATED this Jlj_ day of January, 2015. 
Attorney for Defendant 
C)f~\F:'.~,iAL 
MOTION TO DISQALIFY PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 25(a) - Page 1 
r, 4 8 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this 'Zf). day of January, 2015, served. a copy of 
the within and foregoing MOTION TO DISQUALIFY PURSUANT TO RULE 25, I.C.R.to: _ 
=~,,,·,~=~:-·,~-KRI;TINJ\'.scffiNDELE~,s~"''.:"~"''''~'"'.-''·'~·'''~=~~~"'.~~dDeli;~;;···.-,~;:··~·i:•·<·.·~';t:·-:·:=~;':'~~-_:::~~=·: __ ,·,·~:;:.:. 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTOR · 0 Federal Express 
190 Squth 4th East D Certified Mail 
Mouritain Home ID 83647 D U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
D Facsimile (208) 587-2147 
MOTION TO DISQALIFY PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 25(a) - Page ·2 
049 
,_ . . ~: 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, Chtd. 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID 8364 7 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
·· · - .... ;; ___ Facsimile:·· (208) 587:.6940·-·· ._ .. , ., .. , .. ,,.,"",,. 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 














Case No. CR 2014-3335 
EXPARTEMOTIONFOR 
PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY 
HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT 
COUNTY EXPENSE, 
COMES NOW, the Defendant in the above-entitled action, by and through counsel, 
MARCO DeANGELO of RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, Chtd., and moves this Honorable Court 
pursuant to I.C. §§19-853 and 19-854, to order preparation of Preliminary Hearing Transcript at 
County expense. 
This Motion is made on the ground that the Defendant is indigent and cannot afford to pay 
for the preparation of Preliminary Hearing transcript at this time and would request the help of the 
county for payment. Said Preliminary Hearing Transcript is necessary for the representation of said 
Defendant. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant prays that this Court will order the preparation of the 
preliminary hearing transcript at County expense . ... 
DATED this -1rf__ day of January, 2015. 
::Ji!l:lJJ/CE, CHTD. 
DeANGELO 
Attorney for Defendant 
(JRIG!~J.AL 
EX PARTE MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF PH TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE -1 
050 
,. . ,,, 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this 1Q__ day of January, 2015, se:X:Ved a copy of the 
,, .• ~,-~, cc:c·c,· .•• within and foregoing document to: '\.cs·,c·c•"; ' ."' ·' •"CC ,, .,. •••.•• ' •, . . •••••••.••. 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-2147 
By: ./2and delivery 





Legal Assistant · · 
EXP ARTE MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF PH TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE -2 
051 
KRISTINA M. SClllNDELE 
' ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East . d:.~ J/,N 2 ! AM 9: :ii~ 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 501 
,,,,._facsimile:- (208) 587-2147 , 
I.S.B. No 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 













ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT 
TO ANSWER 




ON THE 15th day of December 2014 at the hour of 4:00 p.m., the Defendant appeared 
before the undersigned Magistrate with Marco DeAngelo, Attorney at Law, his attorney of 
.. recor~ this being the time and place set for the preliminary examination herein. The 
preliminary hearing commenced on that date and concluded on the 14th day of January 2015 at 
the hour of 4:00 p.m. The State ofldaho was represented by Jessica Kuehn, Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State of Idaho. The Defendant waived the reading of 
the Complaint on file herein. The Defendant was advised of the right to a preliminary 
examination, the nature of which was explained to the Defendant. The Defendant thereupon had 
his preliminary examination. 
The Court, being fully advised in the prem1ses, finds that the felony crime 
TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA, Count I, a felony and OBSTRUCTING AND/OR 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER- Page 1 
ORIGINAL 
052 
DELA YING AN OFFICER, Count II, a misdemeanor; as set forth in the 
herein, have been committed in Elmore County, State of Idaho, and that there is sufficient cause · 
to believe that the Defendant committed said felony crimes. 
,~,--.,, ,,-,.c-,; •. , _,, _____ ,., IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED That the Defendant be _and hereby is held to answer to 
the felony and companion misdemeanor charges, as set forth in the Information on file herein, 
before a District Judge in the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Elmore. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED That Defendant's b 
DATED Thisd_ day of January 2015. 
ORDER HOLDING DEFENDANT TO ANSWER - Page 2 
053 
•·' 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone,: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 ~ ··""'~ ~- ·< · ., 
I.S.B. No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 














Case No. CR-2014-0003335 
INFORMATION 
Jessica Kuehn, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Elmore, State of 
Idaho, who, in the name of and by the authority of said State, prosecutes in its behalf, in proper 
person, comes now before the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
in and for the County of Elmore, and gives the Court to understand and be informed that the 
Defendant is accused by this Information of the crimes of: TRAFFICKING IN MARIJUANA, 
Count I, a felony and OBSTRUCTING AND/OR DELA YING AN OFFICER, Count II, a 
misdemeanor; which crimes was/were committed as follows: 




TRAFFICKING IN MARI 
Felony, I.C. § 37-2732B(a)(l)(C) 
,,,,,,~""'~"""'"
4
"'""' '"'That·the Defendant;TRAVIS· EUGENfrWHARTON,onor about the-28th day·of 
November 2014, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, was knowingly in ~actual and/or. 
constructive possession of at least twenty five (25) pounds of marijuana, a Schedule I 
non-narcotic controlled substance, all in violation ofl.C § 37-2732B(a)(l)(C). 
CoUNTII 
OBSTRUCTING AND/OR DELA YING AN OFFICER 
Misdemeanor, I.C. § 18-705 
That the Defendant, TRAVIS EUGENE WHARTON, on or about the 28th day of 
November 2014, in the County of Elmore, State of Idaho, did willfully obstruct, resist and/or 
delay a public officer to-wit: Deputy Garret Kinnan, Elmore County Sheriffs Department, in 
the discharge and/or attempt to discharge a duty of his office by refusing ta roll down his window 
and/or talk to the officer and/or place his hands out the window upon reasonable request by 
Deputy Kinnan, in violation ofl.C. § 18-705. 
All of which is contrary to the form of the statute in such case made and provided and 
against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
DATED Thi~~day of January 2015. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
INFORMATION - Page 2 
D55 
. . . . 
Hearing type: Arraignment 
Hearing date: //24/2015 
. ·Cfl-20/4-0003335 
State ofldalto vs. Travis Wltarton 
Timl!:lligltts asagroup: 10:39 -10:44: ll·30 
-Judge: Clteri Copsey 
Courtroom: Main 
Court reporter: Kim Madsen 
Minutes C/erlr: Heatlter Furst 
Defense Attorney: Marco OeAnge/o, Elmore Pul,Uc Defender 
Prosecutor: Jessica Kueltn, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
.· IN THE DISTIi/CT COUIIT OF THE FOUi/TH JUDICIAL DISTIi/CT OF THE STATE OF /OAHU, 
· 1N ANO FOi/THE COUNTY OF ELMO/IE 
District Court Criminal Minute Entry-Arraignment 
, Court calls case at time noted above. confirms the true and correct name of defendant. who is also present 
· · personally. (Incarcerated) · 
Defendant and Counsel have received a copy of the Information filed by the State and have reviewed the charges 
· contained therein. A formal reading of the information is waived by the defendant at this time. 
The Court reviews the nature of the charges. maximum penalties and plea options. 
Charged with: 
- Trafficking in Marijuana (F): 5 years mandatory minimum: SIS.ODD.DD fine: 15 years maxim urn: 
ssa.aaa.aa fine 
Obstructing and/or Delaying an Officer (MD): I year county jail: SID00.00 fine 
Combined total of: 5 years minimum: 18 years maximum: Minimum $15.DOO.OD fine: Maximum $51.00D.OO fine. 
Court set over for Review hearing on Feb. 20, 2015 at ID:30 a.m. Will cancel review hearing once new 
judge is assigned and set a new date. Clerk will send notice to counsel. 




District Court Minute Entry 1 
056 
- ! ... ,, 
. -- ~ _,. ___ _ 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, Chtd. 
· .. ·290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587~0900 
- -,-.~-- -- --=~Facsimile~3~ ·- (208) 587-6940 --- ·· 0 --
Attomeys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE ............. ---~ ........ . 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 














Case No. CR-2014-3335 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
OFPRELIMINARY 
HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT 
COUNTY EXPENSE 
THE COURT having reviewed and considered the Defendant's Ex Parte Motion for 
Preparation of Preliminary Hearing Transcript at County Expense, and good cause appearing 
therefrom, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a transcript from the Preliminary Hearing held on 
January 14, 2015, be prepared at County expense. 
Dated this£ day of January, 2015. 
Judge 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE- I 
.. . , 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on thi~ ~\iday of January, 2015, served a copy of 
·~c:o,i-.,the-within.and~foregoing ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING", 
.--c-- .. ~TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE to: . 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-2147 
Barbara Steele 
· C/O Elmore County Courthouse 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Marco DeAngelo 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-6940 
By: __}Q_Hand delivery 
__ Federal Express 
__ Certified Mail 
_!_U.S.Mail 
Facsimile --
By: _.}Q__ Hand delivery 




By: · .)0 Hand Delivery 





~ COURTJ BARBARA STEELE 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE- 2 
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.. 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD0e 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 8364 7 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorney for Defendant 
F'\l.ED 
20\~ JAN 'B1 ,m 9• Si 
BARBAR A S'TE£LE 
···· ...... Jt!RK 3fe11\~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) Case No. CR-2014-3335 
Plaintiff, ) 
) ORDER FOR DISQUALIFICATION 
vs. ) PURSUANT TO I.C.R. 25(a) 
) . 




IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER that the Honorable CHERI C. 
COPSEY is disqualified without cause as District Judge in the above captioned matter pursuant to 
Rule 25(a), Idaho Criminal Rules. 
r, 
DATED this ~ day of January, 2015. 
CHERI C. COPSEY 
District Judge 
(J F< l G if\ I ,;-\ L 




CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this &~ay of January,-2015fserved a copy of 
, ,,,.,,.,,"',-"''"·'fs',.,JJhe withinand foregoing.ORDER FOR DISQlJALIFICATION PURSUANT TO RULE 25, 
.. to:. . ... 
Kristina Schindele 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Marco DeAngelo 
Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd. 
290 South 2nd East 












U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 




U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Facsimile (208) 58116940 .·. 
' ' 
ORDER FOR DISQALIFICATION PURSUANT TO RULE 25(a)- Page 2 
nso 
I .· 
I ~. ··'*<.,,/' I •·' ~ . 
/ 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, Chtd. 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
l'LE[) 
. , .. Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 













Case No. CR 2014-3335 
** AMENDED** 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION 
OF PRELIMINARY 
HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT 
COUNTY EXPENSE 
THE COURT having reviewed and considered the Defendant's Ex Parte Motion for 
Preparation of Preliminary Hearing Transcript at County Expense, and good cause appearing 
therefrom, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that a transcript from the Preliminary Hearings held on 
December 15, 2014 and January 14, 2015, be prepared at County expense. 
~ ~ 
Dated this I. day of~. 2015. 
Judge 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE- 1 
Cl R \ G \l\\ A L 
061 
----.~~ 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
q~ Veb ..... 
,., I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this . day of Jmmm,:, 2015, served a copy of 
-,<...,.-the withitrand foregoing ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING 
TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE to: 
Jessica Kuehn 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-2147 
Barbara Steele 
C/0 Elmore County Courthouse 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Marco DeAngelo 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South 2nd East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-6940 
By: &Hand delivery 




By: JO_ ~and delivery 
__ Federal Express 





)9 Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
Certified Mail -~ 
__ U.S.Mail 
Facsimile -- ' i· . ..,,. I .. 
. ·, 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT AT COUNTY EXPENSE- 2 
• I 
1.:-;LED 
20i5 FEB 11 PM J: l;t.2 
, - ···· BARBAHA S H.ELE 
.• • · · £tE.'1.X oF THE ,G9~ r. ,..p. · ..... JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOUR~ ruDICIAL DISTRICT; DEPUT Vvi.Jl(.IUJ4 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 




) CASE NO. CR-2014-3335 
) 
vs. ) 
) DIRECTIVE REASSIGNING 
TRAVIS WHARTON, ) CASE TO DISTRICT JUDGE 
) ~ · ON DISQUALIFICATION 
Defendant. ) 
The Honorable Cheri Copsey, being disqualified from proceeding further in the above-
entitled action, 
IT IS HEREBY DIRECTED that the Honorable WILLIAM WOODLAND, Senior 
District Judge of the State of Idaho, is hereby assigned to take jurisdiction of the above-entitled 
action for all further proceedings therein. 
Dated this 18th day of February, 2015. 
Larry D. Reiner 
Trial Court Administrator 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this l 3 \U\ day of February, 2015, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing instrument to be served on the following: 
Hon. William Woodland 
c/o TCA Office 
Ada County Courthouse 
BARBARA STEELE 
CLERK. OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
By:~t* 
DIRECTIVE REASSIGNING CASE TO DISTRICT JUDGE ON DISQUALIFICATION 




3 /3 ' .· .. .. 
Jll.llll 
IN nm DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICJAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE ...._ ______ _. 











ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER 
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND 
NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 







Compliance da~ ror discovery is set on or bcsfore ~'C '\ \ \ 3 , 2.015_. 
StatuS conference will bo held ora ..£i~\ \ \ ~ • 10J5. at ~~wherein 
derendant{s) must be personally pl'eSCnt • . court. 
Pretrial conference will be held oa ffiQ,_ 't \ 
def•ndanl(s) must be personally present in co 
iury trial will be held on \ \ lOQ at9;~ni. and shall be scheduled for 
3-_ da)',. The order of the jury anel will be drawn by lot the 11ftemoon before thcs day of trial in 
chambers. Cou0$el may be pl'C$ent for the drawing e>f the names •. 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Rule 2S(a)(6), I.C.R. that an alternate judge mu be assigned lo 
preside over the trial of thii, cue. The tollowi.na is a list of potential iutemate judges:. 
Hon. G.D. Carey Hon. W.H; WoodlJnd · Hon. Dennis Oaff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. Hon. James Judd. Hon. Ouff MeKec 
Hon. Renee Hoff · ·· .· He>n. Gerald Schrocd• Hon. Kathryn Sticklen 
Hon. DIU'la Williamson Hon. Ronald Wilpc:r Hun. James Morfitt 
ALL smING FOURTH DISTRJCT JUDGES 
Dotendang tball file •II pretrial motioua pyerged ID' Rufe JJ or the Idaho Criminal Rules 99 
lntor thaa fourteen (141 day& after the Ml!liancs ate st [Or discovery or ptberwise shon; 
good f;l,UIIS, upon formal lllQtion. why sueb tim,e limlg 11hould be sxtendgd. All S\ICh motions 
fll\lSt be brought on for hearing within fourteen (14) days after tiling or forty-eight (48) hours 
before trial, whichever is earlier. All motions in I/mine shall be in writing and l'iled no later than 
fives (S) days prior to the pretrial conferente. All MotioQl to Sugprcss, Evideope must be 
accompanjcd by a brief setting, fonh the factual b@liis and legal.basis for the suPJ)ressioq...2.f 
~vidence. 
IT JS SO ORDERED this ~ Jr. 
Ufof ~~:0 
Defendqnt's Signa~ £4.::.d ~ .. 
Senior District Judge 
cc: Hand delivered to Defendant and Counsc:l 
Ob.DER GO'VERNlNC FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND NOTICE OF TRIAL SJ£mNG 
-··--ti--·-·-.. -··----"""'"""'' .. ,_ .. ' . .. 
FF.R 2·,.2cn!l O':l:4fiA ELMORE COUNTY 208-58'1-2134 
r 
MARCO DeANGELO, ISB No. 7560" 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
Attorneys for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
















Case No. CR 2014-3335 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR 
OWN RECONIZANCE RELEASE 
(I.C.R. 46); AND, NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney of record, 
MARCO DeANGELO of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and hereby moves this Court to reduce the 
Defendant's bond in the above-referenced case or release him on his own recognizance, pursuant 
to I.C.R. Rule 46(h)(2). 
Defendant· will bring the above Motion for Bond Reduction or Own Recognizance 
"i'.. Release on: for hearing before the court on 13th day of April, 2015, at 9:00 a.m., or as soon 
thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
DATED this 21_. day of March, 2015. 
S,CHTD. 
GELO, of the firm 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR O.R. RELEASE (I.C.R. 46); 
NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
,,,·,.,,,-,,,., ... , .• , ..•• c' .. ·"''·"'""''""'·"'··· I HEREBY CERTIFY That I have on this ~y of March, 2015, served a copy of the 
,., within and foregoing docuinenf upon: . . . 
Jessica Kuehn 
Elmore County Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney 
• 190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Fax No. (208)587-2147 
By: _.?<. Hand Delivery 
__ Federal Express 
__ Certified Mail 
_____ U.S. Mail 
Facsimile Transmission --
1:·i.;: 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR O.R. RELEASE (I.C.R. 46); 
NOTICE OF HEARING - Page 2 
.. ,,! 
o~;~~f11~c,;£b~.~~z~.~~mz,4;. :~.~·!!~::2 2015 ;:;,:,uu~ r~ 
'""';:mo15 14:11 !IIYflll . . . . - . . . .. . . . ~.,21i·--1 L F,J.oi1001 
MARCO De.ANGELO, lSB No. 7!560 
RATLIFF LAW onxcu, CHTD. 
290 South Second &at 
Mountain Home, m 83647 
Telephone: (208) 587 .. 0900 
Pacsimilo: (208) 587-6940 
Attorneys tor Defendant 
ZU 15 APR -9 AM 9; 26 
IN nm DISTRICl COURT OF nm l'Otm.TB:JUDICW.. DISTlUGT OJ THE· 
STATE or IDAHO, lN AND B'OR THE COUNTY OJ ELMORE 
STATS OF IDAI-10. ..,,,.,,,~ ·'''!'""'''·" 
. Plaimiff. Ql.se·No. CR.2014-3335 
STIPULATION TO CONTINUE 
PUTlUAl, A JURY TRIAL 
COMB NOW, tho Defendant. by and. thtoush his &ttomt'JS ot teemd. MARCO 
., DeANOELO, of RATLtlP' LA w OFFICES, CHTD .• and the State o·r Idaho, by and through its 
attorney of record, KlUSTlNA SClmIDU, !lmore County Prolecu1ing Attorney, and heioby 
stipulato and agree to move tb1s Court to continue the PRETRIAL CONFERENCE scheduled for 
Mq 1, 2015, and tho JURY TRIAL cumntly 8$t in 1his matter for the 11th day ofMq, 201.5. 
This Stipulation Is made on tho grounds that the daf'ense counsel needs additional tltn$ to 
prepare ~· to spWk with a potential investtptor. Neither plrLy ·will be prejudiced by a 
conti1l\18DCO.. 





Attorney for Defendant. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
· I HEREBYCERTIFYi Thall have on this _i__ day of April, 2015, served a copy of the . 




190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Fax No. (208)587-2147 
', ... ·i' 
By: / Hand Delivery 
___ · Federal Express 
Certified Mail ---
___ U.S.Mail 
/ Facsimile Transmission · 
· Andee Rodrigues 
Legal Assistant 
· WAIVER OF SPEEDY TRIAL RIGHTS - 2 
f)69 
Hearing type: Status 
Hearing date: 4//3/20/5 
Time: 9:08 !I.ID. . , , . 
: ·. CH-20/4-0003335 
State of/daJ,o vs. Travis Wnarton 
· Judge: Wi/Ham Woodland via te/epnone 
Courtroom: Basement 
Court reporter: None 
Minutes Cleric Head,er Furst 
Defense Attorney:Marco OeAnge/o, Elmore Pul,/ic Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Scninde/e, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
,· 
IN THE 0/STHICT COUNT OF THE FOUHTH JUDICIAL 0/STHICT OF THE STATE OF /DARO, 
IN AND FDH THE COUNTY OF ELMOHE 
District Court Criminal Minute Entry 
Court calls case at time noted above. confirms the true and correct name af defendant. who is also NOT present 
personally. (Dn Band) · · · · , · · · · · · · 
Stipulation was filed far continuance. Defendant is residing in Iowa. Band was SIDD.DDD.DD. . 
Mr. DeAngela advised that the traffic stop and handling af evidence is what needs ta be investigated. May need a 
· motion to suppress hearing or have the expert testify at jury trial. Mr. DeAngela advised that he will be ready far 
. trial any time from. July an. 
Court set the fallowing: 
· August 24, 2015 at 9:00 a.m. for 3 day jury trial. 
August'4, 2Dl5 at 9:00 a.m; for pre-trial conference (all parties must be present} 
Motions filed by 1st part af August. 




District Court Minute Entry 1 
fl 7 0 
> -
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT BARBARA STEELE CLERK OF TIIE DISTRICT COURT 
B~9:tu.,>st ,DeputyClerk 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THKCOUNTY OE ELMORE 
THE STATEOFIDAHO, ) 
) 
vs. 
). ~aseNo. CR- oliD\4· ~5 
) ~~ .. 
) ORDER GO~G FURTHER 
) CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND 
) NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
) 
Defendant. ) 






Compliance date for discovery is set on or before __________ _, 20 __ . 
Sta1J1s-eQnfetence will be held on at p.m. wherein 
defendant(s) must be personally present in court. · 
Pretrial conference will be held on A\,LD.. . \ 4- , 2ol5.. at 9~ID~wherein 
defendant(s) must be pe"','.'.n~ in~. 
J!ID' trial will be held on O R, a . 20.15. atq~Offu. and shall be scheduled for 
-3_ days. The order of the jury panel will be drawn by lot the afternoon before the day of trial in 
chambers. Counsel may be present for the drawing of the names. 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Rule 25(a)(6), I.C.R that an alternate judge may be assigned to 
preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G.D. Carey Hon. W.H. Woodland.·.. Hon; Dennis Goff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. Hon. James Judd Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Renee Hoff Hon. Gerald Schroeder Hon. Kathryn Sticklen 
Hon. Darla Williamson Hon. Ronald Wilper Hon. James Morfitt 
ALL SITTING FOURffl DISTRICT JUDGES 
(6) Defendant shall file all pretrial motions governed by Rule 12 of the Idaho Criminal Rules no 
later than fourteen 04) days after the compliance date set for discovery or otherwise show 
good cause, upon formal motion, why such time limits should be extended. All such motions 
must be brought on for hearing within fourteen ( 14) days after filing or forty-eight ( 48) hours 
before trial, whichever is earlier. All motions in limine shall be in writing and filed no later than 
five (5) days prior to the pretrial conference. All Motions to Suppress Evidence must be 
accompanied by a brief setting forth the factual basis and legal basis for the suppression of 
evidence. 
IT IS SO ORDERED this \ Q~ day of ~ : 1) 20\..5 . 
dant'sSignature ~{~Y \.Qoodlo..r4 , 
District Judge 
cc: Hand delivered to Defendant and Counsel 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS ~OTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
/ 
/ , ... ~', -~~r~~r:~~-~f¥#&~t~~{ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE. 
BARBARA STBEU! 
~STRICT COURT 
BY • Deputy Clerk 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
vs. 
.,.,.,"'·"'C·iwis,,•,o;,;•rs,,;_,,,. J:>laintiff,.,,,,,,,,,,'1*,,,,,.,,.s,,,,,,~ }e,,4"'"'' Case No. CR- OOL 4--~s } , ~(Y\Qnc\€d - ··-c ....... ~--··--··-
) ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER 
) CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND 
) NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
) 
Defendant. ) 






Pretrial conil:rence will be held on G\1~ \4. 
defendant(s) must be personally present~ urt. 
, 20JS_ at 91 .CO ~wherein 
Jwy trial will be held on ~ I ,id- 3\ . , 2015_ at ~m. and shall be scheduled for 
3__ days. The order of thej panel will be drawn by lot the afternoon before the day of trial in 
chambers. Counsel may be present for the drawing of the names. 
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Rule 25(a)(6), I.C.R. that an alternate judge may be assigned to 
preside over the trial of this case. The following is a list of potential alternate judges: 
Hon. G.D; Carey· Hon; W.H. Woodland Hon. Dennis Goff 
Hon. Daniel C. Hurlbutt, Jr. Hon. James Judd Hon. Duff McKee 
Hon. Renee Hoff Hon. Gerald Schroeder Hon. Kathryn Sticklen 
· Hon. Darla Williamson Hon. Ronald Wilper Hon. James Morfitt 
ALL SITTING FOURTH DISTRICT JUDGES 
(6) Defendant shall file all pretrial motions governed by Rule 12 of the Idaho Criminal Rules no 
later than fourteen (14) days after the compliance date set for discovery or otherwise show 
good cause, upon formal motion, why such time limits should be extended. All such motions 
must be brought on for hearing within fourteen (14) days after filing or forty-eight (48) hours 
before trial, whichever is earlier. All motions in limine shall be in writing and filed no later than 
five (5) days prior to the pretrial conference. All Motions to Suppress Evidence must be 
accompanied by a brief setting forth the factual basis and legal basis for the suppression of 
evidence. 
ITISSOORDEREDthis \lp'-"" dayof.....,AI.....J.f"~;;...;:·-..~----20_15_. 
Defendant's Signature ~~ik~s~CCdltwJ 
District Judge 
cc: Hand delivered to Defendant and Counsel 
ORDER GOVERNING FURTHER CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS AND NOTICE OF TRIAL SETTING 
f} 7 2 
MARCO DeANGELO 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
290 South Second East Street 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
) 
CLERK OF TH ' I 
<·.'· , ·.·.. Telephone: (208) 587-0900 
2015 JUL 16 PM 4: IO 
BAfrniHIA ~!:l· .. -
"''C DI;:PUT .· . . . ... 
.. ~ - Facsimile: (208) 587-6940 
I.S. B. No. 7560 
--· .. ··. - ·----·-- . ::- --· ---------
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURm JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 












Case No. CR-2014- 003335 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW the Defendant herein, by and through his attorney of record, Marco DeAngelo 
of Ratliff Law Offices, Chtd., and moves this Court to Suppress any and all evidence to be introduced 
. . ' 
against the Defendant herein. This motion is made pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 12(c) and the 
Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution and under Article I, Sections 13 and 17 
of the Constitution of the State ofldaho. 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees every citizen the right 
to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures. State v. Salois, 144 Idaho 344, 347. 160 P.3d 
1279 (Ct. App. 2007). Its purpose is "to impose a standard of 'reasonableness' upon the exercise of 
discretion by government officials, including law enforcement agents, in order to 'safeguard the 
privacy and security of individuals against arbitrary invasions."' Delaware v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 
648, 653-54 (1979). A traffic stop by an officer constitutes a seizure of the vehicle's occupants 





and implicates the fourth Amendment's prohibition against 
at 653. Under the Fourth Amendment, an officer may stop a vehicle to investigate possible criminal 
behavior if there is reasonable and articulable suspicion that the vehicle is being driven contrary to 
traffic laws. United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411,417, 101 S. Ct. 690,695, 66 L.Ed.2d 621, 628 
' 
(1981). The reasonableness of the suspicion supporting the stop of a vehicle must be evaluated by a 
review of the totality of the circumstances. State v. Flowers, 131 Idaho 205, 953 P.2d 645 (Ct. App. 
1998). Suspicion will not be found to be justified if the conduct observed by the officer fell within 
the broad range of what can be described as normal driving behavior. State v. Atkinson, 128 Idaho 
561, 916 P.2d 1286 (Ct.App.1996). 
Officer Kinnan, of the Elmore County Sheriff's Office, did not have reasonable suspicion to 
initiate a traffic stop of the vehicle that the Defendant was a passenger in on November 28, 2014. The 
driver did not violate I.C. 49-808(2) and therefor there was no reasonable suspicion of a law violation. 
As a result of the seizure the Elmore County Sheriff's Office removed three trash bags from 
the vehicle the Defendant seeks suppression of those bags and their contents. 
WHEREFORE, the Defendantrequests the court to suppress the evidence that was collected 
as a result of the illegal search and seizure. 
An evidentiary hearing is requested. 
. :t 
DATED this j_( day of July, 2015. 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 2 
RATLIFF LAW OFFICES, CHTD. 
By-1-.r.....p=....._~16,C-L4'j~------
Marco DeAngelo, of e firm 




I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have on this --U9- day of July, 2015, served a copy of the 
within and foregoing document to: 
KRISTINA SCHINDELE 
I 
Elmore County Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home ID 83647 
Fax No. (208) 587-2147 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 3 
, ~,'""'{'"',,Hand Delivery 







.. .... . 
. ·· C/l-20/4-0003334. 
. . . State ol/dal,o vs. Ian K Playle 
Hearingtype:Pretrial Conference andMoUon to Suppress 
Hearing date: 8//4/20/5 • . 
Time:9:l3a.m.. : . -·-C..~- _, .·.r> .•.. :. .. .::...,_··"<'Cc•~/.··•··"'"':""''''""'-"'"". 
Judge: WiUiam Woodland.· 
Courtroom:Main 
Court reporter: 8rool 8ol,r 
Minutes Cieri: Heafner Furst• 
. Defense Attorney: Terry llatHH and Marco Deangelo, Elmore Pu/JHc Defender 
Prosecutor: KrisUna Scl,indele, Elmore ProsecuUng Atty ·· 
C/1-20/4-0003335 
. State of ldal,o vs. Travis Wnarton 1. 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference and Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 8//4/20/5 
Time: 9:/3 B.ITL . 
Judge: WiUiam Woodland 
Courtroom: Main 
Court reporter: 8rool 8ol,r 
Minutes Cieri: Heatker Furst 
Defense Attorney: Terry llatHH and Marco OeAnge/o, Elmore Pu/Jlic Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Scl,indele, Elmore ProsecuUng Atty 
.-.";,;,·, 
IN THE DISTIi/CT COUii! OF THE FDUIITH JUDICIAL DISTIi/CT OF THE STATE OF /DANO, 
IN ANO FOIi THE COUNTY OF ELMO/IE 
· District Court Criminal Minute Entry-Pretrial Conference . 
Court calls case at time noted above. Confirms the true and correct name af the defendant. who is also present 
personally 
Travis Wharton not present. 
Ian Playle present. 
Counsel met with Court in chambers. 
Mr. DeAngelo requested a set over. Defendant is travelling from Iowa and became ill. Doctor faxed aver an 
excusal. Court was provided with a copy. Court will have clerk enter into file. 
Mr. Ratliff advised they filed a jainder in Motion ta Suppress. Request motion be vacated and reset ta August 31st 
date. 
Ms. Schindele had na objection as long as the jury trial is vacated. 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
"7 6 
. . ' . ;"f,# ' ~::c.'c< ' 
Court vacated jury trial and granted motion ta continue: Courfreset ta August 31, 2015 at 9:00 a.m. far 
. Motion ta Suppress. · · - · · 
./: 
Case could be heard in the morning session (I Y2} 
. '• 
·.--:,;,_-·'I·'-•. 
District Court Minute Entry 2 
"'7 7 
., s,;/4'7;;~;,-:.?.-,~~.; - • 
·:t~~,tt~t:.r::~fy-~ 4\:.~~:: ·: 
• RX Date/Time.~. P.001 
. ,, .,. J 
. Aug. 13. 2015 
t Mercy Clinics, Inc. 
A n:lllil.!1 of Mutt 1-11.tal i:t11ttt-t1u U,im 
No. 0660 P. 1 
. Mercy North FP/UC 
800 E. First Street, Suite 1,00 
Ankcn)', (A 50021 
Date: _QfJ.1-[~I ~ Number of pages (including this tm!l.smittal sheet} ___ _ 
To: y\,la.rC, .. Q _]). ____ _ 
Company:. 
Phone: ------
Message: _______ _ 
Fax: 
Department,: M~rcy Nmlh FP/UG 
· 0 Urgent D Reply ASAP · D Please comment D Please review O Fur your information. 
Cot{fidentilllity Notice: ·111a infomwtion contained in thisfac:.·imile fl'{msmtssion is co11fidc11fial an<I inrendedfo,. 
this addressee only. If thu reader .of this message is 11ot the adcb·essee or addressee's age,zt, you (Ire hereby advised tlzal 
a11y dissemination, dislributio11 or copying of this infi,rmaticm i11 this transmissio,1 is pmhibitud. If yo11 receive thi., fax in 
eJ·ror; please call us"' (515) 6,/3-8100 upon receipt and ratru·11 theJ<,csimile doc111ne11ts tc, us by first class 111ail to the 
a<ltlress above. Yow· postage will be reimbursed. Tha11kym1for yom· cooperation. 
Prohibition for DiscloSUl'e: This i1ifon11at1'on lza., bean d,~·closed to you from ruc.vrrl~· whose confidentiality 
may be p1·otected by Federal and/or State /.aw. 711a Authorization/or Release of lnfiJ1•11u1tio11form does 11of authorize 
· redisclos11re of medical in/orm(lt/011 bt?yond tile limit., r,f lhis consent. Federal /.aw {42 C'/<1~ l't11·1 2) for A/coho//Dri,g 
abuse and State I.aw (Iowa Code cli.228) for Mental Health, cmd Fetler(I/ and State l.cmt.'i relllfing to IllT'lAJJ)S treahne,zf, 
prohibit i11/01111atio11 di.,closcd f,·0111 records protected by tlze.,a laws from being, redisclo.,ed, wen to the patient, witho1d the 
specific wrftte11 co11se11I r,f tha p,alie11t or as otlle1111ise permitted by such law and/01· regulafitms. A ge11e1·<1l nuthorizatirm 
for Relet1se o/Medica/ or Other J11/orm(1tion is NOTsujJ1r.ientfor these purposes. Federal 1,1/es rc.vtrict cmyuse of the 
/11fornwliu11 10 crimina/1}1 im•e,,;tigata ur prosecure any alcohol or drug czbu.ve p<1tient. CMI and Criminal }'enalties may 
attach for 1111a11lhorized disclosure of a/colwl/Jrug <1b11.se, menfal lzealtlz, m· fllfl/AIDS i1ifon11ati'o11 
This Fax is se11t to yrmfi-om Mere.y Clinics, Inc. Jfyou have cmJ• questions or problem., with the ll'<msmissio11 of 
rhis document, please call 1/zu number listed above .. 
.078 
No. 0660 P. 2 
This is to cc1tify tha; ... ~1-}...:)f'-':f""". t._-.:.;.,,'-'-\1_..~_._\_,._\:::...) \_ .. \_f_.i_t_ ...,_. ~_·\_, _____ DOB_ _ 
C,·. •. 1· ,:. . i' •• 
. - was t1·catcd for au illness/ittjury 011 __ ___,~.__·· __ r·-· _··_··_/.,;_,·1 _________________ _ 
. 
.. ,,,-.,,_._.The student or employee was:" _ .; lrenled and released. ,.>;.. ,.,,•,_ •/4"'0<-i,;,,...;,,~,,. -·~,.Y.r,-·/·'-·.:-·· ~.:c;.,. 
-- · · -= - .•. - · ·· (-. ma)' 1;~fi;r~f tri~~~l,;><~101· work 011 g~·· :. I </ "' /~(~ ~- :_ · 
restricted from physical cdt1cation 
01· sports until ____________ -r------
... ',• . i,:,,. (,···J .. ..,.. .... 
othcr ____ ._··.l.:.t:.._:··~, .... ·t_y........, .. =,--,;,.,t
4
:"._.~_ ............. _ ........... ,,._, _____ _ 
• I 
tMercy Clinics, Inc. 
A mrmber of J.lerty Mi,li,,11 C.,mur-D.:s Moi11u 
"'""""'·''""""''"-.c:~,,--,-""' ·. CR-20/4-0003334 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 8/31/2015 
Time: ID:f4 a.m~ i: .. ~- ,.,, ,.:, , , 
· Judge: William Woodla~d · · 
Courtroom: Basement 
Court reporter: Cnristy Diesel 
Minutes Clerk Heafner Furst 
State olldano vs Ian K Playle 
Defense Attorney: Terry Rat/iH, Elmore Public Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Scninde/e, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 8/31/20/5 
Time: /0:/4 a.m. 
Judge: William Woodland 
Courtroom: Basement 
Court reporter: Cnristy Diesel 
Minutes Clerk Heafner Furst 
CR-20/4-0003335 
State ol ldano vs Travis Wnarton . 
Defense Attorney: Marco OeAnge/o, Elmore Pu/JHc Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Scninde/e, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
, IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF /OAHU, 
IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
: . District Court Criminal Minute Entry 
. Court calls case at time noted above. 
Court met with counsel in chambers. Mr. Wharton is not present. Mr. DeAngela advised that he received an email 
an Saturday from his client that said he was unable ta travel due ta back injury. Received a fax that says 
defendant is excused from Court due ta back injury. Mr. DeAngela is seeking a continuance due ta defendant not 
being able ta travel.so he can testify Motion to Suppress an his awn behalf. 
Ms. Schindele responded. August 14. the defendant was unable to travel due ta an illness (stomach flu). Based an 
that failure ta appear and todays failure ta appear the State requests a warrant far Mr. Wharton. Did receive an 
affidavit far failure ta testing today as well. 
Mr. Ratliff advised that there is no apposition. Would like ta have Mr. Wharton ta testify as well. 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
080 
. .. . . 
Court wilt _. a{i13n tp continue with regard ta Mr. Wharton. Issue· bench warrant far arrest and cancel band. 
Will still have opportunity ta hear the argument if there is mare information ta justify that he is nat here. This is 
similar ta last time. Can submit affidavit signed by notary signed by dactar. ·-
Mr. Ratliff would like ta address court with regard ta representation. 
I0:20 a.m: Mr. Playle addressed his motion ta have new counsel appointed. 
· I0:22 a.m. Court responded. Defendant still does nat have resources ta hire private counsel. Mr. Ratliff will not 
. respond due ta judicial ethics. Court has na basis to conclude that he is an attorney capable ta represent yau. ND 
disagreements that suggested there is a conflict between the two af them. Attorney is competent and na specific 
conflict cannot see a basis to dismiss him and appoint a new attorney. 
Mr. Ratliff needs to meet with his client ta discuss this motion. 
Da nat presently see Mr. Wharton's testimony would be necessary to proceed. Mr. Playle would like ta proceed an 
Motion ta Suppress. 
Court will deny motion ta continue. 
Mr. Playle requested ta represent himself. He advised that is what he would like ta da. 
Ian Playle (sworn). 
Court had Mr. Playle take the witness stand. Court inquired af Mr. Playle. After being inquired by the Court the 
defendant stated he would like ta discuss the matter with Mr. Ratliff. 
Court will take a brief recess. 
I0:30 a.m. Off record. 
I0:42 a.m. Back an record. 
Court advised that he has been meeting with counsel. 
Court will continue this proceeding until September 28, 2at5 at 1:DD p.m. Court will expect parties to be 
present 
Court taak the matter af defendant representing himself again. 
ID:44 a.m. Ms. Schindele inquired of defendant. 
ID:45 a.m. Court inquired af defendant. 
District Court Minute Entry 2 
D81 
"'·· 
-i-· ID:46 a.m. Defendant excused from the stand .. 
Court is going ta withdraw the bench warrant far Mr. Whart~n'. He wiU be required ta at the next hearing. Counsel 
.,.,c,-~.,,,,."'"~"""'··'···· ... is aware. of this. His failure ta appear at that time will be subject ta bench warrant at that time. Medical excusals 
· .. ·~··will be reviewed if there are any at that tirne. This proceeding an yaurmatian wiHga forward whether he is here . ' 
or not. Court advised that he will need ta notify parties of witnesses that he intends ta call. · 
Court will release Mr. Ratliff of his appointment. Na new counsel will be appointed. Mr. Ratliff gave Mr. Playle all 
. discovery in this matter ta him. 
,_·: :. \ ..... -' 
ID:49 a.m. End Minute Entry. 




KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
• 2015 SEP 24 ]M 9; 36 
-c ,B .. ARBARA STEELE 
. "'-----·--
190 South 4th Ea!it . . .... · ..... ,,,.,., ... ,"'·"····"""".,,.,., ;_..;,,.;."'"''''.,,.;,·*•'''''"'''·~,,,,,.,,., .... , 
.z Mountain Ho~e~ Idaho:8364 T~ 
'relephone: (208) 587-2144, ext. 503 
·c,bff~'.?[~~~~ 
Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
I.S.B. No. ~090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 











Case No. CR-2014-0003335 
. SUBMISSION TO THE COURT 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 
SECTIONS 74-106(1) AND 74-124(1); 
IDAHO COURT ADMINISTRATIVE 
RULE 32(i); AND IDAHO CRIMINAL 
RULE 16(b)(6) 
Pursuant to a verbal request made by counsel for Defendant in the week of September 7, 
2015, for the records of an internal Elmo~e <;ounty Sheriffs Office investigation of David 
Kellerman, former Detective with the Elmore County Sheriffs Office, the State of Idaho, by and 
through Jessica L. Kuehn, Elmore County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, does hereby file the 
records of this internal investigation with the Court under seal. The State objects to the release of 
any records pertaining to the internal Sheriffs Office investigation of former Detective Kellerman 
to Defendant's counsel, or co-Defendant. 
The submission noted herein contains records maintained by the Elmore County Sheriff 
either at the Elmore County Detention Center or the Sheriffs Office's administrative offices. 
A verbal request for the internal investigation records was made by counsel for Defendant 
to Kristina Schindele, Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney, during the week of September 7, 
2015. Neither counsel for Defendant nor co-Defendant submitted a formal discovery request, nor 
SUBMISSION AND ORDER PURSUANT TO J.C. §§ ~~ 1;6(]) AND 74-124(1) - per~ 1 G I N A L 
did either serve Kristina Schindele, Elmore County Prosecuting Attorney, with a subpoena duces 
tecum. The verbal r~quest 9fDefendant's counsel requires disclosµre of information that is ,, 
'.:,.~·«-.-,-; •. , .<•' v-·'. - , . ·- ... .,. ; ,, . . ' .· . 
protected by Idaho Code§§ 74-106(1) and 74-124(1). These records are contained in the sealed 
envelope attached hereto to be opened by the Court. The State is submitting one set of documents 
for both CR-2014-0003334 and CR-2014-0003335, as the cases involve co-Defendants ~l the 
same documents. In addition, the County submits that these records are not relevant under Idaho 
Criminal Rule 16(b)(6). Former Detective Kellerman has not been served with a subpoena to 
testify. Former Detective Kellerman had limited jnvolvement in this investigation, to include 
:J.'.,_ ·.•,{' -'(·.· ~ .•->·,n ,-,. -!, .:;_ ,-,~'i -,.,, 'f ,1 , 1 '·,·" 
being present in the room where the evidence was documented and, at times, either assisting with 
the initial weighing of the substances or acting as a scribe. To the extent the Defendant, co-
Defendant, or counsel, is engaging in a fishing expedition, the County objects to the release of 
these records as overly broad and irrelevant. 
If the Court determines that said disclosure of information is necessary in the conduct of 
its official business, relevant to the proceedings and required to comply with the State's obligations 
, '(a';.'"~, ' • C 
under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), and failure to do so would be contrary to public 
interest, and by Order of the Court, the aforementioned records shall be made available by the 
Court to Ian Playle, currently pro se, and Marco DeAngelo, counsel for co-Defendant, Travis 
Wharton, for inspection and copying. 
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Given that the documents are confidential and exempt from disclosure, the State moves 
that all documents or information made a part of the court record as a part of this Submission be 
sealed pursuant to Idaho Court Administrative Rule 32(i). 
,cl. 
Dated .this Zt> day of September 2015. 
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I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE. ... 
. • . 'CJ._ . ' 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 2"& day of September 2015, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the forgoing document (without accompany~ng attachments), to be served upon 
the following people by the following methods: 
Ian Playle 
Pro se co-Defendant 
712 2nd Avenue, SW 
Altoona, Iowa 50009 
Marco DeAngelo 
Counsel for Defendant 
. 290 South 2nd East 
___ Hand Delivery 
V First Class Mail 
Facsimile 
----, 
___ Hand Delivery 
First Class Mail ---
v' Facsimile 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647, 
· KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE 
ELMORECOUNTYPRO~~ORNEY 
BY_-,._ __ 
SUBMISSION AND ORDER PURSUANT TO I.C. §§ 74-106(1) AND 74-124(1)-Page 4 
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V 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 9/28/20/5 
CH-20/4-0003334 
State ol/daho vs. Ian K Playle · 
·11f5/;l!ia'!wooril~111f0 'fi /:,,~'·'.::;;;_,. :,·/~ .. i,.:,,:,;~ ''•*"''·''-';:,;,·. 
Courtroom: Basement. 
Court reporter: Sue Woll . 
Minutes Cieri: Hei/lher Furst 
Defense Attorney: Marco OeAngelo, Elmore Pu/Jbc Defender 
Prosecutor: Kristina Schindele, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: 9/28/20/5 ·. · 
Time: L-58 p.m. 
Judge: Wilham Woodland 
Courtroom.· Basement 
Court reporter: Sue Wolf 
Minutes Cieri: Heather Furst 
CH-20/4-0003335 
State of Idaho vs. Travis Wltarton 
Defense AtlDrney: 1/ol, Lewis, Attorney at Law 
Prosecutor: Kristina Schindele, Bmore ProsecuHng Atty. 
..-~,- -_. 
. IN THE 0/STHICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL 0/STHICT OF THE STATE OF /OARD, 
IN AND FON THE COUNTY OF ELJ,/OHE 
· · ·. District Court Criminal Minute Entry 
Court calls case at time noted above. confirms the true and correct name of defendant. who is also present 
personally. 
Mr. Playle is present with Rob Lewis. Court inquired of defendant with regard to counsel - private counsel now: 
no longer public defonder. 
Mr. Wharton is not present. Court advised that the defendant was notified that a failure ta appear would 
constitute be a bench warrant issued. Mr. Deangelo had no information as to why the defendant was not present. 
Mr. DeAngela has talked to him via email.and advised him of this court date. Mr. Deangelo has received a one 
word response 
Court will issue no bond warrant. Once in custody, counsel will be notified. 
Counsel has requested a continuance. Court has agreed reluctantly. Defendant. Mr. Playle does not object to 
continuance. Will grant continuance. 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
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· Court set November 16, 2D15 at 3:00 p.m. for Motion to Suppress. 
Court set a deadline of 23 October as final date far additional motions or notices ta be filed or change of plea. 
Court took up the documents that were filed· under seal. . 
"''" , ..•.. ,.~,. ;"'''·(::· _Materials_related ta investigation done.by ECSa~· ,: ., .. ,;,-. -,~ 
· ··- · ·· -M~~ch 20. 20!5 action an part of Officer David Kellerman 
This event occurred subsequent ta these matters. 
·. ·. /: : ·, . . . ,' · .. ' . . . ' .. ·- . . .· .... : 
·. Court has reviewed documents and preliminary hearing transcript (second one). Should these be turned aver ta 
· defense. · · ··. · · · · 
2:04 p.m. Ms. Schindele argued motion. Items related ta investigation are nat relevant ta proceedings before the 
court. Information in internal investigation does not pertain ta Brady or impeachment evidence. 
______ _._-:---·-·-·· .. · ... ··. 
· Court asked if they intend ta call ,Kellerman far trial. State stated they do not intend ta call him. She has other 
· information ta use far chain af custody. · 
·. 2:06 p.m. Mr. DeAngela responded. Dcies think it pertains ta Brady material. Needs ta know why he was fired or 
left ECSD .. He labeled evidence, put into packages. There are same discrepancies there. 
What if same af the evidence is admitted hut da not call Mr. Kellerman? Mr. DeAngela is not sure what he would do 
because he doesn't know why he was fired or forced to resign. Needs information why he was let ga or resigned. 
Need ta further investigate haw he handled the evidence or haw he conducted search. He was acting in official 
capacity as a Detective with ECSD. Client and defense have a right ta know what those issues were. 
2:mp.m. Mr. Lewis cancurre_d. This case has a mandatory minimum. 
· If court allowed the review is th~~e an issue if only' ~aunsel reviewed this material? Mr: DeAngela thinks allowing 
counsel ta review and deciding if there is an ethical issue if he needs ta disclose ta his client. If exculpatory it 
. would he difficult ta advise his client. 
2:13 p.m. Ms. Schindele argued. Nat free ta discuss since one af the defendant's is in the roam. Could do an in 
camera review an the 16th• . · . 
Court stated it will remain sealed. 
Mr. DeAngela advised his client should he entitled ta same hand. Ms. Schindele stated his failure ta appears. 
Court will address when defendant is arrested. 
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Hearing type: Motion la Suppress 
· CN-20/4-0003334 
Stllle of/daha a Ian K Playle 
Hearing date: /1//8/20/5 ; 
Time: 3:/4 p.m. . . .. : . ;°;: ''"'~'"·c.•oi·,• ·.' ·{,,.,;c.; .. ;.,,">•",o• ,.,.s,:;,;.;•;..,, .. ,. c;,,,,q•J'n•:• "·'' 
Judge: Wilham Woodland.·· · 
Courtroom: Basement 
Court reporter: Sue Wolf · 
Minutes Cieri: Heather Furst 
Defense Attorney: Na/J Lewis 
Prosecutor: Kristina Schindele, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
CN-20/4-0003335 
·:·.·,,;,r',:. 
State of/daha a Travis Wharton 
Hearing type: Motion to Suppress 
Hearing date: /1//8/20/5 
· Time: 3:14 p.m.. 
Judge: William Woodland 
Courtroom: Basement 
Court reporter: Sue Waif 
Minutes Cieri: Heather Furst 
Defense Attorney: Marca DeAnge/u, , 
Prosecutor: Kristina Schindele, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
IN THE 0/STHICT COUNT OF THE FOUHTH JUDICIAL 0/STHICT OF THE STATE OF /DANO, 
IN AND FON THE COUNTY OF ELMOHE 
District Court Criminal Minute Entry 
,.,,.,,,.,,,,.•.,:,c,. . . '' '·. 
Caurt calls case at time nated abave. 
Mr. Playle is present 
Mr. Wharton is nat present Mr. Deangelo has nat heard fram his client 
Mr. Lewis is ready ta proceed. Matians have been filed. Amended Complaint has been filed. Alleging I paund and 
his client will enter plea. Caunt II ta be dismissed. 
Amended Information provided. 
Defendant waives formal reading af the document 
Defendant is aware af potential penalties. 
Defendant wishes ta enter a guilty plea taday. Amended lnfarmatian- trafficking in marijuana 
Caurt accepted guilty plea. Pending motion ta dismiss Caunt II. 
District Court Minute Entry 1 
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V ·~.····· . . ,;,,· 
Sentencing Feb. 9, 2106 at 2:00 p.m. for SENTENCING. 
· ·•· Mr. DeAngela vacated Mr. Wharton's matian ta suppress. 
Court would like PSI.completed and submitted to counsel by 29th of January 2016 .. . 
-.U>,1 ;h;-"':"··~-~t-·,": "·-'; .. ,: ~_,.; .. :-,_ ., ... ···:·:i··r,,, <,-,·;_r.i·h •.._..::. .. --.... - -
. ·~;=··c,·:~f24·p.;;,·E~d-Min~te En;r~. 
' ' 
Atte~M ... · ·. · ·· · ·. Te her Furst 
< Deputy Clerk 
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TWOJINN INC 
Christopher D. Shennan, ISB #9089 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, MCKAY & BARTLETT, LLP 
303 W. Bannock ·· · 
P.O. Box 2772 '". ·., ' '"'""·· .,, .. ,,,,,.,.,.,,,.~· 




Attorneys for Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDA,HO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 





















Surety/RealwParty in Interest. ) _____________ ) 
Case No.: CR-2014-3335 
Bond No.: ACl00-7517799 
Bond Amount: $100,000.00 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
_FORFEITURE AND 
EXONERATE BOND AND 
CONDITIONAL REQUEST 
FOR HEARING 
Aladdin Gail Bonds. through its attomey Christopher D. Shennan, hereby moves this 
Court, pursuant to LC. §,19-2917 and l.C.R. 46, to set aside the September 29, 2015 forfeiture 
and exonerate this bond in the above~referenced case. This Motion is supported by the record in 
this case and the memorandum of counsel and the affidavits of Lynn Mirajkar and Shaun 
Skogrand to follow by US Mail. 
1 • MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE BOND AND 
CONDITIONAL REQUEST FOR HEARING 
ORIGINAL 
TWOJINN INC 
Should the Court. for any reason, determine that this Motion should be denied, it is 
., ··""''·" ··-.  ~2.respectfully requested that the Court set this matter for a hearing at a mutually convenient date ·· -, · · ·•, · 
and time. See attached unavailable dates for Christopher D. Sherman through May, 2016. 
DATED this 2:/ day of March, 2016. 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, McKAY & BARTLETT LLP 
c~~~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~L( day of March, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to: 
Elmore CoW1ty Prosecutor 
l90S4°1 E 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-10607 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 S Second E 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-3013 
L_) U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[_J Hand Delivery 
[_J Court House Basket 
[_J Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[_J Overnight Mail 
q{J Facsimile: 208y587-2147 
c , , , ,,0 , ,< e , "" l>'. -\ 
(_] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__J Hand Delivery 
(__] Court House Basket 
L_] Certified Mail, Return Receipl Requested 
[_J Overnight Mail 
p Facsimile: 208-587-6940 
~~1::-P 
2 • MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE AND EXONERATE BOND AND 
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, Christopher O. Sherm,a11, ISB #9089 . . 
. NEVfN,BENJAMIN,,MCKAY & BARTLETT, LLP. 
303 W. Bannock . . , 
P.O. Box 2772 
· ,.,, ' ,, ·····'Boise ID. 83 70 l (···'"'""·"'i·rr-·"'='~""'>··,· 
-·· ... - - ~-.-. . . . _.., . '-· . 
· Telephone: 208-343,.1000 
Facsimile:· 208;.345-8274 
· .. · Email; csherman@~bmlaw.com .. 
. 'Attorneys for TwoJinn, Inc; dbaAladdin Bail Bonds 
... ' IN THE DISTRICT COURT fQR THE F~URTH JUDICIAL DIS1:RICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, INAND FOR TI-IE COUNTY OF ELMORE 














ALADDIN BAIL BONDS as agent for 
) 
) 





Surety/Real-Party in Interest. ) 
----------) 
ST ATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
County of Elmore ) 
. Case No.: CR~2014:..3335 
Bond No.: ACI00-7517799 
Bond Amount: $100,000.00 
. AFFIDAVIT O.F SHAUN M · 
SKOGRAND IN SUPPORT OF 
'MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
. FORFEITURE AND ,, 
EXONERATE BOND AND 
CONDITIONAL REQUEST 
FOR.HEARING 
I, Shaun M. Skogrand, being first duly sworn, depose and state: 
1. .I am employed by Northwest Surety Investigations, Inc. (hereinafter "NSI") as an 
investigator and the NSI Supervisor. NSI specializes in and solely conducts bail bond fugitive 
1 • AFFIDAVIT OF SHAUN M SKOG RAND IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
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1··., 
ORIGINAL 
recovery activities .. Aladdin utilizes NSI for fugitive recovery services and to provide assistance 
to the Supervised Bail program when it appears a defendant is~not compliartf:wi_th tll~conditions 
of supervised bail.. Although Idaho does not regulate bail bond recovery agents, lam licensed as 
a Bail Bond Recovery Agent in the States of Washington, Utah, Nevada and Colorado. 
2. ·I gained training and experience in the field of criminal investigations while 
employed as a Police Officer with the City of Caldwell, Idaho for four years. 
3. On October 1, 2015, I was assigned this case and reviewed the file. I then called 
Elmore County Dispatch to check on the extradition status of this warrant and learned that it is 
nationwide. · The Defendant's listed address was 6882 NE 56th Street in· Altoona, Iowa, so I 
,, called the Altoona, Iowa police department and left a voicemail message. I also sent an email to 
, the Altoona Police Department. Next, I called the co-signor and Defendant's mother, Vicki 
Wharton, and left a voicemail message.• I then called Aaron McCombs, the Defendant's former 
boss, but was told that the Defendant was no longer employed there and that Mr. McCombs had 
not spoken to the Defendant for about two months.· After that, I learned that the Defendant was 
'c' ;"" , , , '• C\. ~· a• ', ,- , > '-',,- , "'., ,__,, , ~ • ! < ,• , • 
plamtlng on leaving the cotmtry so I called the U.S. Marshal's task force in Iowa and alerted 
them about the Defendant. 
. . ; . :• .. 
4. I continued to work the case and ori October 14, 2015, hired a locaJ vendor, Alice 
Flowers, to look for the Defendant in Iowa. 
5. On October 25, 2015, I spoke to Ms. Flo~/ers and was told that the Defendant was 
possibly in Missouri and that she was continuing to work the case.· 
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6. On October 31, 2015, I spoke to Ms. Flowers again who told me that the 
Defendant has been seen in Omaha, Nebraska. 
_;___--~---7.- :...:..on;..·-Novemberc--2, ~2015,~0 1..,_obtained~ information--from ·- Ms..,...FloWers::,.that :. the<=-.-~'.. 
Defendant was possibly traveling with friends at a festival in Colorado. 
8. On November 4, 2015, I was provided with another possible location for the 
Defendant for a lake house in Missouri. 
9. On November 13, 2015, Ms. Flowers checked the possible Colorado addresses 
but was unable to locate the Defendant. 
10; · On November 15, 2015, Ms. Flowers obtained a possible address for the· 
Defendant in California at the Defendant's grandfather's house at 3670 Mira Pacific Dr. m 
Oceanside, California. 
11. On November 16, 2015, Ms. Flowers informed me that the Defendant is driving a 
white Lexus 350ES with Iowa plates. 
12. On December 22, 2015, I sent Investigators Alfredo Arreguin and Richard 
Conway to Des Moines, Iowa to follow up on possible leads and conduct searches of the Des 
Moines and Altoona areas: However, they were unable to locate the Defendant. 
13. On December 29, 2015, I learned that the Defendant may be going to a concert in 
San 1Francisco. I contacted Mo Martinez \J\.ith California Surety Investigations ("CSI") and 
' 
arranged to have CSI agents at the concert to look for the Defendant. 
14. On December 30, 2015, I contacted Marshal Hedgecock in Iowa who advised me 
that he would notify law enforcement in San Francisco of the Defendant's possible location. 
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15. On December 31, 2015, l received a text from CS! that the Defendant was nol 
spotted in San Francisco. 
16.-~.;~ I-continued- to -work-th~L~ase-·and-have~ M~ Ffowertf:..fook;·for~leads- on the 
Defendant. 
17. On February 9, 2016, I went to Altoona, Iowa to look for the Defendant. I went 
to the Defendant's listed address but the Defendant was not there. I then attempted to go to 1703 
28th in Des Moines, a possible address for the Defendant, but was unable ·to locate the residence. 
Next, I went to 5504 Meredith, Apt 17, in Des Moines, the previous address for the Defendant, 
but the address is a Ford dealership parking lot After that, I wentto 128 NE 70th Ankeny, Ms . 
.. t,. \Vharton's lisred address, but the address does not exist. I checked three other possible addresses 
bur·.vas unable to locate the Defendant. I went back to the Defendant's listed address but was 
unable to locate him. 
,, 
r. : ... -,,,. 
18. :;;, :· On February 10, 2016, I returned to the Defendant's listed address and observed 
tire tracks leaving the driveway headed northbound towards Ankeny, Iowa. I then went to 712 
'..Cl>'-i'" 1- ,,,, "' ,., .,,, • 
·. . 
Ave SW in Altoona, the address for Zach Playle, a reference for the Defendant, ·but" there was no 
. . 
one there. Next, I went to the Altoona Police Department and spoke to Officer A.E Purcell who 
told me that the Defendant's name was not familiar, but his face was similar to someone he may 
. . . 
have seen out at Prairie Winds Casino where Officer Purcell worked part time. I provided 
Officer Purcell with the Defendant's· information and the officer safety report. , I· continued to 
check several 'more addresses but was unable to locate the Defendant so I went to the Anken·y 
Police Department and spoke to Officer J. Davis. I provided· Officer Davis the Defendant's 
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information and the officer safety report. Officer Davis looked the Defendant up in the Polk 
County system but there had been no contact with the Defendant by any Polk County, Iowa 
agency since:. March 2015.-- I then returned to the Defendant's- listed address-but was- unable to 
locate him. Next, I went to other possible addresses for the Defendant .but was unable to locate 
' . 
Defendant so I retumed again to his listed address and spoke to the neighborhood tenant, Miriah. 
Mariah told me that she has never seen the Defendant and that she had lived in the area her 
whole life but would watch. for him as they may have friends in common. I then called Stacy 
Baker, mother of the Defendant's son, and left a message. Ms. Baker called me back and told 
· me that the•'Defendant is living somewhere in Colorado ddving the white 2010 Lexus' ES350. · 
·'rlt, Ms. B~~er al~). told me that Ms. Wharton is sending her son money to live on. I then went to 
Doug .Playlc's residence in Ankeny, Iowa and spoke to Mr. Playle, whose sons are references of 
the Defendant. Mr. Playle indicated that the Defendant has been nothing but trouble for his 
family but that Mr. Playle did not know where the Defendant was currently. · I then checked the 
Defendant's listed address again but was unable to locate the Defendant. Next, I went to the 
' .~., 
Prairie Winds Casino but was also unable to locate the Defendant. 
, 19. · On February 11, 2016, l returned again to the Defendant's listed address. While I 
was there, a carpet cleaning service arrived at the residence and a ·female answered the door but 
there wa~ no sign of the Defendant. I then left and went to all of th~ local gas stations and 
showed the Defendant's picture, but no one recognized the Defenda~t~' · I then retu~~d to the 
O~tendant's residence and 'observed Ms. Wharton leave with the carpet cleaning 'service I 
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followed her and observed her mqvements,butdid not see. the Defern:lant. I then learned.that the 
· Defendant had been recently sighted in Colorado, so I returned to :Idaho to research further. . .· ·· 
. ' . . . ,. : . .. ' ' . .· . . . . ' ''.:. ·, . ', .: ' 
_ _. . _ . . . -. ~~~-~..:,.,,,ir?; .. tf·'.,_i1~,tj~J'.tJ-~.;,o~~~-::;'~f-'.·'.?~~1;~~·i~~,-~1~,.~_,.·~~~'.i-·.~,1,(~·"'~iJ':ii-:,:·':':·/J.,?~;,_,:~1 •. ,i~~~;~~,¾~(-~:Hi~~~··)i~~::·::--4:>:. '.: ~)·~t:;\·,-,~-,;,,.~0! \,.,_~; . 
... , .. c-·-·-:-=:: . ...::s.:.:.:.,20;::.:,.:::.:Tcontinuedto:wor¥ ~he-~ase and·on.March:_1$~:2Ql6~-was-provided,~ith·a possible , 
. ; _·; '' .. ·.. . 
address in Denver, Colorado for. the Defendant J made arrangements to fly to De~:ver with 
; ~- < • ,. ~-
· :, ·Investigator Arreguin and had Investigator Conway go toJ)en~er, Colorado in thepleantime to 
, check the address .. I11vestigator Conway spottedJhe Defendant bt1:1 did not try to apprehend him ., 
as he was by himself. . 
- " : .. ~--···~-~-,.,-21._-:,'·· On_March.16, 2Ql6.,.Jnvestiga$O_r_CQnw.ay. obreryed_Jhe. DefendantJeave.Jbe. 
residence irr:a black Ford Escape at 9;jo am.• ·I 'arrived at the residence at approximately 10:30 
· am and continued to watch the residence until 7:30 pm when I received a text that the Defendant 
had be,en"arrested .. I then ¢ontacted the Arvada City Police and it was confirmed that the 
. Defendant had been arrested in Jefferson County, Colorado and was currently in jail. I then 
" '1','. ' 
.. called the ·Jefferson County Jail and spoke to Jl deputy who told me that there system was 
currently down so she could not confirm the ch~rges, o~ly that the Defendant wasjri custody. I 
'' .'.. . ' ' . .,·_:_;-_·_::\ '_,;,'.:/:·,\ .. ,·, '.;·:;,'{, .;• 
then told the deputy that the Defendant also had an Idaho nationwide extraditable warrant. Next, 
I called the Elmore County Jail and spoke to Deputy Reese. I told Deputy Reese that the 
- · · - _..::_ Defendantwas in custody in Jefferson-County,- Colorado- and provided her- the phone number and . -- -- - . -
contact information for the Jefferson County Jail so that the warrant could be served. After a 
while, I called Deputy Reese back to confirm that the Elmore County was being served and she 
told me that the warrant was being faxed over. 
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22. On March 18, 2016, I sent an "Out of State In-Custody Verification" to the 
Jefferson County Jail by facsimile at 12:11 pm. At 12:44 pm, I received the executed "Out of 
·· · · -- · State In-Custody-Verification" with-attached"~Jefferson- County-Sheriff Records-Arrest/Release 
Dates for Travis Eugene Wharton, Booking Number: 16-4861. See attached. The Defendant 
has a $100,000 bail set for his new Colorado charges in addition to the $50,000 bail in this case. 
23. This ends my affidavit. 
DA TED this 1.. '\ day of March, 2016. 
SHAUN SKOGRAND 
• ' ,, ' f ,.,,~:-1,J:<•.,•.-. I\.· C.-.,.,.,-C ,.,H,;;,•.-,,,,, •-• 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, this d--~ day of March, 2016. 
HEATHER M. PRICE 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
...... 1=-----
Residing at: Boise, Idaho 
Commission Expires: 4/30/16 
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CERTIFICA~F SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~ day of March, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 S 4th E 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-10607 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 S Second E 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-3013 
[__J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
L._J Hand Delivery 
[__J Court House Basket 
[__J Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__J Overnight Mail 
lS(] Facsimile: 208-587-21471 
[__J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__J Hand Delivery 
[__J Court House Basket 
[__J Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[' ,:. ·1 Overnight Mail 
Lpi Facsimile: 208-587-6940 
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. . ·. . ... , ' ' .. . : 
· MAR/18/2016/F.RI 12: 11 PM . ·~. FAX No .. /'.~ ~it7st;:t,_:!'J~,,. 
rrwclJinp., Inc. / ,z41Abbl., Bail Bonds· ,' 
. . . .. 
· 80 N, Cole Rd, Boiae, DU3'704 
.. ·.,·--,., :, (i08) 323-1,245: , •• , (208)..287-2212-
.To Whmn ItM11y Concern: 
Alacklln Bail ~ondli po~ed blil on behalf of rile ~:low Ustod p~on who 'subsequently failed to appear cau,irlg tbe court to orcklr tho 
ball fo11'eited. W,o respoctf\t.\ly 10<1.u,:,st th~ , representative of you:r office pr9vide .th& requested in:t'o~atio11 ~drotllm it to this o:fflce 
· via fa.c.simile at QOS)i$7-2212.(A TTP{TIQN; • Shaun Slcq,zynd'l :Pleue h,o llflSutl:ld tliat the ~fonnatiou you provido ls to bo used , 
solely for the pU1pose of advisillg ~ Co11rt Qf the Defendant's ,c;,urent custo.dy status ~d in c;om:iectioll wltl:1,the bolow-referenccd 
~ase (s). Til:µ~ is of the ~ssenoe 1111d y<>ur pro~ptrespODBe ia aiucetel~ M)Preciated, Thmk you for yo~.c~opcration. · · 
l· . ·. ·,·· . .,_ ... . . ·,. ' .... . . ' . "",( .. , ·.. . ·' .. ! .,.,. . . . ,'. '\ :. ·.. .. . ; 
Dated:. 3{i8/2016 .·. 
DEFENDANT 





WARRANT ISSUED BY THE ELMORE COUNTY IDAHO DISTRICT COURT: 
CASE NUMBER BOND NUMBlm DATE OF B FORFEITtllUt 
CR14 .. 3335 ACIOO-7517799 O9/2S/lS 
: *****LAW ENFORCEMENTAGENCY PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING***** 
1'he Defendant is in cnstody at, or-witJ1 the: 
(Cit? 11nd State of fadlltv\ . " 
-Bo-okinrr/Reeister/lnmate-ID-N0;-fihssirmed~ 
Date of Ane11t/lncarceratton: 
Date of Release (if known): 
Ne:xt Court Date (if known): 
THE DEFENDANT HAS THE FOLLOWING WARRANT HOLD S : 
Com:,. /State Wt1nant No. Yes No 
l certify that the foregoing is true 1mg correct to the best of my knowledge. 
Print/By: ¾~ Cabbm, 
Signature: ~ ~ 
Positio11/Badge # ______ _ 
... ··'·" " ·~·"·'·· "·"- ,.,,~" ·····-· ~ - "" ...... 
Dept. /Stamp ID _____ _ 
Date: fJ'!J !6' J ~ 
102 
. . 
--.~ ... --- - --~,. - ~--- .• -- . ~--. . 
. .. 
•, .· \.,1~"'~"',,:,t,"',;'. Records Arrest/Release~ Dates for 
. ~i,:,~ ... j~.~-~,~-\;::;:;~£/;:f?:-~~~~~;\i:--~.-: .-':';,-':.~;,,;ft:'Ft .;;; •. (,·:;· ,~;/J_~·:-?:i ··: r_~· ,: ;-. ~ ._- ,-:/ ·.-c:. 
V\/HA~TONJ TRAVIS EUGENE · . 
Booking Numb.er: ' 16-4H1'. 12/06/1979 ;-. 
.. ~ Charged Released ·.'. Arh,st Agency . . i, C)large Lile@! 
3/1.8/.16. 3(W16 
3/16/16 3/16(16 




. 3/16/16 3/16/16 
3/16/18 3/1(3/18 · 
3/16/16 3/16/16 
3/16/16 3/16/18 
: .--::~. .. 
3/16/16 3/16/16 






, SEXUAL ASSAULT ON. A CHILD. PATTERN . 
.·· SEXUAL ASSAlJL TON A CHILD:: ·.' . 
CC>NTRIBUTING,TO THE DELINQUENCY OF A 
,INTERNET LURING OF"' CHILD : 
··. hoNTALD sue Poss .scH 1 Lso 
'J • • : ' . 
A!'D SE~UALASSAULTVICTIM15TO 17 
,A,l'P /Si , ,<z., ,.,,; ATT SEXUAL. ASS~UL T VICTIM 15 TO 17 
APO .. , RESISTING ARREST' . . ' . . . 
APO OBSTRUCTIN<3 PEACE OFCR FIREFIGHTER E 
APO FUGITIVE OF JUSTICE IDAHO 
· - · · · · Records Section" · 
Jefferson County Sheriffs Office 
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Christopher D. Sherman, ISB #9089 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, MCKAY & BARTLETT, LLP 
303 W., Banqock-
P.O. Box 2772 




Attorneys for Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds 
-, :.· ~/:'',;,.,~~:l'-;:?;f',{· 
FI L· E'"'D 
MAR 2 8 2016 , 
IJ:cle £M 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 









ALADDIN BAIL BONDS as agent for ) 
AMERICAN CONTRACTORS ) 
INDEMNITY COMP ANY, ) 
Surety/Real-Party in Interest.) 
--------------) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss: 
County of Elmore ) 
Case No.: CR-2014-3335 
BondNo.: ACI00-7517799 
Bond Amount: $100,000.00 
AFFIDAVIT OF LYNN 
MIRAJKAR IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
FORFEITURE AND 
EXONERATE BOND AND 
CONDITIONAL REQUEST 
. FOR HEARING , 
I, Lynn Mirajkar, being first duly sworn, depose and state: 
1. I am employed by Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds as the Assistant Claims 
Manager. In that capacity, I process all requests that a bail bond for a particular defendant be 
revoked and notices from the court that a bail bond Aladdin posted has been forfeited. 
Forfeitures involve pre-investigations and/or investigations and, at times, the apprehension of 
1 • AFFIDAVIT OF LYNN MIRAJKAR IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
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• .. .. ·."'· 
··defendants. In such circum~tances, All;lddin u~es th~ services ofN9rtlnyest Surety Investigations.· 
: . : • ·.,:··. . . I :'.' : . • ' .•. ·• ·, '... ·. • • ' ·_--,: .:. .• 
("NSI'~) ... \ . : . . . . '.., . '~-· ' ' .. _,, ' . 
·. :_::,~·>e;.°">~/:,:/_- .. :·· < ·.".·,~..,:,:;-\ :-:·.z~<-/;·, ... ,.;.,, .'>:'.,',.,./_.,.'"' .,;h·;..·--:_yi,\~...."&:,:··,; .i',;,_<,,·_ <(._:; +..·\ .. <··i':·~< .·.,,.,>'-·>\c;;;;\n.:~·-..... : ..,-./ .· c":: 
0~ Septe~ber 29, 2015, I):'~ceived 'an email from our Supervised Bail Dep~ment ~·. ,-:; . 
,·-.,·. . . . . ·.. . . ' 
·· that., Travis Wharton had failed to appear for Court that day and that thi~ case sh9uld be assigned 
:to NSI immediat,ely.: 
. ' 
3. . · : On October 1, 2015, l assigned this case t~ Shaun Skogrand with NSI. 
... . . (. ' . ' 
.• . ; . . : : : 
4. On Octob~r 7, 2015, I received the Notice of Forfeiture of Surety Bond ("NOP") 
. . 
for Bond No. ACI00-7517799 in ,this case. I scanned the NOP into .o~ bondlracking"syst~m 
arid sent theNOF tb. our Pre~Invesfigations Department. · 
5. This ends my' affidavit. 
DATEDthls ~dayofMarch,2016. ~I.All~ 
.· LynnMir.J_~  
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, this .df_d;y of March, 2016 . 
..................... ~' ~ ~l~ 
HEATHER M. PRICE ,: Notary Public foridaho . . 
NOTARY PUBLIC . Residing at: Boise, Idaho 
STATE OF IDAHO Commission Expires: 4/30/16 
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.. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this d,.. ~1 of March, 2016, I caused to·be served a 
··. true and correct copy of the foregoing by the.following method to: ..... ~... .. · •···'···"•·¥,., 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190S4th E 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 8364 7-10607 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 S Second E 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-3013 
[_J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[_J Hand Delivery 
[_J Court House Basket 
[_J Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[_J Overnight Mail 
~ Facsimile: 208-587-2147 
[_J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[_J Hand Delivery 
[_J Court House Basket 
LJ Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
L::J Overnight Mail 
lQl Facsimile: 208-587-6940 
~hl~~ 
Heather Price 
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Christopher D. Sherman, ISB #9089 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, McKAY & BARTLETT, LLP 
303 W. Bannock 
P~O. Box 2772 
MAR 2 8 2016"'ai:::~i.L~::C: 
' 1J3{J J2 
CLEAKOFTHE COURT M 
-· DEPUTY 




Attorneys for Two Jinn, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail Bonds 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 














ALADDIN BAIL BONDS as agent for 
AMERICAN CONTRACTORS 






Surety/Real-Party in Interest. ) _____________ ) 
. - ""' ~ 
Case No.: CR-2014-3335 
BondNo.: ACI00-7517799 
Bond Amount: $100,000.00 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE 
FORFEITURE AND 
EXONERATE BOND AND 
CONDITIONAL REQUEST FOR 
HEARING 
I. INTRODUCTION 
On March 27, 2015, Aladdin posted a $100,000 bond for Defendant Travis Wharton as 
the authorized agent for American Contractors Indemnity Company. Court File. On September 
29, 2015, Wharton failed to appear for his Motion to Suppress hearing and the Court forfeited the 
bond. Id. Aladdin's Supervised Bail Department notified Lynn Mirajkar with the Aladdin 
1 • MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE 




Claims Department that Wharton had failed to appear and immediately requested this case be 
assigned to Northwest Surety Investigations ("NSI"). ~ffi~ctvit of Lyl1.Il Mirajkar, ,r 2. Aladdin 
then immediately retained NSI to locate, apprehend, and return Wharton to custody;: Mirajkar-
Affidavit, ,r 3. On October 7, 2015, the Notice of Forfeiture from the Court was received by 
Aladdin. Mirajkar Affidavit, ,r 4. 
NSI Investigator Shaun Skogrand diligently worked this case and hired an Iowa vendor in 
October to check Mr. Wharton's known Iowa addresses. Affidavit of Shaun Skogrand, ,r,r 3 - 11. 
In December, Investigator Skogrand sent Investigators Arreguin and Conway to Iowa to seek 
Wharton. SkograndAffidavit, ,r 12·: Upon learning that Wharton may be in San Francisco for a 
' concert, Investigator Skogrand made arrangements for California Surety Investigations to look 
for Wharton and alerted local law enforcement. Skogrand Affidavit, ,r,r 13 -15. In February 
2016, Investigator Skogrand also went to Iowa to look for Wharton and subsequently learned 
that Wharton was probably in Colorado. Skogrand Affidavit, ,r,r 17 - 19. 
, On March 15, 2016, Investigator Skogrand sent Inyestigator Conway to Denver, 
Colorado to locate Wharton while Investigators Skogrand and Arreguin traveled to Denver, 
Colorado. Skogrand Affidavit, ,r 20. Investigator Conway located Wharton at the residence that 
evening but did not attempt to apprehend hi,n by himself. Skogrand Affidavit, ,r 20. On March 
16, 2016, while Investigators Skogrand, Conway and Arreguin were observing Wharton's 
residence, they were notified that Wharton had been arrested and was in the custody of the 
Jefferson County Sheriff ("Jeffersop County") in Golden, Colorado. Skogrand Affidavit, ,r 21. 
2 • MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE 
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Investigator Skogrand contacted Jefferson County and the Elmore County Jail and was· 
instrumental in getting-the.warrant-served on Wharton. Skogrand Affidavit, 121. 
Wharton remains in custody in Jefferson Councy:--ExhibitA;-"JeffersorrCounty Sheriffs - · 
Office" website information for Travis Eugene Wharton. 
The 180th day after the Court forfeited Wharton's bond is March 27, 2016. 
II.ARGUMENT 
The primary purpose of bail is not punitive but, rather, to ensure the presence of the 
accused. State v. Quick Release Bail Bonds, 144 Idaho 651,655, 167 P.3d 788, 792 (Ct. App. 
2007). Providing courts with authority to forgive or reduce a forfeiture if the circumstances···· 
show such action is just and reasonable "serves to encourage sureties to locate, arrest, and return 
defaulting defendants to the authorities to facilitate the timely administration of justice." State v. 
Storkamp, 656 N.W.2d 539, 541-42 (Minn. 2003). Thus, pursuant to a motion filed within 180 
days of forfeiture, the Court may direct that the order of forfeiture be set aside, in whole or in 
part, if it appears that justice so requires. LC.§ 19-2917. In determining whether ,"it appears 
that justice does not require the enforcement of the forfeiture," the Court considers all relevant 
factors, including: 
(A) the willfulness of the defendant's violation of the obligation to appear; (B) 
the participation of the person posting bail in locating and apprehending the 
defendant; (C) the costs, inconvenience, and prejudice suffered by the state as a 
result of the defendant's violation of the obligation to appear; (D) any intangible 
costs; (E) the public's interest in insuring a defendant's appearance; (F) any 
mitigating factors; (G) whether the state exhibited any actual interest in regaining 
custody of the defendant through prompt efforts to extradite him; (H) whether the 
bonding company has attempted to assist or persuade the defendant to expedite 
3 • MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO SET ASIDE FORFEITURE 
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·. his return to Idaho by exercising his rights under the Interstate Agreement on 
Detainers, Idaho Code § 19-5001 et seq'.; and (I) the need to deter the defendant 
. and others from future violations. . , , , 
, . 
- -,_, .. , •. 
I.C.R. 46(h);> 
· Here, the Court should particularly consider Aladdin's committed efforts to locate and 
return Defendant Wharton. Aladdin retained NSI to apprehend Defendant Wharton. NSI 
dfiigently sought Wharton, hired a vendor to locatce him:in Iowa, located Whart~n~s re~idence in 
, , , 
. ' . . 
Colorado, and subsequently located him in the custody of the Jefferson County Sherif£ NSI then. 
noiified the Jefferson County Jail of Wharton's warrant in this case and the Elmore County Jail 
1;-.,,,.,_: ,.·,.·, .. ,.,'· .. ,,: .• , ; ·-. '. ,: .- : .. .'··1, ', :·. ·-·· ,._ 
of Wharton) location in the Jefferson County Jail. 
Because Wharton remains in the custody of the Jefferson County Sheriff, Aladdin is 
unable to secure his presence in court. Nevertheless, society's interest in ensuring that Wharton 
answer the charges at hand will be met when Wharton is transported from the Jefferson County 
Jail to appear in Court in this case. 
Aladdin would be willing to pay any reasonable costs associated with Wharton's , . 
• ' ' • .,._-,_ ~'t','< 
transportation to Elmore County or take any other steps to facilitate his appearance as a condition 
of the Court's order setting aside the forfeiture. Accordingly,justice does not require the 
enforcement of the entire forfeiture and the Court should set aside the same at least in part. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Aladdin diligently sought and located Wharton and informed the appropriate authorities 
of Wharton's location. Because of Aladdin's efforts, the Court and State are aware of Wharton's 
location and circumstances and have the ability to ensure he returns to Elmore County. Under 
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these circumstances, justice does not require enforcement of the entire forfeiture and the Court 
should set aside the same and order the bond exonerated. In the alternative, the Court should 
. - _:_ ____ aside the forfeihu-e iii part·· ....... ····'·-··--··· -<.·--
DATED this ?~ay of March, 2016. 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, McKAY & BARTLETT LLP 
c&dB~~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE .. 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~y of March, 2016, I caused to be served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to: 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190S4th E 
PD. Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-10607 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 S Second E 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-3013 
[__] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Court House Basket 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail 
[_@ Facsimile: 208-587-2147 
'· -.• ,.: .. ,..,1.,.,,., ;,,.··-,~·.,;; ,.•,,:J.,,,,,,,;'., '\','~-;.,:,,½:,· ,, ~-;-~'-',/•;;,.: 
[__] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Court House Basket 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail 
~ Facsimile: 208-587-6940 
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. --,,.,. . ·. ~r-~\ .. 
'. ·, .. '', . . ' . ·. 
Jefferson County Sherifrs Office 
: ,;. ·'. . . . ... : . ' •. ; . . . ' ._, ·. ~ . . . :- .;;_ \ ,- . . . 
BoolQ'g J)etails 
. NfUlle: TRAVIS EUGENE WHARTON 
·. )JOB (Date of Birth): _.· .;_, 
·Jen:>:·· .. _· Poio9s196 -
· ]3oo~ing Number: 1604861 
Gender: M 
Race: WHITE 
Hei~~t: _. 6'00 " · · 
Weight: 'J90 
.. _·._ .. .,. 
~' 
\_ \ 
.. .Visits RemainingThis Week:_. _ 1 _ _ . · _ _ _ ._ . _ . __ .. · .. _ _·. 
· J~ooking Date: 03-16:.2016 · · -~ =·-:·-·--;"···"~ --.. ~.;__.,__,;-........ ·--~........-....._,...,.,~-·~·---... '~··· ...... "."' .... -.... · .• 
.Arresting Agency: ARVADA POLICE DEPARTMENT 
For Charge # 1 
_Charge: ' 
· Bond Amount/Type: . 
.· Eligible for Bail? 
·Fine Cost: 
.. ,; p)f:pected Release. Date: 
Bail Reference: 
· _Next Scheduled Court Date: 
.· Court Time: 
·court: 
Docket Number: 
Type Of Hearing: 
Warrant Agency: 
For Charge # 2 
Charge: , 
Bond Amount/Type: 
Eligible for Bail? 
Fine Cost: 
Expected Release Date: 
Bail Reference: 
Next Scheduled Court Date: 
CourtTime: 
Court: 






JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION E 
16CR963 
DEMAND FOR PRELIMINARY HEARING 
NO WARRANT AGENCY 




BOND RELATED TO OTHER CHARGE 
JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION E 
http://jeffco.us/wil/displayPrintDetails.do .l 1 2 EXHIBIT A 
Docket Number: 
Type Of Hearing: 
Warrant Agency: 
For Charge # 3 
Charge: 
.. -· Bond Amount/Type: 
·+"'! --~ , .. , .. ,.,.,.., . .,_;,. 
. •. -~.::~·: :. Eligible for Bail?· - · · 
Fine Cost: 
Expected Release Date: 
Bail Reference: 




Type Of Hearing: 
Warrant Agency: 
For Charge # 4 
16CR963 
NO WARRANT AGENCY 




BOND RELATED TO OTHER CHARGE 
JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION E 
16CR963 
NO WARRANT AGENCY 
Charge:·'··-·'0'"'2 '''"''''''·'··;,,.,~-•·· ···"···'""'·"'"'· INTERNET LURING OF A CHILD 
Bond Amount/Type: 
Eligible for Bail? 
Fine Cost: 
Expected Release Date: 
Bail Reference: 




Type Of Hearing: 
Warrant Agency: 
For Charge# 5 
Charge: 
Bond Amount/Type: 
Eligible for Bail? 
Fine Cost: 
Expected Release Date: 
Bail Reference: 




Type Of Hearing: 
Warrant Agency: 





BOND RELATED TO OTHER CHARGE 
JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION E 
16CR963 
NO WARRANT AGENCY 




BOND RELATED TO OTHER CHARGE 
JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION E 
16CR963 
NO WARRANT AGENCY 
SEXUAL ASSAULT VICTIM 15 TO 17 
http://jeffco.us/wil/displayPrintDetails.do .! 1 3 3/24/2016 
~ .... 
Bond ~ount/Type; 
~ligibl!;l. for Bail? <. · · 
Fine C~st: .· , 
· Expe~ted Release Date: 





, BOND RELATED TO-OTHER CHARGE 
-iN~xtSCheduled Court Date: ··::~-:__---: ·~;}ia~Tirne~.- .·/' .. , '., .. ,,., ... ,. ... ,,..,c:·''":-,,,, 





· For <;barge # 7 . 
· , · : Charge:· 
· Bond Amount/Type': 
.Eligible for Bail? 
Fine Cost: .· ... 
Expe~tedRele~e Date: 
Bail Reference: · 
Next Scheduled Court Date: 
·· Court Time: 
Court: 
Docket Number: 
.·· Type OfHearing: 
,W¥IantAgency: 
, For Charge # 8 
Charge: 
Bond Amount/Type: 
Eligible for Bail? 
Fine Cost: 
Expected Release Date: 
· Bail Reference: 




Type Of Hearing: 
Warrant Agency: 
For Charge# 9 
Charge: 
Bond Amount/Type: 
Eligible for Bail? 
Fine Cost: 
Expected Release Date: 
Bail Reference: 
l6CR963 ... · 
· . ·NO :WARRANTACJENCY · 





, BOND RELATED TO OTHER CHARGE ,, 
JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION E 
16CR963 





BOND RELATED TO OTHER CHARGE 
JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION E 
16CR963 
NO WARRANT AGENCY 








,.,_ .. ; 
'J.._' l, I I,.,, 
,Next.Scheduled Court Date: 
.. ', r9ourt Time: ·. 
Court: 
Docket Number: 
Type Qf Hearir1g! 
, ~,, Wru:rant Agency: .·. 
~ _ :: :..::._,~:=,.io;cii~rge#-10· : .· 
Ch!:P'ge: : ·,· 
· . Bbnc:lAmount/Type; 
· Eligible for Bail? ..• 
f:ine Cost: ;. 
. Expectyq Release Date: 
; B~il, Refer~nce: .· . . . . 
Next Scheduled Court Date: 
Court Time: .· 
. ·,··court: 
. Docket Number: 
Type Of Hearing: · 
Warrant Agency:· 
·. JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION E 
l6CR963··- . . .. .. . . . 
.. · Nb WARRANT AGENCY 
.··_ .. ;. . .. . . ' '. 





0800 . . ·, . 
' . . 
. ' ,, 
JEFFERSON COUNTY DIVISION 4 
,-15CR969 
ORI NOT ENTERED 
http://jeffco.us/wil/displayPrintDetails,do .1 I 5 
Page 4 ot 4 
3/24/2016 
•...•••... • ,.;:· --~~~~:_'.,,,~16/04/01. 13:52:56 . 
:·,,, ··-:/::~;~\·~~>~·:}i/fI:f{~"fi~~~--. ·-: . 
:l!ORM587-:i!t 34 · Ehnore Ccurtt;d1,1. office.·• · ···· ·. 
~~I la'At •¥~V -"",WI A"~ ,ot/H~ I ~'1\1.r', 
~} . . 
'. : . ' . .. ' : ·. ·. ,· :, . 
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. C:.hrlirtoph~T-D.Shi.=~~n. [SB#9089t . .· . .. 
. NEVINt BfaN.lAMIN., MCKAY& 13.J\lt'fLETT~ 1..1,P• · -··. 
· · 303 W, Bannock;; . < · · · · · · · 
P.O. Box 2772 .. ··•• · . · 
BQi$e.,ll). 83701\ : · ·· , ·• .. 
TelephQn.e: 208 .. ]43-l 000 
Fa:csimile: 208-345 .. 8274 . 
EmF.1ih. c-.ehepn1n@nbmlaw.,c9m,, .. 
Attorneys for1~~ Jl·~nji,~. dba AlnddJn BnU Bonds::. · . 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT f"ORTHB FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTIUCT OF 
,· i:. '·; 
. . THE S'l'A~ra OP IDAHO~ lN AND FOR THB COUNTY OF ELMorur :· 
,--:~ ,, ' - ' ~~ ·"1. 
s·r ATE OF JDAHO~ 
vs. 
· .TRAVIS WHARTON, 
and 
. ) \ 
) 









ALADDIN BAIL BONDS as &Gent for-· ) 
· AMERICAN CONTRACTORS: . ·. '- ) 
1NDEl\fNTTY COMPANY, . ) 
., . ) 
Surety/R.eal,,Party in Interest; ) ____________) 
l!Uld exonerate thit bond in the· a.bove-reimneed case.. .. Thit Motion is supported by tho-record in 
this ~ and the rnttmoni.ndum of counm:l and the· atlidaviU of Lynn Mlrajkar and Shaun 
Skogrand to follaw by US Mail, 
1 • MOTION TO SET ASlD! FORFErruRE AND EXONERATE BOND AND 
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ORIGINAL 
















,·ti,,- 1;.?/13 , ...... "~ 
respecr.fu.lly requested that the Court um thit matw for a hearing at a mul~lly convenimiL dalct 
and time; See attached unavailable dite3 for Chri$10pher D. Shen.nan through Muyt 2016. 
DATED ihls ~d1ity ot M~ 2016. . 
/.;;i:;~·;· .. \~· .. ,;.1i"::::<::u,.;,>~ · .. :.· ::; '.: 
. . 
'"--',#1\;•..:· 
NEVIN, BENJAMlN, MoKA V & BARTLETT LLP 
QR~~ 
Christopher~~.·· · .. 
CERTIFICATE o·r SEl\VICEt 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this :;2.t{_ day ofMareh, 2016, I caused to be served a 
tme and correct cop:y of the foregoina by the following method to: 
Elmore COWlty Prosecutor 
J90S4111 'E' ·· . . •. 
P .o. Bo,c 607 ' 
Mountain Home. Idaho 13647•10607 · 
Elmore County P\.lbllc Defendtt 
290 s second E 
Mountain Home, ldahc. 83647~3013 
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Christopher n. Rhenmm, JSR #9089 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, McKAY & BARTLETT. LLP 
..... 303 w. llannock.;,,. ,;,,."s;,,r,~,,,, ,,.,,,, ... ,,,',.",. 
P.O. Uox2772 




Attorneys for Two Ji11n, Inc. dba Aladdin Bail llonds 
IN THR DISTRICT COlffi.T FOR THF. FOURTH .JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE 011' IDAHO, IN AND 11'OR THU COUNTY OF ELMORE 






. ALADDIN llAIL llONDS as agent for 
AMERICAN CONTRACTOltS 
TNDRMNTTY COMPANY, 
Surcty/Rca1-Pmty in Interest. 















) ______________ ) 
Case Nu.: CR-2014-3335 
llond No.: ACI00-7517799 
Bond Amount: $100,000.00 
STTPULA TION TO RRSF.T 
HEARING ON MOTION TO 
EXONERATE BOND 
Aladdiu I3ai1 llo11ds, tlu·ough its attorney, Christopher Sherman, and. Defendant Travis 
Wluuton, through his allnmey, Marco DeAngelo, and the Stale, thrm1gh its attorney, Ktistina 
Schindele, stipulate and agree to vacate the hearing on Lhc Motion Lo Exonerate Bond presently 
set for April 18, 2016 flt 9:00 a.m. before Judge Jouathan Medema and reschedule it for May 2, 
2016 al 8:30 a.m. The reason for th~ slipulation is th,it Mr. Shenmm has a Lriul scheduled for 
1 ORDF.R. GRA NitNG Sil PU LA 'TYON TO R F.SR'T HF.A RING ON MOTTON TO RXONF.RA TF. 
BOND 
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Uli/ J.tr.f "-11.&.V ;,;1.1,1:1 .1,.r.; .1,,. · ..,....., 
.,,. ·1' 
· April 18, 2016 and wm be unavailuhk on thul dale. 
,. - ... -_':'- -- --~- ~-nATRn Lhis lQ.'"eiay·~'tAp~ll,2016:,•; •·*'bf?' ,,~,:, .. ,\ •• 
.· NF.\TlN~ RRNJAMIN, McKAY· & BAR.TLETT LLP 
2 • STIPUT,A TION TO RESET HEARING ON MO'l'lON ·ro cXONERATR RONT) 
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K1htir1t1 Sdtiri< i:111 --.,.... 
UATlm tltisJt di!.)' of Alltil. 201G, 
l::LMDR~ t',()(jNTY 1JJJ8LlC m,:f.'eNUfilt 
-~ .. .J)JJ. ___ _ 
M·m·co Oiu\u~clo 
~ . ' . . ;:.\'c..·. , ..•. 
2 • STTPT.l LA'rJON TO lUiSET Hb:ARING < lN l.\.IO'J'ION TO f.XONFRA'l'E ROND 
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TIIE STAT.I:! OF llJAl-1O IN AND FOR TI:ill COUNTY Of.ELMORE 
: I • ' ' ,· ' - ·: • • 
ST ATE OF IDAI 10 
... ,.,. . . ,. . ' . ' . '· .' .· 
Plaintiff: , 
. . . 
VS; 












and .,,,'""'''"''''"·'··""······ ) 
ALADD.IN nAIL AONDS a.-; agent for 
. AM ERi CAN CONTRACTORS 






Surety/Real-Party in Interest. ) 
---------) 
. ' . 
·. I 
CaseNo.: CR-2014-333.5 . 
nond No.: AC 100-751779? 
Ilond Amourit: $100.000.00 · 
; . ' ,... . 
ORDF.R GRANTING STI PUl,ATION 
TO RES.RT UF.J\RINGON MOTION 
TO ltXONF.RATll: BOND 
Pursuant to the Stipulation to Reset Hearing on Motion to Ex,mernte Bon<l. 1.md good 
cause being shown. it is ordered that the hearing currently set for April 18, 2016 at 9;00 a..m. be 
vacated aud reset to May 2. 2016 at 8:30 a.m. 
DATED this ff~ of A1>ril. 2016 •. 
1 ORDER GRANTING STIPULATION '1'0 RESET HEARING ON MOTION TO 
EXONERATE BOND 
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I certify that a true and correct copy of the.foregoing document w~sentto the . 
... 
···.C..ol.lo ..wm···g: . ·,·.·>···"··c·:.•.. '•' ':··, .. , ·.·,,:·.,,.·•:''c:···:,,'f.c,,, .......... . :·· .; ..... ,,, 
.u - ' ' . -<--:< ,- > • •• <. _·. ,_:~ :· .. ~~,.~~ 
·. · .. · Christopher IJ. Sherman . 
NEVIN, IlENJAMIN, MC:KA Y & BARTLETT, LLP ·. 
303 W. Bannock 
''P.O. Box 2772. . ·. 
'Boise, m 83701 , . 
U.S..Mail-
Elm,ore County Prosecutor 
INTER DEPT MAIL 
Elmore County Public Defender ,,.,,..,,y,"""···""'•·"'""'" . 
.•• ,, ., :;•,,a-c,,;.,,,,,i•<•.i•.,.>e'-':•'· INTER DEPT MAJL ··. : .· .. 
Dated this ~y of April 2016. 
122 
BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
--~~ 
Deputy~. 
KRISTINA M. SCHINDELE FILED 
ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Telephone: (208)587-2144ext.503 -------·----·--- --- -- -- · BARBA11A S"i'EELE CLERK OF THE COUR 
DEPUTY Facsimile: (208) 587-2147 
ISB No. 6090 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMORE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
vs. 










) ______________ ) 
Case No. CR-2014-0003335 
OBJECTION TO ALADDIN AND 
AMERICAN CONTRACTORS' 
MOTION TO EXONERATE 
COMES NOW, The State of Idaho, by and through Kristina M. Schindele, Prosecuting 
Attorney and hereby objects to Defendant's Motion to Exonerate on the· grounds that The 
Defendant was arrested in Colorado on new charges on or about March 16, 2016. The 
Defendant has yet to be returned to Idaho. He has not appeared before the Court. The 180-day 
exoneration period ran on March 26, 2016. 
The bond company in this matter posted bond on an interstate drug trafficker. At the time 
bond was posted, the Defendant had just had his parole warrant from his home state dismissed. 
His prior felony was also for interstate drug trafficking. The Defendant had posted messages on 
his Facebook account in December 2015 stating he was not intending to appear in court in Idaho. 
The bond company has not demonstrated due diligence with respect to this matter, let alone that 




j11stice requires bond be exonerated. Notwitstanding the bond company's claim that it was 
instrumental in having the warrant served on Defendant in Colorado, frankly he was in Colorado 
engaging in internet enticement of a teen girl. The Defendant has subsequently refused to waive 
>' .;, • 
extradition. . ~-· 
DATED This~ & day of April 2016. 
CHINDELE 
TY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO EXONERATE BOND - Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this :Jbay of April 2016, I served a copy of the attached 
document to the following parties by hand delivery: 
Marco DeAngelo 
290 South Second East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
---Hand Delivery 
First Class Mail ---
~Facsimile to 587-6940 
Christopher Sherman ___ Hand Delivery 
P.O. Box 2772 .... First Class Mail 
Boise, Idaho 83701 ;;.>- Facsimile to 345-8274 
DATED this~y of April~£ 
BY:~~~ 
· tina M. Schindele, Prosecuting Attorney 
OBJECTION TO MOTION TO EXONERATE BOND - Page 3 
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0 
Christopher D. Sherman. ISB #9089_ 
N.EVlN, llENJAMlN, McKAY & llARTLETT, LLP 
303 W. llannock 
.P.O. Tfox 2772 
- _____ :_-_n·,,i~e; 1n· R3101 
Td~phone: 208-343- l 000 
Facsimile: 208~345-8274 
Email: cshcrµ1an@.nbw.lE1.w,c.om 
Attorneys for Two Jinn, Inc. dbu AJaddin llail Bonds 
FILED 
2016 APR 29 PH 3: 15 
th.'\h8A;1;.\ GT,i:El . CLEfH\ OF rHE O T 
·. · · ·· DEPUTY · · 
TN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR TITF. FOURTH JUDICJAL DlSTRlCT 01•' 
THE STATJJ 011 ID.AHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF F.LMORR 
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Surety/Real-Party in Interest ) 
--------------) 
-... ,',,)-;,.'',,::.,· 
Case No.: CR-2014-3335 
Bom.l No.: ACl00-7517799 
llond Amount: $100~000.00 
ALADDIN'S RESPONSE TO 
STATEtS OJJJECTJON TO 
ALADDIN AND AMEIUCAN 
CONTRACTORS• MOTION 
TO EXONERATE 
COMF.S NOW, Alm.ltlin Rail Ronds, lhmugh its attorney Clu·istophcr ll. Sherman, and 
hereby responds to the State's Objection to Aladdin and A1m.--ricun Cuntraclnrs1 Motion to 
Exonerate. 
I • RESPONSE TO STATE'S OBJECTION TO ALADDIN ANn AMERICAN C~)NTRt\C'l'URS' 




1, The State','!i Allegation that Defe11dant Had a Pre,·iously Dismissed Iowa 
1•arolc Violation Should Not llc Considered When Determining if ,Ju!ttice 
Require,; The Forfeiture He Set /\side Pursuant to l.C.R. 46(h) aud I.C. § 19-
2917. 
In.its OQjcction to Aladdin's Motion to Exont:rnle Bond, the Slttte aIJeges thal Mr. 
Wharton, p.l.'ior to posting bond in this case, had a parole vlo1atio11 dismissed in another state. 
Aladdin wng aware urnefendanl Wharton's parole violation charge and waited untH the charge 
was dismissed before posting U1c bond in 1his .case. 
1 Howcvcl', uudcrthc factors to be considered as set forth under J.C.R. 46(h), the que:,ition 
ofwhetheJ· Def-~ncla11l Wlmrton had u previous p,ll'ole violation is an improper basis upon which 
this Cout"l can determine if justice docs or docs not require I.he enforcement ur lhe forfeiture 
pursuantt.o J.C.§ 19-2917. The speculation l'aised here by the State is irrelevant and not an 
enumerated factor under !.C.R. 46(h). Aladdin reiterates lha1 the Court shmdtl consider alJ 
relevant factors, including: 
(A) the willfuh1esM of the tleft:mdanl's violation of the ohligation to appem·; (H) the 
participation of the person posting bail in loculing and apprehending the 
defendant; (C) the costs, iuconvc.nlcncc, a.ucl prejudice suffered by the state ttll a 
result of the defendant's viofodon of the obHgatiou to appear; (D) any intangible 
cnsls; (R) the public's inl~resl in illsuring a defendant's appeanmce; (1") any 
miligating factors; (G) whcttu .• -r the state exhibited any uclual interest in regaining 
custody of the defendant through prompt efforts to extradite him; (H) whether Lhe 
bonding company luis Httemptcd to assist or persuade the defendant to expedite 
hjs return Lo Jduhn by exercising his rights u11del' the lnterstnte Agreement on 
Deluiners. kluho Cuc.le§ 19-5001 el seq.; and (J) Lbe need to deter the defendant 
anc.I others from future violations. 
l.C.R. 46(h). As this Court should only consider these relevant factors, it should disregard Lhis 
argument mud<:: by the Stull' wht;n c.lt:Lem1ining il'ju~lice requires the order of forfeiture be set 
aside pmsuant to 1.C. § 19-2917. 
2 • RtSPONSF. TO STATTI'S OBJHC'J'JON TO ALADL>lN AND AMERICAN CONTRACTORS' 
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2. The State's Allegation thut Dcfcndnnt Was a Untg Traffickcruud/or Had a 
Previous l4'elony Dntg Conviction Is Irrelevant to tlle Court l}etcrmining if 
- ,Justice :Re,1uires the l4'orfeiture Be-Set-Aside Pursuant to:1;.C,R.c46(h)and- .. 
I.C. § 19-2917. 
For Lhe reasons articulated in Sccliorl I~ Aladdin requests that the Court ag~iin unJy 
-consider rclcvanL li.tcL()n1 enumeraLed and pursuru1t to I.C.R. 46(h). 
3. The State's Allegation that Defendant Wus In Colorado CommiHing New 
Crimes at the Time Ile was Located by Alnddin is Irrelevant to the Court 
Determining if .Justice Requires the ll'orl"eitu1·e Be Set Aside Pursuant to 
I.CR. 46(h) and I.C. § 19-2917. 
For ~he reas()ns w.ticulatcd in Section I, Alud<lin requests that the Court again only, 
consider rolcvanl factors 1:mt1111eniled and pursuant to J.C.R. 46(h). 
4. Aladtlin Exercised Due l>iligcnce and Actively Pnrtidpatcd in Locating the 
Defendnnt. 
"'11111""' 11110 
As evidenced by affidavits previously Jiletl hy Aladdin in this matter, Aladdin po.sled Mr. 
Wharton's bond on March 27, 2015. As a condition of posth1g this bond, Defendant WhaJ"ton's 
muLher wa:,; a required co-signor fo1· Dcfcridanl Wharton. Additioually, Oetcndant Whmtonwas 
required to check in lo Aladdin's Supervised Bail Department on u week1y hasis, which WharLon 
did from March 201 S to September 2015. Further, during that time, Aladdin mainlt1ined cnnt,1ct 
with Dcfoudanl WharLon a."I ht:: regularly flew between Idaho an<l Iowa for com1 dates in Iowa. 
Aftc,r Wharton missed his Seplemher 27, 2015 Elmore County Court dale, Al.1ddi11 
immedialely hired Shaun Skogrand with Northwest Surely Tnvestigations ("NSI") lo recover 
l)cfcndanl Wharton, as <letailed in the Affidavit of Shaun Skognmd in Support of Aladdin's 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond filed OJl Mat'ch 28. '.!O 16. On or ahnut 
Oc.~lobcr I, 2015, Mr. Skngrnnd and NS1 contacted the Elmore Counly Sheriff's Office to 
J • Rr.SPONSE TO ST/\J'.b'S OBJECTION TO ALADDIN AND I\MJ:::RICAN CONTRACTORS' 
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delennine Lhe extradition slulus of Wharlon's F.Imore C:ountv warnmt ~md theu contacted local . . 
~ > • ..~, , 
Jaw enforccmcnt0 in Jowa- and the: U .S.0 Marshals Service-in lown 10 aleruhem of Def'endant 
WhartC111's outstanding wammt. NSJ t1lso notified the aforcmcntio11ccl authorities that Wharton 
was likely in Lhe areu. NSI di1igtmlly worked lhe case and would have arrel>ied Defendant 
Wharton and brought him back before this Cm1rl ha<.l he nol been arn~!-ltetl hy law e:mforcement 
sho11ly before. 
Further, NST was instrumental ill having the wammt served on Defendant Wharton in 
Colorado. Had NSlnot done so, this warrant may have been missed und Defondant Wharton 
could have been released 011 bond on his new charges. 
CONCLUSION 
i1005/0O6 
The allegations made by the Slate in its Objection tu A1uddin i.m<l American Conlractors' 
Motion to Uxonerate are not relevant to detcn11.i.J.1ing if justice 1·cquircs that the order of forfeiture 
be set aside, in whole or in pnrl.. Alntltlin renews its requt.>sl Lhal Lhi:-i Courl consider the relevant 
factors under !.C.R. 46(h) as demonstrated by evidence aclcluccd through affidavit and testimony 
when ,.fotem1ining that justice re<.1uire.s lhul Lhe order ol' fnrf"eilure be sel aside. 
DATED this,.l'''.tday of April, 2016. 
NDVl.N, llENJAMJN, McKi\ Y & ll.ARTLETf LLP 
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" ~ -~: ~---·.- I HRRF:.BY CER'rIJ,'Y tl~at ~~-tl~is ;2...( day of J\.p;H, 2016~ i ca1.1scdto be ~civcd a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to:. 
Elmore County l'roseculor 
190 S 4t1i R . 
P.O. Rox 607 
Muunlain Hume, Idaho 83647-10607 
Elmore County Public Defondt:r 
290 S Second R 
Mountain Home, Idaho. 83647-3013 
[__J TT.S. Mail, puslage prepaid 
[_] Hand Delivery , 
I __ I Court House Basket 
I I Certified MaiJ, Return Receipt Requested 
I __ I Overnight Mail 
l)(J Facsimile: 208-587-2147 
[_] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
I . _..,I Hand Delivery 
l __ J Cou1t House llasket'- • '· ,, · 
[__J Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] OvemighL MaiJ 
r JS..1 Facsimile: 208-587 ~6940 
Ch~-
5 • RESPONSE TO STATE'S onJECTION TO ALADDIN AND AMERICAN CONTRACTORS' 
MOTJON TO .EXONEK/\'I I:'. 
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. CH-2014-0003335 
.· . ·. .. State of/dal,o vs. Travis Wharton 
Hearing type: Notion lo Ex11nerate8ond 
Hearingdate: 5/2/2018 
Time: 8:43 a.m. · · · · 
Judg~;J11natkan Medema _;~ -• 
Courtroom: Main · 
Court reporter: Sue Wolf 
Minutes Cieri: Heatlter Furst 
Defense Attorney: . . ; . · .. · ·. ·. . ... · , . 
Prosecutor: Kristina Schindele, Elmore Prosecuting Atty 
. IN THE DISTHICTCDUHT OF THE FOUHTH JUDICIAL 0/STHICT OF THE STATE OF /OAHU, 
IN ANO FDH THE COUNTY OF ELNDHE. 
District Court Criminal Minute Entry 
Court calls case at time noted above, confirms the true and correct name af defendant. who is also present 
personally. (Incarcerated) (DR) (On Bond)~~ ~ p~ · .· · 
Mr. Sherman an behalf af Aladdin Bail bands . 
. · Kristina Schindele. 
Mr. Sherman argued 
· Shawn Skagrand (sworn) 
Direct examination by Mr. Sherman. 
. 8:53 a.m. Na further questions. 
· .. Na further questi_ons. 
Crass examination by Ms. Schindele. 
8:54 a.m. Na further questions: witness steps dawn. 
Na further questions: Mr. Sherman closing argument. 
8:03 a.m. Ms. Schindele responded. 
8:08 a.m. Mr. Sherman further responded. 
S:DS a.m. Court will take under advisement. 
8:08 a.m. End Minute Entry. 





. Deputy Clerk · 
·. --· .... 
District Court Minute Entry 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTR\IJ.: ~1U;);Ff·L\ :3 i·t.~=EL. E 
CLERH OF '\'ME C U T . 
. THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ELMOREDEPUT't 





Case No. CR-2014-3335 
ORDER REGARDING MOTION TO 
EXONERATE BOND 
On November 28, 2014, Mr. Wharton was arrested by police and incarcerated in the 
Elmore County Jail. On December 1, 2014, the State filed a complaint accusing Mr. Wharton 
with having committed the crimes of Trafficking in Marijuana and Obstructing and Delaying an 
Officer. Mr. Wharton appeared before the magistrate's division of this court and the judge 
ordered that Mr. Wharton be admitted to bail upon his posting with the clerk of the court the sum 
of $100,000 and upon the conditions that while admitted to bail that Mr. Wharton abide by 
certain other requirements of his admittance to bail. Mr. Wharton was held to answer the charges 
before this Court and the matter was set for trial. 
On March 27, 2015, American Contractors Indemnity Company (American Contractors) 
undertook to guarantee Mr. Wharton's appearance before this Court pursuant to I.C. §19-2909. 
American Contractors promised Mr. Wharton would appear before this Court to answer the 
ORDER REGARDING MOTION TO EXONERATE BOND - 1 
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charges in this matter and if he failed to do so, American Contractors would pay to the State of 
Idaho the sum of$100,000. 
-_ ~- On September 28-,..2015;-Mt.-Wharton was scheduled to-appear before the Court for a --· 
hearing on his motion to suppress evidence. The Court had previously informed counsel for Mr . 
.. Wharton that Mr. Wharton's presence at that hearing was required. Counsel for Mr. Wharton 
represented that he had advised Mr. Wharton of the duty to be present on that day via electronic 
mail and had received a response to that communication. Counsel for Mr. Wharton was unable to 
explain or provide information that might excuse Mr. Wharton's failure to appear in Court. The 
Court revoked Mr. Wharton's admittance to bail and issued a warrant for his arrest. The Court 
ordered the bond posted by American Contractors be forfeited. 
On September 29, 2015 the clerk of the court sent notice pursuant to I.C. § 19-2915 to 
American Contractors and its agent authorized to receive such notices, Aladdin Bail Bonds 
(Aladdin), 1 of the court's intention to discharge the order of forfeiture if Mr. Wharton was not 
brought before the Court within 180 days of the order of forfeiture. 
On March 24, 2016, three days before the expiration of the 180 day time period, Aladdin 
filed a motion pursuant to I.C. § 19-2917 and Idaho Criminal Rule 46 seeking to both set aside 
the order of forfeiture and to exonerate American Contractors from further liability under the 
bond. As of March 27, 2016-the 180th day following September 28, 2015-Mr. Wharton had 
still not appeared before this Court. 
1 The Court recognizes that Aladdin Bail Bonds is an assumed name under which Two Jinn Inc. 
conducts business. The Court will refer to Two Jinn by its assumed name, as it has in the 
pleadings. 
ORDER REGARDING MOTION TO EXONERATE BOND - 2 
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Aladdin supports its motions with affidavits from a Mr. Shaun Skogland and a Ms. Lynn 
Mirajkar. Counsel for Aladdin also lodged a legal memorandum in support of Aladdin's motions. 
The Court held a hearing on the motion on May 2, 2016. At that hearing, Aladdin 
appeared through counsel. Counsel for Mr. Wharton did not appear despite having notice of the 
I 
hearing. The State's attom~y was present. American Contractors did not appear and it does not 
appear that American Contractors had notice of the hearing. At the hearing, the Court heard 
additional testimony from Mr. Skogland. The Court also heard additional argument from counsel 
for Aladdin and the State; The Court took the motion under advisement. Having considered the 
evidence and the arguments of counsel, the Court hereby denies the motion to exonerate bond for 
the reasons expressed herein. 
Aladdin's motion asks this Court to first set aside the order directing that the bail posted 
be forfeited. A bail bond is a financial guarantee filed with the Court that a defendant will appear 
as ordered. I.C. §§ 1,9-2905(3), 19-2907. A bail bond agreement is a ~uretyship contract between 
the state on side and an accused and his or her surety on the other side, whereby the surety 
guarantees the appearance of the accused. State v. Abracadabra Bail Bonds, 131 Idaho 113, 116, 
952 P.3d 1249, 1252 (Ct. App. 1998). Here American Contractors agreed to guarantee Mr. 
Wharton's appearance in court and, upon his failure to appear, to be liable to the State ofldaho 
for payment of the sum Mr. Wharton was required to post with the clerk to secure his release 
from custody. 
Aladdin now appears before this Court seeking an order releasing American Contractors 
from liability under American Contractors' agreement with the State of Idaho and the defendant. 
Aladdin does not assert that it was a party to the contract between American Contractors, the 
' 
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State, and Mr. Wharton or that it is liable to any of those parties under that contract. The general 
rule, of course, is that an agent2 is not a-party to a contract where the agent has disclosed the 
· :::::;-~:- ,=ddentityofthe.principalunless-the-parties agreethe agent, as well as the principal, is liable under 
the agreement. See Restatement (Second) of Agency§ 320 (1958). The language of the bail bond 
\ 
agreement does not suggest an intention on the part of the State, Mr. Wharton, or American 
Contractors to make Aladdin a party to their agreement. 
Aladdin does not assert that the bail bond contract was made by it or was made in its 
name for the benefit of American Contractors, making Aladdin a real-party-in-interest under 
Rule 17(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure; The bond contract itself indicates it was not 
made by Aladdin or made in Aladdin's name. Here Aladdin has labeled itself in its pleadings as 
"agent for American Contractors Indemnity Company, surety/Real-party in Interest." The Court 
' . 
concludes Aladdin believes it may bring this motion seeking to set aside what may otherwise 
become a judgment3 against American Contractors in a representative capacity. 
Neither the State nor Mr. Wharton have raised any arguments about whether Aladdin 
may properly bring this motion in a representative capacity for the surety. The legislature has 
clearly granted this Court the authority to set aside a forfeiture "upon motion" without specifying 
who may make such motions, LC. § 19-2917. Neither the State, Mr. Wharton, or Aladdin 
2 As discussed more fully below, the evidence does not show what, if any, role Aladdin had in 
the execution of the surety insurance contract between the State, Mr. Wharton, and American 
Contractors. The only agency relationship between Aladdin and American Contractors apparent 
from the record is that American Contractors designated Aladdin to receive notices of actions 
taken by the Court respecting bail and that American Contractors granted Aladdin the power to 
execute undertakings of bail on American Contractor's behalf. However, the evidence does not 
show Aladdin exercised that power in this case. Indeed it appears some other agent of American 
Contractors executed the bond on its behalf. That person's relationship with Aladdin, if any, has 
not been shown. 
3 LC. § 19-2818 provides if a person posting bail fails to pay the clerk of the court the order of 
forfeiture becomes a judgment against the person posting the bail. 
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contend it is necessary for American Contractors to appear before this motion may be decided, 
although the Court can certainly imagine scenarios where its interests do not align with those of 
_ C = -_ ,, ,~ - -: AJagclin. _The:.Court has.significant-_concems that the process adopted to.adjudicate these types of"-:. -
disputes under the Idaho Bail Act (via motion in a criminal case) has discarded many of the 
procedures in the adversary system intended to produce both a correct decision and a decision 
the public believes was arrived at fairly, such as ensuring the parties have an actual dispute, 
ensuring the parties have a sufficient interest in the outcome that they will litigate the dispute 
zealously, ensuring that a party who appears is not simply a placeholder for someone with a real 
interest in the dispute to avoid the expiration of a deadline, and ensuring that decisions are not 
made which affect someone's interest without giving that person the opportunity to appear and 
be heard. However, this is the procedure the legislature adopted. Therefore, the Court will 
consider the motion as filed. 
I.C. § 19-2917 provides that this Court may "pursuant to a motion filed within one 
hundred eighty (180) days after an order offorfeiture ... direct that the order of forfeiture be set 
aside, in whole or in part, as provided by rules adopted by the Supreme Court, if it appears 
justice so requires." The statute is silent on who may bring such motions. The Supreme Court 
adopted Idaho Criminal Rule 46(h) to provide direction to this Court on how to decide such 
motions. That rule is equally silent on who may properly bring such a motion before this Court 
and to whom, if anyone, other than the parties to this criminal case, the Court should give notice 
of the motion and provide an opportunity to be heard. Aladdin's motion was filed within the 
requisite 180 day period, and may be decided. 
Rule 46(h) restates the language ofl.C. § 19-2917 in a slightly different way. That rule 
provides this Court may direct the forfeiture be set aside, in whole or in part, if it appears justice 
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does not require the enforcement of the forfeiture. This Court presumes that the standard in the 
statute - may set aside the forfeiture if justice requires it be set aside - and the standard in the. 
rule "".': may set aside the forfeiture if justice-does. not require it be enforced--=are-the same;· . ····· .: ". 
Neither party has argued that this is a situation where one standard may be met but the other is 
.. , not. Neither party has argued that the Court should interpret those standards differently when 
deciding this motion. The Court understands from the use of the word "may" in both the statute, 
the rule that the decision whether or not to set aside the forfeiture is one left to the discretion of 
this Court. 
In deciding how to exercise that discretion, this Court is required under Rule 46(h) to 
con~ider a number of factors. Indeed, the rule requires the Court to consider "all relevant 
factor~." The rule does not define relevant4 in this context or provide ~dance on how the Court 
is to determine whether a particular factor is or is not a relevant one. However, the rule does list 
some specific factors which the Court must consider, in addition to all those other relevant 
factors not enumerated in the rule. Therefore, the Court will first consider those factors 
enumerated in Rule 46(h). The Court will then consider those factors, if any, not enumerated in 
the rule that either party contends are relevant. 
The Factors in Rule 46(h): 
A. The willfulness of the defendant's violation of the obligation to appear. 
Mr. Wharton failed to appear at a hearing on a motion filed by his attorney seeking to 
suppress evidence gathered by the government. The Court's file shows that the motion was 
4 Adjusting the definition of 'relevant' in I.R.E. 401, this Court concludes a "relevant factor" 
under I.C.R. 46(h) is any factor that may make the Court more or less likely to set aside the 
forfeiture. 





initially scheduled for August 14, 2015 at the same time as the scheduled pre-trial conference. 
The minutes of that hearing reflect Mr. Wharton's attorney represented that Mr. Wharton had 
· fl,, ,. , "r"" 0'/s •' ~;";,', .·,,:,.:;,r-;:t!;0 ,·,·~, • .,,; >:4Cy_~• •• •', ~ '•'< -~·~:, '"'"· 
______ __ fallen ill while traveling from Nebraska where he resided to Idaho .. The parties agreed to reset the 
motion hearing to August 31, 2015. On that date, the clerk's minutes show that Mr. Wharton 
failed to appear again. His attorney indicated the attorney had received an email from Mr. 
Wharton indicating that Mr. Wharton could not travel due to a back injury. The Court continued 
the hearing until September 28, 2015. The Court directed counsel to inform Mr. Wharton his 
appearance at the next hearing was mandatory. The Court indicated it would consider any 
information about his medical difficulties at that time; On September- 28, 2015 Mr; Wharton 
again failed to appear. His attorney indicated that he had advised Mr. Wharton of the hearing and 
had no information to justify or excuse his absence. 
Mr. Skogland testified that he and others attempted to locate and apprehend the 
defendant. Mr. Skogland testified that another investigator, Mr. Conway, told Skoglru;id that he 
observed the defendant driving a vehicle in Colorado on the morning of March 16, 2016. Later 
that day, Skogland learned that the defendant had been arrested by police in Colorado for crimes 
committed there. It does not appear Mr. Wharton was prevented from attending court in 
September by the fact of his incarceration elsewhere or by any medical condition, he had told his 
attorney. The Court finds that the defendant's failure to appear was willful. 
Less clear is what use the Court is supposed to make of that finding. Rule 46(h) is 
specific to setting aside forfeiture of bail when the bail that was posted came in the form of a 
surety bond. Obviously if the defendant had posted a cash deposit as bail or had posted a 
property bond where the defendant was the title owner of the property pledged, the more willful 
the defendants' failure to appear was, the less likely the Court would be to set aside the forfeiture 
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of bail. Here, however, the question is not whether to set aside the forfeiture of property 
belonging to the defendant himself. The question is whether to set aside the,forfeiture of property 
.• _ :::'C ._: . belonging to anothei:who..undertook to.guarantee the defendant's. appearance..-Arguably; the 
more ''willful" the defendant's non-appearance was, the less "culpable" the surety should be in 
. .. failing to guarantee that appearance. A defendant who fails to appear in court simply due to lack 
of transportation is something the surety could absolutely prevent and therefore the surety should 
forfeit the bail it posted on the defendant's behalf. A defendant who leaves the country the night 
bond is posted and actively avoids contact from anyone is someone whose appearance the surety 
may never have been able to secure, despite all the efforts. In that case, the Court should be more 
inclined to set aside the forfeiture. This is how the Court interprets what "consideration" it is to 
give to the ''willfulness of the defendant's violation of the defendant's obligation to appear" 
under Rule 46(h)(l)(A). In this case, there was evidence adduced at the hearing that, prior to his 
failure to appear, Mr. Wharton was posting messages on a social media site indicating he 
intended not to appear. Also, Mr. Wharton failed to appear at two prior scheduled Court 
appearances for claimed medical reasons. The surety failed to take any action in response to 
, these warnings that Mr. Wharton was planning to not show up for Court. The Court concludes 
this factor weighs against setting aside the forfeiture of bail. 
B. The participation of the person posting bail in locating and apprehending the 
defendant. 
Aladdin has presented evidence of actions taken by a private investigation firm hired by 
Aladdin to locate the defendant after his failure to appear. Aladdin appears to take for granted 
that it is the person who posted bail in this case, and doesn't cite any language from the Idaho 
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Bail Act, the Idaho Criminal Rules, or the bail bond filed with the Court in this case to support 
that implied assertion. 
,c-.ccc·,.--.,-. -,~-- Jnapplying this factor, the-Court must first determine whothe''person posting bail" is. 
Rule 46 does not define the phrase. 
Clearly the 'person posting bail' under I.C.R. 46(h)(l)(B) cannot be the defendant or else 
the Court would be required to evaluate the defendant's participation in apprehending himself. It 
appears the bond agreement was given by Mr. Wharton to the deputy sheriff to secure Mr. 
Wharton's release from jail and the deputy later transmitted the bond agreement to the clerk of 
the court. It seems unlikely the Supreme Court intended ''person posting bail" in this subsection 
to mean the person who physically delivered the bond agreement to the clerk of the court for 
filing, despite the language in LC. § 19-2907 to the contrary. Although, this Court notes the 
language "person posting bail" seems to have that meaning in the context of a cash deposit and a 
property bond. See e.g. I.C.R. 46(g)(l)("The title owner(s) of the property shall execute and 
deliver a promissory note ... to the county"). 
There is some language in the Idaho Bail Act suggesting that the "person posting bail" 
where bail is in the form of a surety bond is the bail agent. J.C. § 19-2905(3) defines a "bail 
bond" as a "financial guarantee posted by a bail agent and underwritten by a surety insurance 
company, that the defendant will appear." (emphasis added). A "bail agent" is a defined as a 
"producer licensed by the State of Idaho in the line of surety insurance who is authorized by an 
insurer to execute or countersign undertakings of bail in connection with criminal proceedings." 
I.C'. §19-2905(2). 
In this case, the bail bond was signed with a signature and a number by a Mr. Benjamin 
Barrera as "licensed bail agent of the American Contractors Indemnity Company." The Court 
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concludes Mr. Barrera is a licensed producer in the line of surety insurance pursuant to I.C. § 41-
\ 
1004(1) and has been appointed by American Contractors as its agent pursuant to I.C. § 41-1018. 
;·,,· ,., 
.Mr.:Barrera is.-therefore the bail agent under I.C. §19-2905(2), There is-insufficient evidence in 
· the record from which the Court may determine what, if any, relationship Mr. Barrera has with 
Aladdin5• Mr. Barrera did not sign the bond as an employee or officer of Aladdin. He signed the 
bond as an individual in his capacity as licensed agent for American Contractors. There is no 
evidence in the record that Mr. Barrera took any actions to locate and apprehend the defendant. 
There is no evidence in the record that Aladdin is a licensed producer in the line of surety 
insurance and therefore no evidence that Aladdin is the "bail agent" under I.C. § 19-2905(2)6. If 
the Court assumes "person posting bail" in Rule 46(h)(l) means the "bail agent" as defined in 
I.C. § 19-2905, there is no evidence that the bail agent, Mr. Barrera, took any action to locate and 
' 
apprehend the defendant or that the Court may properly attribute Aladdin's efforts to Mr. Barrera 
as ''the person posting bail." While the Court suspects Aladdin and Mr. Barrera may have an 
5 The only thing the Court has which provides any information as to the relationship between Mr. 
Barrera and Aladdin is the power of attorney form attached to the bond issued by American 
Contractors. In that form, American Contractors gives Aladdin the power to act as the attorney-
in-fact for American Contractors in "executing ... a bail bond." The form also authorizes Aladdin 
as attorney-in-fact to insert in the power of attorney form the name of the person on whose 
behalf the bond is being given. Someone has typed both Mr. Wharton's and Mr. Barrera's name 
on that form. It appears therefore that Mr. Barrera may have a sufficient relationship with 
Aladdin to permit him to act on its behalf when Aladdin is exercising its powers to be attorney-
in-fact for American Contractors. This is simply iµsufficient information for the Court to 
conclude what Mr. Barrera's relationship with Aladdin is. 
6 The power of attorney form attached to the bail bond indicates American Contractors 
authorized Aladdin to execute undertakings of bail on its behalf. Therefore, Aladdin meets the 
second prong of the definition of"Bail Agent" under I.C. § 19-2905(2) but not the first. The 
Court notes that if Aladdin is a licensed producer of surety insurance then in order to act as an 
agent for a surety it must not only be authorized by the surety to do so but also must be 
"appointed" as agent under the procedure outlined in I.C. § 41-1018. There is no evidence 
Aladdin has been so appointed. 
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employer/employee relationship, Aladdin has provided no evidence of that fact and the Court is 
not willing to assume such a relationship for the purposes of this motion . 
. ··. There is some, language in rule 46 suggesting that the Supreme Court intended the · · 
''person posting bail" in the context of a surety bond to mean the surety insurance company. Rule 
46(f)(l) states "[b]ail may be posted in the form of a ... bail bond issued by a surety insurance 
company." There is language in the Idaho Bail Act where the legislature uses the phrase 'person 
posting bail' as a clear reference to the surety insurance company which issued the bail bond. 
I.C .. § 19-2918 provides that after forfeiture of bail ''the person posting bail shall pay to the clerk 
of the court the amount of bail." I.C. § 19-2918(1). That statute later says that "if the person 
posting a bail bond ... does not pay the amount ofbail. .. the order of forfeiture shall become a 
judgment7 against the person posting the bail bond." I.C. §19-2918(3). "A bail bond agreement is 
a suretyship contract between the state on one side and an accused and his or her surety on the 
other side, whereby the surety guarantees the appearance of an accused." State v. Abracadabra 
Bail Bonds, 131 Idaho 113, 116, 952 P.2d 1249, 1252 (Ct. App. 1998). It stands to reason then 
_·;:,·-, 
that the "person posting bail" is the person who is liable to secure Mr. Wharton's obligation to 
the State under the suretyship contract and against whom judgment may enter for that amount. In 
this case it is clear from the bond that American Contractors Indemnity Company is liable to the 
State for the amount of bail in the event of Mr. Wharton's failure to appear in Court. The bond 
states "[i]f the forfeiture of the bond be ordered by the Court, judgment may be summarily made 
and entered forthwith against the said American Contractors Indemnity Company, a California 
7 The process of this transformation is not specified in the Idaho Bail Act or the Idaho Criminal 
Rules. The Court wonders if the order of forfeiture must conform to the standards in I.R.C.P. 
54(a) regarding the form of judgments or if the Court is required to enter a separate written 
judgment upon the order of forfeiture "becoming" one. 
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corporation, for the amount of its undertaking herein as provided by State law." Therefore, the 
- ''person posting bail" in this case would be American Contractors. 'I)lere is other language in rule 
,:•.·.4,,..,.), 
46:suggesting.,~'the-person posting bail': in the-context of a surety bond~ See, I.C.R. · . · 
46(h)(2)(requiring if the court sets aside a forfeiture that the court send notice to the 'person 
posting bail' and if bail consists of a surety bond that such notice be sent to the surety or an agent 
designated to receive such notices on the surety's behalf) and I.C.R. 46(h)(3)(same as subsection 
2 as to a different notice), but compare I.C.R. 46(h)(2)(stating certain notice shall constitute 
notice to both the surety and the person posting the bond, if they are not the same, suggesting 
· · · they can be different). 
Most commonly when the Court in a criminal case refers to the ''person posting bail," the 
Court is referring to the person who owns the property that is subject to forfeiture in the event of 
the defendant's non-appearance in court. In this case, the defendant promised to appear or to pay 
the sum of $100,000 to the State. American Contractors agreed fo secure the defendant's 
obligation and to be liable to the State if the defendant failed to appear. 
In this case, the Court concludes American Contractors is the "person who posted bail" 
for purposes of this rule. American Contractors executed the bond undertaking to guarantee the 
defendant's appearance. It is against American Contractors that judgment may enter if the 
forfeiture is not set aside and the bail is not paid. From the caption of its motion, Aladdin appears 
to be asserting that it is "an agent" of American Contractors. While it fails to specifically 
articulate this argument, the Court presumes Aladdin intends that its actions to locate and 
apprehend the defendant be attributed to the surety for this motion because Aladdin and the 
surety have some agency relationship. The problem, of course, is that Aladdin has presented no 
evidence to show that an agency relationship exists between it and American Contractors and if 
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one does what the nature and scope of the relationship might be. In its memorandum in support 
- of its motion, Aladdin asserts that "Aladdin posted a $100,000 bond for Defendant Travis 
.Wharton.as the authorized agent for American-Contractors Indemnity Company." (Mem.in Supp. 
Mtn. p. I). As proof of this proposition, Aladdin cites to the "court file." Id. The only place 
Aladdin's name appears in the Court file~s at the top of the bond itself. Aladdin is listed as the 
agent designated by American Contractors to receive notices pursuant to LC. §19-2915(3). The 
Court has no evidence showing that Aladdin was also listed in the records of the Idaho 
Department of Insurance to receive notices on American Contractors behalf pursuant to I. C.R. 
46(h)(3). Aladdin's name and address also appeared on the bond in the space designated for the 
"Bail Agent's Address Stamp." As discussed above, to be a 'bail agent' under Idaho law an 
individual or a company must be licensed by the Department of Insurance. While Mr. Barrera 
signed the form indicating he is licensed and provided what appeared to be a license number, 
there is nothing in the Court's file suggesting Two-Jinn (Aladdin's real name) is licensed as a 
corporation. Again, when Mr. Barrera signed the bond there is no indication he was signing on 
I ' ,;,"" ~·, • 
behalf of Aladdin. Even if Aladdin was the bail agent, there is nothing in the Court's record from 
which the Court could conclude that Aladdin will ultimately be responsible for paying the bail 
amount if it is forfeited. The bond contract makes American Contractors liable for that payment. 
What, if any, agreement or relationship exists between American Contractors and Aladdin has 
not been shown or even argued to the Court. The Court is not completely ignorant of the way the 
bail bond industry works. Certainly Aladdin is not expending the resources to hire a private 
investigator to fly around the country in an attempt to track Mr. Wharton down unless Aladdin 
has some exposure for the bail liability or someone is compensating it for those services. The 
Court suspects Aladdin and American Contractors have some agreement whereby Aladdin gets 
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to keep most of the premiums paid on American Contractor's insurance policy and Al!l(idin 
agrees in return to indemnify American Contractors for losses such as paying bail when it is 
\. - "· .. ~,,i,•,i.,.)'", 
- -~:.;,;,.~::;forfeited-However, none-of that is in-the-record before this-Court- - ~ - - · ---- - - -- . -. 
Even ifit were, the Court is not.sure the analysis would change. American Contractors· 
. would still be the "person posting bail" even if they.had subsequently passed the risk of that 
undertaking onto someone else. If the order of forfeiture "becomes" ajudgmentunder LC. §19-
2918 the judgment would be against American Contractors. 
The Court concludes that American Contractors is the "person posting bail." There is no 
evidence American Contractors took any actions to locate and apprehend the defendant after his 
failure to appear. Therefore, the Court finds this factor weighs against setting aside the forfeiture 
of bail. 
C. The costs, inconvenience and prejudice suffered by the State as a result of the 
defendant's violation of the obligation to appear. 
The State has not articulated any costs, inconvenience, or prejudice suffered as a result of 
Mr. Wharton's failure to appear. The Court knows there is a co-defendant in this matter. The 
State has provided the Court with no information on whether it incurred costs for witnesses to 
appear at the suppression hearing that now must be duplicated, or if the delay in bringing this 
case to trial has someone impeded the State's ability to muster the evidence it once could have. 
The Court presumes it is to weigh this factor on a 'no harm - no foul' type of analysis. Therefore 
the less cost, inconvenience, or prejudice suffered the more likely the Court should be to set 
aside the forfeiture. Where the State has failed to present evidence of any cost, inconvenience, or 
prejudice the Court will weigh this factor in favor of setting aside the forfeiture. 
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D. Any intangible costs 
As an intangible cost, the Court notes that Mr. Wharton was appointed counsel at public 
·-·- . '. ' ' ' . ,, ( ; ' ~ 
... ---····-·-· expense. His attorney took som.e time·a;.;yfr~~ ~epres~nting other cii~nts, to their possible 
detriment, and at some expense to the county to prepar~ a motion to suppress at which the 
attorney needed Mr. Wharton to testify. Mr. Wharton failed to appear for that motion on three·· 
occasions. This not only took his attorney's time away from other clients but took time on the 
Court's calendar that could have been used to adjudicate other cases. Certainly the delay caused 
some inconvenience to those other potential litigants. 
The Court is aware that Mr. Wharton has been arrested in Colorado on new accusations 
of having committed a crime, apparently in Colorado. The Court has no information regarding 
whether Mr. Wharton is alleged to have committed that offense prior to his failure to appear in 
this case or after. The State has provided the Court with no further particulars regarding this 
allegation. The Court questions whether the timing of this allegation is important to its analysis. 
. The legislature has simply provided that upon motion made within 180 days of the order 
of forfeiture the court may set aside the forfeiture of bail as provided by rules adopted by the 
Supreme Court. LC. § 19-2916. In 1.C. § 19-2922(5) however, the legislature limited a court's 
discretion in determining when it may set aside an order forfeiting bail. In that section the 
legislature mandated that the court set aside the order of forfeiture8 and exonerate any bail posted 
if the defendant appears before the court within 180 days of order of forfeiture. It is irrelevant 
whether the defendant raped 12 women or blew up a building full of school children while at 
8 The statute does not specifically say the Court must set aside the order of forfeiture; it mandates 
only that the Court exonerate bail. However, a court cannot exonerate bail without first setting 
aside the forfeiture of such bail. See I.C. § 19-2917 (If a court sets aside the order of forfeiture, it 
may then ... exonerate the bail). 
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large on bail. So long as he appears within the 180 day timeframe, the court must set aside the 
forfeiture of bail. The court must also exonerate any bond. The legislature's reasons for adopting 
this bright line··~;are.not apparent fr~~ the l~guage of the Idaho Bail Act. ... 
The rationale for establishing the 180 day bright-line rule is also not explained in Rule 
46. Why are the factors listed in subsection (h) relevant to the decision whether to set aside 
forfeiture of bail after the 180 day period but not before? The question is pertinent to this 
analysis because the Court wonders if it is to weigh differently "intangible costs" that occur prior 
to the expiration of the 180 day period than "intangible costs" that accrue after the 180 day 
period has expired? If the fact that the defendant committed a crime 30 days after his release on, ,, ·· , 
bail is irrelevant, assuming he appears within 180 days, shouldn't it be irrelevant when he is 
returned on the 190th day as well? In other words, was the legislature intending to grant a 180 
day "grace period9" in which it doesn't matter what actions the surety takes or what costs the 
state suffers; so long as the defendant appears, the surety avoids having to bear the risk it 
undertook? If so, then shouldn't this Court also ignore whatever happens in that grace period 
when deciding what justice requires under Rule 46(h)? Or was the 180 day period simply 
intended to be questions of bail forfeiture, as Miranda v. Arizona was intended to be questions 
under the Fifth Amendment - a bright line rule for little purpose other than ease of application 
and to avoid having to litigate the issue in every criminal case where it might otherwise arise? 
The Court concludes the latter rationale is the more likely one. Therefore, the Court will draw no 
distinction between intangible costs which arise prior to the expiration of the 180 period and 
9 See U.S. v. Mack, 295 U.S. 480,488, 55 S.Ct. 813, 817, 79 L.Ed. 1559, _ (1935)(If condition 
of the bail bond is broken by failure of the principal to appear, the sureties become the absolute 
debtors of the United States for the amount of the penalty ... At best, remission of the forfeiture is 
granted as an act of grace.) 





those that arise after. Because that distinction is not important, the Court will not concern itself 
' 
with the lack of e~idence from the State regarding when the defendant's crimes in Colorado are 
,::-::.~~~~l~g~di';~ have occurredl~ -~-- , -- . '. > ···-··-. __ :_ 
Certainly the fact that someone released on bail commits a new crime while on release 
has costs. Those costs are likely intangible to society. They can be less intangible to the victim of 
the crime, depending on what the crime was. The Court assumes that the higher the tangible or 
intangible costs of the defendant's failure to appear have been, the less likely the Court should be 
to set aside the forfeiture and vice-a-versa. 
Adopting that line of reasoning, the Court finds this factor weighs against setting aside· 
the forfeiture in whole. 
E. The public's interest in insuring a defendant's appearance 
The public has an interest in the efficiency of the criminal justice system. When a 
defendant fails to appear that interest is compromised. The public's interest in insuring a 
defendant's appearance logically relate to the expense of the resulting inefficiency in the court 
system when a defendant fails to appear, the risk a defendant who has failed to appear will 
commit a new offense, and the expense in tracking the person down and returning him to court. 
As discussed above, those costs can sometimes be quantified, most often they cannot. Because 
10 The Court is aware of the statement by the Idaho Court of Appeals in State v. Fry, 128 Idaho 
50,910 P.2d 164 (Ct.App.1994) that whether the incarceration arises from a new crime 
committed while the defendant was free on bond or from an offense that preceded his arrest in 
Idaho, should be considered. Id at 54, 168. Here the State's argument was that the defendant 
committed the Colorado offense after his release on bail in this case. It is simply unclear to the 
Court if that offenses is alleged to have occurred prior to or after the expiration of the 180 day 
period in Rule 46(k). 
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. this factor is 1i,sted separately ti-om the cost~, the Couq ~oncl~des it is stippbsed to co~sic:ler , 
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. . . ·:,, _: . .. / .' "\··->~; ·i.-'1_.::.i,'-_;_· .. '-': .... _._ ... -,,,.· ;" ,.:- .\ ·. - .. , ..... ,_,· . ···;,• .":··~ .... _., .. -._.-.... ·;_-~·.'_\."':, \')··--_\\. ,j .; ,· ;·.;·· /. 
f . 
Because Rule. 46(h) requires th8;t an order of forfeiture be set aside if justice ,does nCJt · 
,'• . 
.l and .cases· whenj~tice does not. ·.Bec~use the entire inquiry i~ a' 6ase specific.one~ the'.Corirt :: 
assumes that each factorli~tec:lin.the rule is intended to be Jase specific as well.Or at least, e~ch 
. 1· ,' · ... ,. ·,. . . ., •.. ,. ·. . ·.· 
factor is capable in any particular case· of either outweighing or being· outweighed by the other .... 
. ·. '•.. . .. '. ' . . '. . . . ·. · .. 
· factors; Assuming then that the public, s interest in insuring a defendant's appearari.ce c or perhaps j 
' .. ,, . . ... . ' 
the weight the court ascribes to. that interest) must, vary from case to case, the question becomes ~ 
. . . . . _;', . ' . .. 
How? Does the public have a ~eater interest in. having someone charged with a serious offense 
appear in court than someone charged with a less serious offe11Se? If so, is that be~ause the 
.·:·,.\:-i" 
· · person charged with a more serious offeµse is a greater risk to the community while at large on 
bail than the person charged with a less serious crime? Is that s4nply b~cause thepublic feels 
' ,; ,, \ ·•c,, -.; ~·: ,, ,,) , ··'; · ·.', ,, ,' ._,;,;, 17_ · · ., ><t,,·.; :,' . . '" · ' " '.•. '{ 
,,; 
better when serious crimes are adjudicated quickly? Does this interest vary instead on whether 
the crime involves victims who may be anxious to see the case resolved and to get on· with their 
lives? Does this interest vary with the whims of what the media decides to publish regarding the 
happenings in the public courthouse? I.e., is the interest of the public in insuring a defendant's, 
appearance greater in a case the media choses to publicize widely than one it does not? The Rule 
offers no guidance on answering these questions. 
In this case the defendant is charged with having possessed 25 pounds or more of 
marijuana. That is a serious allegation. Certainly the public has an interest in having the 
defendant appear so that allegation can be resolved. In the event the allegation is proven, the 
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public's interest in preventing similar acts can be furthered. In the event the allegation cannot be 
- --proven, the weight of the accusation can be lifted from the defendant and his reputation restored . 
. There is no victimwaiting for this to be resolved.To the Court's knowledge there has been no··· 
particular interest from the public or the media in this case. 
The Court concludes this factor weighs slightly against setting aside the forfeiture. 
F. Any mitigating factors 
'To mitigate' is a verb used with some frequency in the law. It is generally defined as ''to 
make less severe or less intense; to make less harmful, unpleasant or seriously bad.'' Black's Law 
Dictionary (10th Ed.). In the law, mitigation is most frequently used when discussing either 
punishment or damages. Other than blandly stating that the Court must consider mitigating 
factors, Rule 46 fails to say what such a factor might be or even what it is that is being mitigated. 
All of the factors in Rule 46(h) that the Court has considered so far, including the phrase 
I 
mitigating factors, were first articulated by the Idaho Court of Appeals in State v; Fry, 128 Idaho 
50,910 P.2d 164 (Ct.App.1994). Unfortunately the decision in Fry simply articulates the factors 
in a single sentence and never explains what the factors should include or how each should affect 
the court's ultimate decision. Id 
The first use of the term 'mitigating factors' in the context of bail that the Court can find 
is in a decision by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals - United States v. Stanley, 601 F.2d 380 
(1979). Under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 46(e)(l) a court is required to forfeit bail 
upon a breach of any of the conditions upon which the defendant was admitted to bail, not just a 
failure to appear in court. However, under Rule 46(:t)(2)(B), a federal court may set aside the 
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forfeiture of bail if justice does nohequire its enforcement. Therefore, in deciding whether a 
defendant should be required to forfeit the bail the defendant has posted, the federal courts have 
, ... ::,:,:_. considered the nature and willfulness of the defendant's breach-of the conditio~ the c~st or 
prejudice to the Government as a result of the breach, "and any explanation or mitigating factors 
presented by the defendant." Stanley, 601 F.2d at 382. This language was truncated to 
''mitigating factors" by the Ninth Circuit in United States v. Castaldo, 667 F .2d 20 (9th Cir.1981) 
and United States v. Frias-Ramirez, 670 F.2d 849 (9th Cir.1982) from which decisions it was 
adopted by the Idaho Court of Appeals in Fry. This Court concludes "mitigating factors" in this 
context means factors which may tend to make the defendant less culpable for his failure to , 
appear or which may tend to make the surety less aware of the risk the surety was accepting 
when the surety chose to undertake it. See Frias-Ramirez, 670 F.2d at 852-53)(upholding 
forfeiture of bail secured by homes of friends of the defendant on the basis that the defendant's 
failure to appear was voluntary, the government had incurred some cost and inconvenience as a 
result, the amount of bail was appropriate when set, and the sureties entered the bonding 
~ .. '" 
agreement aware of the consequences if the defendant disappeared). 
Here counsel for Mr. Wharton has not offered any explanation for Mr. Wharton's non-
appearance at the suppression hearing. There is no evidence to suggest that American 
Contractors was ignorant of the risk it was taking when Mr. Barrera executed the bond 
agreement on its behalf. The Court finds this factor weighs against setting aside the forfeiture of 
bail. 
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G. Whether the State has exhibited any actual interest in regaining custody of the 
defendant through prompt efforts to extradite him · 
.. ·. ~.... . This f~~t~~ ·1; only applicable when the. defe11dant 0h.as. b~e~ s~bsequently arrested · 
elsewhere. Mr. Wharton failed to appear in this case on September 29, 2015. The evidence 
presented shows Mr. Wharton was arrested in Colorado on March 15, 2016. Obviously the State 
could not show an interest is his extradition from Colorado until then. The State has submitted 
little information or evidence regarding its attempt to return Mr. Wharton to Idaho. There is a 
single sentence in the State's written objection to Aladdin's motion where the State asserts that 
Mr. Wharton has refused to waive extradition~ The Court concludes the State has made some 
attempt at returning Mr. Wharton but what attempts those were and when they were made are not 
in the record. The Court concludes this factor weighs in favor of setting aside the forfeiture of 
bail. The Court is aware, however, that the State's ability to extradite Mr. Wharton to Idaho is 
likely hampered by the fact he is accused of a crime in that state. 
H. Whether the bonding company has attempted to assist or persuade the 
defendant to expedite his return to Idaho by exercising his rights under the 
Interstate Agreement on Detainers. 
The term "bonding company" is not defined in Rule 46 or the Idaho Bail Act. The Court 
does not know if this means the person who posted the bail when the bail is in the form of a 
surety or property bond or if it means something else. Also, the word company is limiting. 
Should the Court not consider the attempts of a defendant's parents who posted a property bond 
secured by their home to persuade the defendant to expedite his return because they are not a 
'company'? That would apparently be Aladdin's position. Aladdin argues the only relevant 
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factors to consider in a motion to set aside an order of forfeiture are the factors explicitly 
0 
enumerated in Rule 46(h). For the reasons discussed below, the Court rejects that argument. 
• 
0
" The Court need not decide the identity of the bonding company in this case because this 
factor is irrelevant. The Interstate Agreement on Detainers permits a person who has "entered on 
a term of imprisonment in a penal or correctional institution of a party state" (I.C. § 19-
5001 ( c )(l )) to demand his return to another state to face pending charges in that other state. The 
only evidence before this Court is that Mr. Wharton has been jailed on accusations of having 
committed a crime in Colorado. Therefore, he has not entered upon a term of imprisonment in a 
penal or correctional institution. There is no evidence he has been sentenced for any crime in 
Colorado. Therefore, he could not avail himself of the Interstate Agreement on Detainers ifhe 
tried. The Court finds this factor irrelevant. 
I. The need to deter the defendant and others from future violations . 
. The Court assumes that by "future violations" the Rule means 'failing to appear in the 
future.' Unlike the federal courts, courts in Idaho are not authorized to forfeit bail for any 
violation of the conditions of bail. The only ''violation" of the conditions of bail for which a 
court in Idaho may forfeit bail is the defendant's failure to appear. See I.C. § 19-2915. This 
differs from the federal courts. See Fed.R.Crim.P. 46(e)(l). Therefore, the only "future violation" 
it seems appropriate to deter when forfeiting bail ( or deciding not to) is failing to appear again. In 
this case, there is likely little deterrent effect on the defendant whatever decision the Court makes 
regarding forfeiture. The defendant has paid the surety to accept the risk for him. The surety is an 
insurance company. The defendant likely has no relationship with it and no reason to care ifit 




has to absorb the risk it accepted on his behalf. Aladdin argues in its brief that Mr. Wharton's 
mother was required to "co-sign" as a condition of posting bond. Aladdin doesn't specify what 
his mother was required to sign. It certainly wasn't the bail bond.-The Court suspects Aladdin 
required Mr. Wharton's mother agree to pay the premiums on the surety insurance policy issued 
by American Contractors. If true, that obligation will continue regardless of whether bail is or is 
I 
not forfeited. Therefore, his mother's signature on whatever agreement Aladdin is referring to is 
unlikely to have any d~terrent effect on Mr. Wharton in the future. 
Where Mr. Wharton paid an insurer to accept all the risk of his failure to appear, whether 
bail is or is not forfeited is likely irrelevant to him; Therefore, his future decisions to appear or 
not are unlikely to be affected by the Court's decision here. There is some deterrent value in 
having those defendants who have posted a cash deposit or their own property as bail understand 
that bail will actually be forfeited should they choose not to appear. The Court finds this fac;tor 
weighs slightly against setting aside the forfeiture. 
OTHER RELEVANT FACTORS: 
Aladdin argues in its reply memorandum that in deciding its motion the Court must 
consider only factors that are relevant to whether justice requires enforcement of the forfeiture. 
Aladdin further argues that the only factors that are relevant factors are those enumerated in Rule 
46(h). The Court disagrees. The language of Rule 46(h) clearly provides the Court "shall 
consider all relevant factors, which may include but are not limited to the following ... " I.C.R. 
46(h)(l)(emphasis added). Therefore, contrary to Aladdin's argument, the Court not only may 
but must consider any other factor the Court deems relevant to its decision. 
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The State has argu~d that the. Court should consider the faptthat, at the tim,e the 
:: ·. . · ..... ' .-., ·;. : ... . ·. ·' .. ·' ... ' ' ··.:;-.·:.· .. ' ''• .. ·,.. ... ' '. 
defendant was arrested in Idah~ allegedly in possession of 25 pounds, of marijuana, the defendant 
·., ..·.:.f,,._.·, •. :,.:*'.',·~~,'i./;;i1,,h,'::;i{~,,'.,si.,'·:i'•J?./ ',•i \'·j." .·,· ·: :-,; ',,·'. ·.,_,. ·;,..·" ;_.,, .·; ,·, •.~(·,;·,~-./,-,N1; ·, ,~,:~./'i 't :;{,,,.;-,·,:,;,.,'.,:,' .. ,, 
. ~:. . . , <- _ : -,-- . ". : . . . , -~\_-~;/ '.;'./t:. {!/\_?~:-~·'.; _: ·l,~:~'!<t\'-".;t.:1.'·:,'.iff,'/, · ~?·-~ ··::_, .. ~,1;f'.-~-:'~.;? ':'".\f ~f''.-'.\ ?.:. :~\?>: ?<·. -\~JiJ.' ~;-1::~ :,.''';• , : , , 
--~. -. ·. was ori'paI"ol~ for a prio,r conviction involving what the $tate.de,scribis as~'interstat~ drug··. '.' 
( . .-~- .:., ·. ... ·-, ·. : .. ·:'',._--., .. '-_ . ';,;""·.:,·. . .· .· -_._: ·,_.-.,·~,,:· '.·. ·, ·,,' ',-; ' .. '"·::_·:·,:·: _;··. ,. :: 
' ·. trafficking.' Aladdin in its respa,n~e acknowledges it was aware the. defenqant was ori parole 
becal:ISe it indic~tesit 'Yaited. until an allegation that Mr. Wharton liadviQl~ted th~ conditions of ·• ·.· 
-. • ' . ·. . . - .,. . ' '';" .• ,,c. ', I • ' • c·, : 
risk it is accepting.to be relevantwlierideciding a:motion ~d~rRule4~(h). In this case, while it 
I '< •• ,:·.1·,,·.: .,.,·,,., 
i~ apparent Aladdin uncl~rstood Mr. Wharton was .a risk, as explained above, the, Court has no 
ituormation about what relationship Aladdin has with .American :Co~tractors or its agent, 'Mr . 
. Barrera. The Court, therefore,has no idea whether or not American Contractprs or Mr. Barrera 
knew of the risk., The parties both assume· the exi~tence of relationshlps between American 
· Contractors, its licensed agent Mr. Barrera, andAlacldin that ar~ not apparenf from the record. 
The Court declines to do so. Where the.Court has no information at all regarding Mr. Barrera's 
.. ; ' '. . ·. .. ' . '. . 
or American Contractor'.s knowledge of the defendant's criminal history, the Court will simply 
", .. _..,,,,,.~·.-,-4;. '· ; • ., ' . . <.'· ·:,,: ,' '. /' .. -.-· -.. . . ' • . "· . ' :•. . . . . ' 
not consider this argument, like it has not considered Aladdin's efforts at recovery'. 
The Court will.find relevant Aladdin's attempts to supervise the defendant prior to his 
failure to appear. The Court can only speculate at Aladdin's motivations for doing so and the 
Court can only speculate at why Aladdin's commendable efforts should make it more or less 
likely that American Contractors be released from its liability under the bond. However, the 
Court will, when deciding whether to set aside the forfeiture of the defendant's bail, consider the 
fact that the defendant, through some contractual relationships unknown to the Court, apparently 
employed Aladdin in an attempt to mitigate the risk he would fail to appear. 
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'aving . ,Iaj4e~4 aJl tjfth~ fact~m~ lis.ted,:~hi, Aladdin.has failed•to' pel'Sl.1ade: the 
I 
Cow;t th.~U~ti dq~. notrequ.h'e:enforcementofthe fodeiture, in whole pr iji parti. Th~~fQre, 
.,,c . .,·,,,.,."''''"' ~··l··:, ... , ""·''""'f!·'".c··w,:.,,,,0i,.,,,,. . .. ,,,~,,·,;:,,,:·,,.,:,,,,i,,,.,,.,;,,:>·.·-,'· .. ,,. ., .. , ., ·. ·.•·' ,·: .. ··· 
Aladdin smoti nursetaside,theorderoff<>rfei~eJsp~p., · , ·· · ·· .. · · · 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
· copy of the within instrument to: 
Elmpre County Prosecutor's Office 
Mountain Home, Idaho 
Elmore County Public Defender's Office 
Mountain Home, Idaho 
Trial CourtAdministrator's Office 
Attn: Diane Burrell 
Boise, Idaho 
Christopher Sherman 
Nevin, Benjamin, McKay & Bartlett, LLP 
P.O. Box 2772 
Boise, ID 83701 
Fax: 208-345-8274 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
M'Interdepartmental Mail 
'( J Electronic Mail 
( ) Facsimile 
( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
~Hand Delivered 
{ ) Electronic Mail 
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( ) U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
( ) Interdepartmental Mail 
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BARBARA STEELE 
Clerk of the District Court 
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Dept( <£urt Clerk,. : 
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Christopher D. Sherman, ISB #9089 
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ALADDIN BAIL BONDS as agent for 
AMERICAN CONTRACTORS 






Surety/Real-Party in Interest. ) _____________ ) 
Case No.: CR-2014-3335 
BondNo~: ACl00-7517799 
Bond Amount: $100,000.00 
MOTION FOR STAY OF 
ORDER REGARDING 
MOTION TO EXONERATE 
BOND 
COMES NOW Two Jinn, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds, Surety/Real-Party in Interest, by 
and through its counsel of record, Christopher D. Sherman, and pursuant to LC.§ 19-2918(1)(c) 
and 1.A.R. l 3(b )(8), hereby moves this Court to stay the Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate 
Bond filed May 26, 2016 ("the Order"). Two Jinn has appealed the Order and that appeal is 




pending. This Motion is supported by the record in this case and the memorandum of counsel 
filed contemporaneously. 
. ~, 1 ". 
·· It is respectfully requested that the Court set this matter for a hearing at a mutually 
convenient date and time. See attached unavailable dates for Christopher D. Sherman through 
July, 2016. 
DATEDthis 3 dayofJune,2016. 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, McKAY & BARTLETT LLP 
···~-Chri~~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3 day of June, 2016, I caused to be served a true 
-····. , and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method ... ,.,,,,,,~··"'"' ,,, ..... ,,.,,."",..,,·-,"",,,,,. ""·' 
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Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 S 4th E 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-10607 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 S Second E 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-3013 
Travis Eugene Wharton 
P.O. Box 16700 
Golden, Colorado 80402-6700 
Trial Court Administrator's Office 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
L_] Hand Delivery 
L_] Court House Basket 
L_] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
L_] Overnight Mail 
L_] Facsimile:. 208-587-2147 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
L_] Hand Delivery 
L_] Court House Basket 
L_] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
L_] Overnight Mail , 
L_] Facsimile: 208-587-6940 
fK] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
L_] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
L_] Overnight Mail 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
~ L,KJ Hand Delivery 
L_] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
' ' L_] Overnight Mail 
L_] Facsimile: 208-287-7509 
C ~(2_-
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Christopher D. Sherman, ISB #9089 
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Surety/Real-Party in Interest.) _____________ ) 
Case No.: CR-2014-3335 
BondNo.: ACl00-7517799 
Bond Amount: $100,000.00 
MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
STAY ORDER REGARDING 
MOTION TO EXONERATE 
BOND 
COMES NOW Two Jinn, Inc., dba Aladdin Bail Bonds, Surety/Real-Party in Interest, by 
and through its counsel ofrecord, Christopher D. Sherman, and hereby files this Memorandum in 
support of its Motion to Stay Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond filed 
contemporaneously herewith. An appeal of this decision was filed this date. 
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I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL ffiSTORY 
On March 27, 2015, Aladdin posted a $100,000 bond for Defendant Wharton as the 
authorized agent for American Contractors Indemnity Company. On September 28, 2015, the · 
bond in this matter was forfeited after Defendant failed to appear at a suppression hearing. 
Aladdin timely filed a Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and Conditional 
Request for Hearing. On May 2, 2016, the Court held a hearing on Aladdin's Motion to Set 
Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond. 
On May 26, 2016, the Court entered its Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond, 
· which denied Two Jinn's Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond. Aladdin has 
timely filed a Notice of Appeal and Motion to Stay the Forfeiture. Aladdin asks this Court to 
stay the forfeiture in this matter until a final determination of the appeal now pending. 
II.ARGUMENT 
Under LC. § 19-2918(l)(c), the Idaho Legislature has explicitly granted the District Court 
· the power to rule on an Appellant's motion to stay a bond forfeiture, stating that "[a] timely filed 
'~- ' ' ' ' 
notice of appeal and motion to stay forfeiture stays the obligation to remit payment until five [5] 
business days after the entry of the court's order denying the motion to stay or, in the event such 
motion is granted, five [5] business days following the final determination of the appeal." Here, 
Aladdin has timely filed a Notice of Appeal and Motion to Stay the Order of Forfeiture. In 
addition, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that a ''trial court's order denying exoneration of the 
bond ... was a final order in a civil action within the scope of I.A.R. ll(a)(l)." State v. Rupp, 
123 Idaho 1, 2, 843 P.2d 151, 152 (1992). Thus, this Court also has the power to issue a stay 
pursuant to I.A.R. 13(b)(8). 
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While there do not appear to be Idaho cases addressing the standard for granting a stay 
pursuant to I.C. § 19-2918, the Ninth Circuit has enumerated several factors that a court should 
-• 
·-· ·- consider whenruling on a motion for a stay-pending appeal. This Courtshouldconsider:·(1) --
whether the stay applicant has made a strong showing that he is likely to succeed on the merits; 
(2) whether the applicant will be irreparably injured absent a stay; (3) whether issuance of the 
stay will substantially injure the other parties interested in the proceeding; and ( 4) where the 
public interest lies. California Pharmacists Ass 'n v. Maxwell-Jolly, 563 F.3d 847, 850 (9th Cir. 
2009). 
1. Likelihood of Success on the Merits 
- ' 
While the Court has broad discretion in determining if justice requires a forfeiture be set 
aside, Aladdin does not merely challenge the Court's decision as an abuse of discretion. Instead, 
Aladdin challenges the District Court's legal and factual conclusion that Aladdin Bail 
Bonds was not the "person posting bail." See Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond, filed 
May 26, 2016, p. 14. The District Court was incorrect when it found "no evidence" the ''person 
posting bail" ''took any actions to locate and apprehend the defendant after his failure to appear." 
Id. 
In the alternative, Two Jinn asserts the District Court erred by not considering Aladdin's 
efforts to locate and apprehend the defendant after his failure to appear under the "Other 
Relevant Factors" prong enumerated by the District Court. Id. at 23. Under this prong, the 
Court "[found] relevant Aladdin's attempts to supervise the defendant prior to his failure to 
appear." Id. at 24. When the Court refused to consider Aladdin's attempts to locate and 
apprehend the Defendant under the "Participation of the Person Posting Bail in Locating and 
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Apprehending the Defendant" prong, the Court should have found relevant Aladdin's attempts to 
locate and apprehend the Defendant as an "Other Relevant Factor." By failing to consider 
······----. -Aladdin's attempts to locate-and apprehend the Defendant as a relevanlfactor, tlicLCourt failed to 
properly consider all "relevant factors" in its analysis as required under I.C.R. 46(h)(l). 
Based upon the factual and legal arguments raised by Aladdin~ there is a reasonable 
likelihood that Aladdin will be successful on the merits of its Appeal. For that reason, this factor 
weighs in favor of granting Aladdin's Motion to Stay the Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate 
Bond. 
· ·. 2. Whether the Applicant Will be Irreparably Harmed Absent A Stay 
The Ninth Circuit has held that the required degree of irreparable harm decreases as the 
probability of success increases. Golden Gate Restaurant Ass 'n v. City and County of San 
Francisco, 512 F.3d 1112, 1116 (9th Cir. 2008). Here, Aladdin Bail Bonds has demonstrated a 
significant probability of success-and thus the degree of harm that Aladdin must demonstrate 
decreases. Nonetheless, Aladdin, as agent for American Contractors Indemnity Company, will 
\ ,. ' ·;," ••• < ·;;' 
suffer irreparable harm absent a stay. 
If a stay is not granted by the District Court during the pendency of the Appeal, Aladdin 
and American Contractors Indemnity Company will be required to remit payment of the full 
$100,000 bond amount within five business days of the Court's denial of the Motion for Stay. 
This is a significant expense, the remittance of which will cause irreparable harm. Additionally, 
even if Aladdin is refunded the full bond amount after a successful appeal, there are significant, 
unrecoverable transaction costs that Aladdin and American Contractors Indemnity Company 
must absorb when remitting such payments. Given the large bond amount at stake in the present 
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case, it is clear that Aladdin and American Contractors Indemnity Company will suffer 





' of ·granting Aladdin's Motion-to-Stay the-Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond .. · 
3. Whether the Stay Will Substantially Injure the Other Parties in the 
Proceeding 
The instant case involves two other parties-the State and Defendant Wharton. Here, the 
State will not be substantially injured by a Stay of the Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate 
Bond. If the Stay is granted and Aladdin is ultimately unsuccessful on the merits of the Appeal, 
Aladdin and American Contractors Indemnity Company will be required to remit full payment of 
the bond within five business days of the appellate court~s order. LC.§ 19-2918(1)(c). 
Similarly, Defendant Wharton will not be substantially injured by a stay in this 
proceeding. For that reason, this factor weighs in favor of granting Aladdin's Motion to Stay the 
Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond. 
4. Where The Public Interest Lies 
· · · Here, the public interest lies in assuring that justice is done. Even if a Stay is granted, the 
Public is assured that the forfeiture will be enforced if justice requires it. 
III. CONCLUSION 
For the above reasons, Aladdin asks this Court to grant its Motion to Stay the Order 
Regarding Forfeiture. 
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DATED this 5 day of June, 2016. 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, McKAY & BARTLETT LLP 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3 day of June, 2016, I caused to be served a true 
. and correct copy c,f the foregoing by the following method to: 
Elmore County Prosecutor 
190 S 4th E 
P.O. Box 607 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-10607· 
Elmore County Public Defender 
290 S Second E 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647-3013 
Travis Eugene Wharton 
P.O. Box 16700 
Golden, Colorado 80402-6700 
Trial Court Administrator's Office 
200 W. Front Street 
Boise, Idaho 83 702 
L6J U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Court House Basket 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail 
[__] Facsimile: 208-587-2147 
(XJ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Court House Basket 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
L_] Overnight Mail 
[__] Facsimile: 208-587-6940 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
tP [)(] Hand Delivery · 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail 
[__] Facsimile: 208-287-7509 
c~( 
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NEVIN, BENJAMIN, McKAY & BARTLETT LLP 
P.O. Box 2772 
303 West Bannock 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
' (208) 343-1000 
(208) 345-8274 (f). 
csherman@nbmlaw.com 
Attorneys for Two Jinn/ Aladdin Bail Bonds 
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CASE NO: CR-2014-3335 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE 
PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, THE ELMORE COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, AND 
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1 • NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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1. The above named Surety/Real Party in Interest-Appellant, Two Jinn, Inc., dba 
Aladdin Bail Bonds or Anytime Bail Bonds, appeals against the above named Respondent to the 
Idaho Supreme Court from the Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond, entered in the above 
-/~;.., ~• ~ v •, ' ',,,. ·>,, ._,.._,.,_' 
entitled action on the 26th day of May, 2016, Honorable Judge Jonathan Medema, presiding. A 
copy of the order being appealed is attached to this notice. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments 
or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Rule 
1 l(a)(l) I.A.R, as well as I.C. § 19-2918(1)(c) and State v. Rupp, 123 Idaho 1, 843 P.2d 151 
(1992). 
3. Following is a preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant 
intends to assert in the appeal; provided, this list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the 
Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal. 
( a) Did the court err as a matter of fact or law and/or abuse its discretion in 
denying Appellant's Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond 
and Conditional Request for Hearing? 
4. Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? NO. 
If so, what portion? NI A 
5. (a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? YES. 
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript: appellant requests a transcript of the May 2, 2016 hearing held on the 
Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond. 
6. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's 
record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R: 
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(a) Appellant's Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and 
Conditional Request for Hearing, filed on March 24, 2016; 
(b) Affidavit of Shaun M. Skogrand in Support of Motion to Set Aside 
,.a:;··~.,~'>,;-:>fll~.-~c-.e.:_··-· • • ,, l~. ""·'.~ -- ., • 
Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond, filed on March 28, 2016; " 
(c) Affidavit of Lynn Mirajkar in Support of Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture 
and Exonerate Bond, filed on March 28, 2016; 
(d) Memorandum in Support of Motion to Set Asid~ Forfeiture and 
Exonerate Bond and Conditional Request for Hearing, filed on March 28, 2016; 
(e) Amended Motion to Set Aside Forfeiture and Exonerate Bond and 
Conditional Request for Hearing, filed on April 4, 2016; 
(t) Objection to Aladdin and American Contractors' Motion to Exonerate, 
filed on April 29, 2016; 
(g) Aladdin's Response to State's Objection to Aladdin and American 
Contractors' Motion to Exonerate, filed on April 29, 2016; 
(h) Order Regarding Motion to Exonerate Bond, filed on May 26, 2016; 
(i) Posting of Bond And Promise to Appear, filed on March 27, 2015; 
(j) Notice of Forfeiture of Surety Bond, filed September 28, 2015. 
7. I certify: 
a. The proceedings at the hearing were recorded. That a copy of this Notice of 
Appeal has been served on each reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as 
named below at the address set out below: 




150 South 4th East, Ste. #5 
Mountain Home, ID 83647 
·· . b. That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for preparation 
of the reporter's transcript has been paid. 
c. That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record has been paid. 
d. That applicable appellate filing fees have been paid. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20 (and upon the attorney general ofldaho pursuant to§ 67-1401(1), Idaho Code). 
DATED this~ day of June, 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, McKAY & BARTLETT LLP 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3_ day of June, 2016, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to: 
· Elmore County Prosecutor's Office ,, ·· · -
190 South 4th East 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Office of the Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
Travis Wharton 
P.O. Box 16700 
Golden, Colorado 80402-6700 
Sue Wolf 
Court Reporter 
150 S. 4th East, Ste. #5 
Mountain Home, Idaho 83647 
Qs::1 U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Court House Basket 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail . 
[__] Facsimile: 208-__ _ 
fK] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Court House Basket 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail 
[__] Facsimile: 208-854-807L. , 
~ U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Court House Basket 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail 
[Kl U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[__] Hand Delivery 
[__] Court House Basket 
[__] Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested 
[__] Overnight Mail 
c~ Cbiistophhean 
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- MAY 31 2016 
201H1AY 26 Pf'H2t 26 
. . , .. ,. ,···=.c····.;••_ ' ':V'' CU:RK OF l HE C u T IN·.··-· T_ HE_.. DISTRICT COURT OF __ THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIS'fRIYA_ ' ~mlffi(~ s r E~~-EL_ E .. 
·····"'rHE STAIB OF IDAHO~ IN AND FOR THE COUNTY oF ELMoRED.EPUT'r'. 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiffs, Case No. CR-2014-3335 
vs. 
ORDER REGARDING MOTION TO 
EXONERATE BOND 
Defendant. 
On November 28, 2014, Mr. Wharton was arrested by police and incarcerated in the 
Elmore County Jail. On December 1, 2014, the State filed a complaint accusing Mr. Wharton 
with having committed the crimes of Trafficking in Marijuana and Obstructing and Delaying an 
Officer. Mr. Wharton appeared before the magistrate's division of this court and the judge 
ordered that Mr. Wharton be admitted to bail upon his posting with the clerk of the court the sum 
of $100,000 and upon the conditions that while admitted to bail that Mr. Wharton abide by 
certain other requirements of his admittance to bail. Mr. Wharton was held to answer the charges 
before this Court and the matter was set for trial. 
On March 27, 2015, American Contractors Indemnity Company (American Contractors) 
undertook to guarantee Mr. Wharton's appearance before this Court pursuant to J.C. §19-2909. 
American Contractors promised Mr. Wharton would appear before this Court to answer the 
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charges in this matter and if he failed to do so, American Contractors would pay to the State of 
Idaho the sum of$100,000. 
- On September 2&-,· 2015, Mr. Wharton was scheduled to appear before the Court for a 
· hearing on his motion to suppress evidence. The Court had previously informed counsel for Mr; 
Wharton that Mr. Wharton's presence at that hearing was required. Counsel for Mr. Wharton 
·, .. 
represented that he had advised Mr. Wharton of the duty to be present on that day via electronic 
mail and had received a response to that communicati01;1. Counsel for Mr. Wharton was unable to 
explain or provide information that might excuse Mr. Wharton's failure to appear in Court. The 
·, .. "·>· 
: • , , . Court revoked Mr; Wharton's admittance to bail and issued a warrant for his arrest. The Court 
ordered the bond posted by American Contractors be forfeited. 
On September 29, 2015 the clerk of the court sent notice pursuant to I.C. § 19-2915 to 
American Contractors and it;; agent authorized to receive such notices, Aladdin Bail Bonds 
(Aladdin), 1 of the court's intention to discharge the order of forfeiture if Mr. Wharton was not 
brought before the Court within 180 days of the order of forfeiture ... 
On March 24, 2016, three days before the expiration of the 180 day time period, Aladdin 
filed a motion pursuant to I. C. § 19-2917 and Idaho Criminal Rule 46 seeking to both set aside 
the order of forfeiture and to exonerate American Contractors from further liability under the-
. ,. .. ··~ . .. ~ ' .. ~ . 
bond. As of March 27, 2016-the 180th day following September 28, 2015 -Mr. Wharton had 
still not appeared before this Court. 
1 The Court recognizes that Aladdin Bail Bonds is an assumed name under which Two Jinn Inc. 
conducts business. The Court will refer to Two Jinn by its assumed name, as it has in the 
pleadings. 
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Aladdin supports its motions with affidavits from a Mr. Shaun Skogland and a Ms. Lynn 
Mirajkar. Counsel for Aladdin also lodged a legal memorandum in support of Aladdin's motions. 
, .. The_Stat;"filedan.objection toAladdin's motions.·· 
The Court held a hearing on the motion on May 2, 2016. At that hearing, Aladdin 
appeared through counsel. Counsel for Mr. Wharton did not appear despite having notice of the 
hearing. The State's attorney was present. American Contractors did not appear and it does not 
appear that American: Contractors had notice of the hearing. At the hearing, the Court heard 
additional testimony from Mr. Skogland. The Court also heard additional argument from counsel 
for Aladdin and the State. The Court took the motion under advisement. Having considered the 
evidence and the arguments of counsel, the Court hereby denies the motion to exonerate bond for 
the reasons expressed herein .. 
Aladdin's motion asks this Court to first set aside the order directing that the bail posted 
be forfeited. A bail bond is a financial guarantee filed with the Court that a defendant will appear 
as ordered. I.C. §§ 19-2905(3), 19-2907. A bail bond agreement is a suretyship contract between 
' ~. ' ,, 
the state on side and an accused and his or her surety on the other side, whereby the surety 
guarantees the appearance of the accused. State v. Abracadabra Bail Bonds, 131 Idaho 113, 116, 
952 P.3d 1249, 1252 (Ct. App. 1998). Here American Contractors agreed to guarantee Mr. 
Wharton's appearance in court and, upon his failure to appear, to be liable to the State ofldaho 
for payment of the sum Mr. Wharton was required to post with the clerk to secure his release 
from custody. 
Aladdin now appears before this Court seeking an order releasing American Contractors 
from liability under American Contractors' agreement with the State of Idaho and the defendant. 
Aladdin does not assert that it was a party to the contract between American Contractors, the 
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l_'-, 
State, and Mr. Wharton o.r that it is liabl~_to any ofthos~parties under that contract. The general 
rule, of course, is th~t an agent' is not. a party to a contract whe~e the agent has disclosed the . 
,, . .,..... ~ .·· .i~;',; ... ~: ,i:;;'. ,.;.,,,"';:;,:: •• ,.,,,,.,~ \. ,\:,~: -~~"' ,',/"'i'··; .. '.\":-"~'"""'···J :,~,;,, .. ,,,t,), :~;'!·(i;.(.i·,- ,,,.·,:· ,'·:r :''i·''"~t,;~'.::,~x·" <:'_ .: .. >, · ... ·.··· ... ·: . ·. 
· . .=.identity of the priricipaFunless the parties agree the agerit, as well as the principal, is liable under 
' . •. : . . . '··. . ., . ' . . . ; ' ·. 
the agreement See Restatement (Second) of Ageri.~y § 320 (1958). The language ~f the baiibond. . ·' . . .· .; ·.. . . .. < . .. : ' . ,·. . - . ~ ' . ' ·, 
•,. . ' . ', .· . ·. . . \ . . . 
·Jl~eement d()~S not s:uggestan intention on the partof the State, Mr; Wharton, or American 
Contr.actors to make Aladdin a party to ~eir agreeDJ,ent.. 
~ddin does not assert.that the bail bond contract was m,ade by it or was made in its 
( ' ' . .·. ' ' . 
name for ~e benefit of American Contractors~ making Aladdin a ~al;.party-in-interest under 
, Rule 17(a) of the Idaho.Rules of Civil Procedui~; Theibolid cb~tiJ~t .. it;~lfiridicat~s it~as n~t'·. · 
. made by _Aladdin or made· in Aladdin's. name; Here·Aladdin haslabeled itself in its pleadings as 
' . -· ,.. ;· .. . . ' ' ' . 
. "agent for American Contractors Indemnity Company, surety/Real-party in Interest." The Court 
'·.1 
. concludes Aladdin believes it .may bring this motion seeking to set aside what may otherwise 
.·· .. · ... ' . .. •. . .' . ··.. . 
bece>me a judgment' against American C?ntractors in. a representative capacity. 
Neither the State nor Mr. Wp.arton have raised any arguments about whether Aladdin 
.. .. ; ,• ··,"·" , .. '.. . . : '·., :; .. ·:-. . . ,,,,· .· 
may properly bring this motion in a representative capacity for the surety. The l~gislature has 
clearly granted this Court the authority to set aside a forfeiture "upon motion" without specifying 
who may make such motions, J.C._§ 19-2917. Neither the State, Mr. Wharton, or Aladdin 
2 As discussed more fully below, the evidence does not show what, if any, role Aladdin had in 
the execution of the surety insurance contract between the State, Mr. Wharton, and American 
Contractors. The only agency relationship between Aladdin and American Contractors apparent 
from the record is that American Contractors designated Aladdin to receive notices of actions 
taken by the Court respecting bail and that American Contractors granted Aladdin the power to 
execute undertakings of bail on American Contractor's behalf. However, the evidence does not 
show Aladdin exercised that power in this case. Indeed it appears some other agent of American 
Contractors executed the bond on its behalf. That person's relationship with Aladdin, if any, has 
not been shown. 
3 I. C. § 19-2818 provides if a person posting bail fails to pay the clerk of the court the order of 
forfeiture becomes a judgment against the person posting the bail. 





conteml, it .is nece~sary fo:r Am~rican Contractors to appear before this motion may be decided, . 
although the Court.can c~~y imagine scenarios. where its-interests do not align witp. thos~ of 
·:..~~:,!'·:~.-)~ ;+~·i;~·\}r:,. T~-~ ~~~)>;'~'° ·~r :·. ~~:: '"'f.,~\j. 't;:,-it~~ .~-f> / tt .,-;i~ ·}_~\;;~ f~~t:~--~l;· .. ~1 ~t /'.;~~-~J :! ._.,~ ,.~,-~·-/ct/<~,·~ _ ._:-\ .... -· ), ·-:: ;.i, ,, 
~~--~:~"-:Aladdin. The-Court has sigrtlfic~i concertJ.Sthat the p~oc~ssadopted fo adjudicat~ ilic;se types of 
disp~tesunder thel4ah~Bail Act(viamotion in'acnmhiai qase) has diS~aI'dedmany of the 
• I• , ': :~ ::'{«, ) : •' • •, , • • • , • • , ' , , , , i • • • '0 • \ J , • • > • ; : 
.··. procedurei; in the adversary system intended. to. produce both a: .cqrrect de.cision a.nd a decision 
the publi~ believes was· arriv~d at fakly, such~ e11Stiring the parties have· an a6tual dispute, 
-. :\: ' ·._;,, ·-:',:· ·-::_. ··: '_,.-. '.' .'· ! . .. . . :-: .-.· . f ' : ' -:_ ,'i . ·: 
ensuring the partie~ have a sufficient interest in the outcome that th~y will litigate the. disp~te 
• . •. ' ! . . • . i . . 
• ., • • • • _ •• , 1, • • • • 
zealously, t:lnsuring that a party who appears is not simply a placeholder for someone with a real 
' - . . . . . ' .• , ' 
' ' • • • '' ' • ·.-,.', J • '· • ·! · , -~~~-,;.,; _' >if'?';',;:_,. ·; · :· ~\ -,J.,'.~o'>'¾.~!~._.;'~':· ;, ; ~r '', ~·~+~f;.,.,~:./~ .. :.--a~!·~:\ ft_;~;;:·~:;''-f;l;),_,, ·: ; , ', ·, ',, ;' 
interest iri. the dispute to avqia: the expiration bf a deadline, and ensuring that decisions are not 
made which affect someone's interest without giving that person the opportunity to appear and 
'·.t-. I ·,. • .:... •:. " . • ' ' ' ;. ' ,,, :- .: . • •. ' ' • \ 
- · be heard. However, this is the procedure the legislature adopted. Therefore, the Court-will 
-. consider the motion as filed~ •... -. 
. I.C •. § 19-2917 provides that this Court may ''pursuantto a motion filed within one 
hundred eighty (180) days after.~ orc:J,er of forfeiture ... direct that the order of forfeiture be set 
. ;/,,?.~" -.~- •, ~~-·so'..>~-.' 1 '.t? . ,.! .~--·· '\·'.· ,;.·:'>. . . ·' .' · 
aside, in whole or in part, as provided by rules adopted by the Supreme Court, ifit appears 
.. . . ',. ·,, . ' . . ' 
justice so requires." The statute is silent on who may bring such motions. The Supreme Court 
adopted Idaho Criminal Rule 46(h) to provide directi~n to this Court on how to decide such _ 
motions. That rule is equally silent on who may properly bring such a motion before this Court 
and to whom, if anyone, other than the parties to this criminal case, the Court should give notice 
of the motion and provide an opportunity to be heard. Aladdin's motion was filed within the 
requisite 180 day period, and may be decided. 
Rule 46(h) restates the language ofl.C. § 19-2917 in a slightly different way. That rule 
provides this Court may direct the forfeiture be set aside, in whole or in part, if it appears justice 
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does not require the enforcement of the forfeiture. This Court presumes that the standard in the 
statute - may set aside the forfeiture if justice requires it be set aside - and the standard in the ... 
~--:-~.rule-may set aside the forfeiture if Justice does not require it be enforced-are the same. 
Neither party has argued that this is a situation where one standard may be met but the other is 
not. Neither party has argued that the Court should interpret those standards differently when 
deciding this motion. The Court understands from the use of the word "may'' in both the statute, 
the rule that the decision whether or not to set aside the forfeiture is one left to the discretion of 
this Court. 
' ~' 
1n deciding how to exercise that discretion/this "court is required under Rule 46(h). to 
co~ider a number of factors. Indeed, the rule requires the Court to consider "all relevant 
factors." The rule does not define relevant4 in this context or provide guj.dance on how the Court 
is to determine whether a particular factor is or is not a relevant one. However, the rule does list 
some specific factors which the Court must consi~er, in addition to all those other relevant 
factors not emunerated in the rule. Therefore, the Court will first consider those factors 
enumerated in Rule 46(h). The Cow;t will then consider those factors, if any, not enumerated in 
the rule that either party contends are relevant. 
The Factors in Rule 46(h): 
A. The willfulness of the defendant's violation of the obligation to appear. 
Mr. Wharton failed to appear at a hearing on a motion filed by his attorney seeking to 
suppress evidence gathered by the government. The Court's file shows that the motion was 
4 Adjusting the definition of 'relevant' in I.R.E. 401, this Court concludes a "relevant factor" 
under I.C.R. 46(h) is any factor that may make the Court more or less likely to set aside the 
forfeiture. 
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initially scheduled for August 14, 2015 at the same time as the scheduled pre-trial conference. 
The minutes of that hearing reflect Mr. Wharton's attorney repres~nted that Mr. Wharton had 
··~·-".;'.; ,·: . ..-~ 
fallen ill while traveling from Nebraska where he resided to Idaho. The parties agreed to reset the 
motion hearing to August 31, 2015. On that date, the clerk's minutes show that Mr. Wharton 
failed to appear again. His attorney indicated :the attorney had received an email from Mr. 
Wharton indicating that Mr. Wharton could not travel due to a back injury; The Court continued 
the hearing until September 28, 2015. The Court directed counsel to inform Mr. Wharton.his 
appearance at the next hearing was i:p.andatory. The Court indicated it would consider any 
c "/C £.,fle,.:;.>j/;4',_,>,{\)-o'c; !J';~.~~>\i'l,<~"""_,,\<.lf#:~.i:tiA#.<:'~J,_, -'{":•,) 'c~',..:.l'~T<f-;,,~,N• ;,~>!: ,- ,,0:,>../!l:,•!_(y~)(/.({•) ;,:l~{'('>;.'-."';0';,;;.,1iC,!"><Y•, < C,(c. ,S, • 
information about his medical difficulties at that time. On September 28, 2015 Mr. Wharton 
again failed to appear. His attorney indicated that he had advised Mr. Wharton of the hearing and 
had no information to justify or excuse his absence. 
Mr. Skogland testified that he and others attempted to locate and apprehend the 
defendant. Mr. Skogland testified that another investigator, Mr. Conway, told Skogl~d that he 
observed the defendant driving a vehicle in Colorado on the morning of March 16, 2016. Later 
that day, Skogland learned that the defendant had been arrested by police in Colorado for crimes 
committed there. It does not appear Mr. Wharton was prevented from attending court in 
September by the fact of his incarceration elsewhere or by any medical condition, he had told his 
I 
I 
attorney. The Court finds that the defendant's failure to appear was willful. 
Less clear is what use the Court is supposed to make of that finding. Rule 46(h) is 
specific to setting aside forfeiture of bail when the bail that was posted came in the form of a 
surety bond. Obviously if the defendant had posted a cash deposit as bail or had posted a 
property bond where the defendant was the title owner of the property pledged, the more willful 
the defendants' failure to appear was, the less likely the Court would be to set aside the forfeiture 
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of bail. Here, however, the question is not whether to set aside the forfeiture of property 
belonging to the defendant himself. The question is whether to set aside tlie forfeiture of property 
_:-_ --------belonging to-another who undertook to guarantee the defendant's appearance. Arguably, the 
more ''willful" the defendant's non-appearance was, the less "culpable" the surety should be in 
failing to guarantee that appearance. A defendant who fails to appear in court simply due to lack 
of transportation is something the surety could absolutely prevent and therefore the surety should 
forfeit the bail it posted on the defendant's behalf. A defendant who leaves the country the night 
bond is posted and actively avoids contact from anyone is someone whose appearance the surety 
- "'"-''-"""'*"'>· ""''""'·'·'''· ,, , ,,, ,.:.Mi·,•;;:1,~,,i«<'••'~"*"+x :#.<4•~ --·-scecs'A·""~' 
,,,:P·••,,,_,,,w-0/·"maynever have been able fo"secure:--a~spite'ali the efforts. In that case, the Court should be more 
inclined to set aside the forfeiture. This is how the Court interprets what "consideration" it is to 
give to the "willfulness of the defendant's violation of the defendant's obligation to appear'' 
under Rule 46(h)(l)(A). In this case, there was evidence adduced at the hearing that, prior to his 
failure to appear, Mr. Wharton was posting messages on a social media site indicating he 
intended not to appear. Also, Mr. Wharton failed to appear at two prior scheduled Court 
appearances for claimed medical reasons. The surety failed to take any action in response to 
these warnings that Mr. Wharton was planning to not show up for Court. The Court concludes 
this factor weighs against setting aside the forfeiture of bail. 
B. The participation of the person posting bail in locating and apprehending the 
defendant. 
Aladdin has presented evidence of actions taken by a private investigation firm hired by 
Aladdin to locate the defendant after his failure to appear. Aladdin appears to take for granted 
that it is the person who posted bail in this case, and doesn't cite any language from the Idaho 
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Bail Act, the Idaho Criminal Rules, or the bail bond filed with the Court in this case to support 
· · -·-- - In applying this factor, the Court must first determine who the "person posting bail" is. 
Rule 46 does not define the phrase. 
C:learly the 'person posting bail' under I.C.R. 46(h)(l)(B) cannot be the defendant or else 
. the Court would be required to evaluate the defendant's participation in apprehending himself. It 
appears the bond agreement was given by Mr. Wharton to the deputy sheriff to secure Mr. 
Wharton's release from jail and the deputy later transmitted the bond agreement to the clerk of 
the court: If seems unlilc~ly the Supreme intended ''person posting bail" in this subsection 
to mean the person who physically delivered the bond agreement to the clerk of the court for 
filing, despite the language in I.C. § 19-2907 to the contrary. Although, this Court notes the 
language "person posting bail" seems to have that meaning in the context of a cash deposit and a 
property bond. See e.g. !.C.R. 46(g)(l)("The title owner(s) .of the property shall execute and 
deliver a promissory note ... to the county''). 
There is some language in the Idaho Bail Act suggesting that the "person posting bail" 
where bail is in the form of a surety bond is the bail agent. I.C. § 19-2905(3) defines a "bail 
bond" as a "financial guarantee posted by a bail agent and underwritten by a surety insurance-
company, that the defendant will appear." (emphasis added). A "bail agent" is a defined as a 
"producer licensed by the State of Idaho in the line of surety insurance who is authorized by an 
insurer to execute or countersign undertakings of bail in connection with criminal proceedings." 
J.C. § 19-2905(2). 
In this case, the bail bond was signed with a signature and a number by a Mr. Benjamin 
· Barrera as "licensed bail agent of the American Contractors Indemnity Company." The Court 
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·~ .... ·v '1,:-," • .,;.. ~' . 
conch1d~s Mr. l3arrerais.a licensed producer in the line of surety insurance.puisuant to J.C.§ 41-
,. • • ' • • ' I 
,, 1004(1) and has been:appojnted by American Contr~ctorsas itsagent:pursqanttq·I.,C. § 4I-iOI8. 
"" ·c-·''.·''.'>1;'1"";,k, ;,~j,;r'Yft,' ,,;'·,~'"'."['~f,,:,:/:"'1':'•,\,'/f\1.:'···:;?lft\? ·."' ·:: \ ,, '·;, -:',·. ,,· . ',:,.• · ,:'}?\ \, · ·: ::-.·· ... -_ : •.. · •··•· 
: Mr:Barrera is therefore the bail agent under I.C. § 19-2905(2). There is insufficient evidence in ... . -· . ' .. ' . ·. .· . · .. 
the record from which th~· Coµrt may determine ."1hat, if tmY, relatio~hip ~- BaJ~ra has. with 
• . . '. ~ '. . ., . : . ,:• '' . . . . ! • • • • . . . . 
, Aladdin5• Mr. Barr~radid not sign the bond as an employ6e or officer of Aladdin. He siiecl the 
· bond as an· individual in his capacity as li~~ns~d agent f6r Americaµ Contractors.· There is no . 
evidence in the record that Mr. Barrera took any actions to· locate and apprehend the defendant. 
/, ' ' ·, _.,.i.. f:. <\' •• :, -: .'. ·, ··:. • • ., • •· -~::".' ' ( ' •• :__ -,;· •.• ·,,'; ... ,i'ii.i .> '. 
There is no evidence in the record that Aladdin is a licensed proclucer in the line of surety 
, . · .. · . · .. , · .. , .. ,, · ·. :: ,,' ... -•, ·' .. :.; -., ,- '. ,, ., ,At, , , . '.· ·. ;,:.J,.,,_ii,,, .·, ,_;:, • · ;;,;.'.,-_,;,,:>,,,.;,,"','''"''''\f,i~'(';'!r'·•·'l'i.';·,:,,:,,,.,,,/,":i"-;,;.;,_,~,;,,p"-"""·~~ 
-,;,>---4'">•n,,.;:,~•"·insmance'a:nd'fue~efore'noevide~te·th~tAiaddµi i~ the "bail agent" und~r {c. § 19-2905(2)6. If 
-: ' 
. ' 
· th~ Court assumes ''person posting.bail;, fu Rule 46(h)(l) ~eans the "bail agent"~ defined in 
_ I.C. § 19-2905, there is no evidence that the bail agent, Mr. Barrera, took any action to locate and 
apprehend the_ defendant or. that ~e Court may properly attribute Aladdin's efforts to Mr, Barrera 
• • .• i~ 
·. as ~'the person posting bail." While the Court suspects.Aladdin and Mr. Barrera may have an 
·.,,, 
5 The only thing the Court has which provides any information as to the relationship between Mr. 
Barrera and Aladdin is the power of attorney form attached to the bond issued by American 
Contractors. In that form, American Contractors gives Aladdin the power to act as the attorney-
in-fact for American Contractors in "executing ... a bail bond." The form also authorizes Aladdin 
as attorney-in-fact to insert in the power of attorney form the name of the person on whose- · · 
behalf the bond is being given. Someone has typed both Mr. Wharton's and Mr. Barrera's name 
on that form. It appears therefore that Mr. Barrera may ha~e a sufficient relationship with 
Aladdin to permit him to act on its behalf when Aladdin is exercising its powers to be attomey-
in-fact for American Contractors. This is simply iµsufficient information for the Court to 
conclude what Mr. Barrera's relationship with Aladdin is. 
6 The power of attorney form attached to the bail bond indicates American Contractors 
authorized Aladdin to execute undertakings of bail on its behalf. Therefore, Aladdin meets the 
second prong of the definition of"Bail Agent" under J.C. § 19-2905(2) but not the first. The 
Court notes that if Aladdin is a licensed producer of surety insurance then in order to act as an 
agent for a surety it must not only be authorized by the surety to do so but also must be 
"appointed" as agent under the procedure outlined in J.C. § 41-1018. There is no evidence 
Aladdin has been so appointed. 
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employer/employee relationship, Aladdin has provided no evidence of that fact and the Court is 
not willing to assume such a relationship for the purposes of this motion. 
-· There is some language in rule 46 suggesting that the Supreme Court intended the 
"person posting bail" in the context of a surety bond to mean the surety insurance company. Rule 
46(f)(l) states "[b]ail may be posted in the fonn of a ... bail bond issued by a surety insurance 
company." There is language~ the Idaho Bail Act where the legislature uses the phrase 'person 
posting,bail' as a clear reference to the surety insurance company which issued the bail bond. 
I.C. § 19-2918 provides that after forfeiture of bail "the person posting bail shall pay to the clerk 
8(1). That statute later says that "if the person 
posting a bail bond ... does not pay the amount ofbail...the order of forfeiture shall become a 
judgmeI;J.t7 against the person posting the bail bond." I.C. §19-2918(3). "A bail bond agreement is 
a suretyship contract between the state on one side and an accused and his or her surety on the 
other side, whereby the surety guarantees the appearance of an accused." State v. Abracadabra 
Bail Bonds, 131 Idaho 113,116,952 P.2d 1249, 1252 (Ct. App. 1998). It stands to reason then 
that the ''person posting bail" is the person who is liable to secure Mr. Wharton's obligation to 
the State under the suretyship contract and against whom judgment may enter for that amount. In 
this case it is clear from the bond that American Contractors Indemnity Company is liable to the 
State for the amount of bail in the event of Mr. Wharton's failure to appear in Court. The bond 
states "[i]f the forfeiture of the bond be ordered by the Court, judgment may be summarily made 
and entered forthwith against the said American Contractors Indemnity Company, a California 
7 The process of this transformation is not specified in the Idaho Bail Act or the Idaho Criminal 
Rules. The Court wonders if the order of forfeiture must conform to the standards in I.R.C.P. 
54(a) regarding the fonn of judgments or if the Court is required to enter a separate written 
judgment upon the order of forfeiture "becoming'' one. 1 
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corporation, for the amount of its ~dertaking herein as provided by State law." Therefore, the 
. J 46 suggesting "the person posting bail',. in the context of a surety bond. See, I.C.R. 
46(h)(2)(requiring if the court sets aside a forfeiture that the court send notice to the 'person 
posting bail' and if bail consists. of a surety bond that such notice b.e sent to the surety or an agent 
designated to receive such notices on the surety's behalf) and I.C.R. 46(h)(3)(same as subsection 
' . ' 
2 as to a different notice), but compare I.C.R 46(h)(2)(stating certain notice shall constitute 
notice to both the surety and the person posting the bond, if they are not the same, suggesting 
Most commonly when the Court in a criminal case refers to the ''person posting bail," the 
Court is referring to the person who owns the property that is subject to forfeiture in the event of 
the defendant's non-appearance in court. In this case, the defendant promised to appear or to pay 
the sum of $100,000 to the State. American Contractors agreed to secure the defendant's 
obligation and to be liable to.the State if the defendant failed to appear. 
, 
In this case, the Court concludes American Contractors is the ''person who posted bail" 
for purposes of this rule. American Contractors executed the bond undertaking to guarantee the 
defendant's appearance. It is against American Contractors that judgment may enter if the. 
forfeiture is not set aside and the bail is riot paid. From the caption of its motion, Aladdin appears 
to be asserting that it is "an agent" of American Contractors. While it fails to specifically 
articulate this argument, the Court presumes Aladdin intends that its actions to locate and 
apprehend the defendant be attributed to the surety for this motion because Aladdin and the 
surety have some agency r~lationship. The problem, of course, is that Aladdin has presented no 
evidence to show that an agency relationship exists between it and American Contractors and if 
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one does what the nature and scope of the relationship might be. In its memorandum in support 
I 
of its motion, Aladdin asserts that"Aladdin posted a $100,000 bond for Defendant Travis 
g•, '',,:, • • 
_,Wharton as the authorized agent for American Contractors Indemnity Company/' (Mem.in Supp. 
Mtn. p. 1). As proof of this proposition, Aladdin cites to the "court file." Id. The only place 
Alru:ldin' s name app~ars in the Court file ~s at the top of the bond itself. Aladdin is listed as the 
agent designated by American Contractors to receive notices pursuant to J.C. §19-2915(3). The 
Court has no evidence showing that Al~ddin was also listed in the records of the Idaho 
Department of Insurance to receive notices on American Contractors behalf pursuant to I.C.R 
! . ·~, "· ; _ ,· ., ·- .. ~,_.;-._:~,;,-., e;.. ... ;.. ,1,'.; ~. ·.) , ,,~4;)[, ,:;:. :~.-,,,,,.; ... vA. : -C 1,J.,-:C ·<Ii•:,_,~ 1i.:'*",:;./it"lC,i-"'>'li' :~ :..:::,;, ~,~. ';.;,-~ ~(,,'.,;f~'"''i,, · '·": .. "·, .;, 
46(h)(3). Aladdin's nanie and address also appeared on the bond m the space designated for the 
"Bail Agent's Address Stamp." As discussed above, to be a 'bail agent' under Idaho law an 
individual or a company must be licensed by the Department of Insurance. While Mr. Barrera 
signed the form indicating. he is licensed and provided what appeared to be a license n1;1lllber, 
there is nothing in the Court's file suggesting Two-Jinn (Aladdin's real name) is licensed as a 
corporation. Again, when Mr. Barrera signed the bond there is no indication he was signing on 
behalf of Aladdin. Even if Aladdin was the bail agent, there is nothing in the Court's record from 
which the Court could conclude that Aladdin will ultimately be responsible for paying the bail 
amount if it is forfeited. The bond contract makes American Contractors liable for that payment. 
What, if any, agreement or relationship exists between American Contractors and Aladdin has 
not been shown or even argued to the Court. The Court is not completely ignorant of the way the 
bail bond industry works. Certainly Aladdin is not expending the resources to hire a private 
investigator to fly around the country in an attempt to track Mr. Wharton down unless Aladdin 
has some exposure for the bail liability or someone is compensating it for those services. The 
Court suspects Aladdin and American Contractors have some agreement whereby Aladdin gets 
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to keep most of the premiums paid on American Contractor's insurance policy and Aladdin 
agrees in return to indemnify American Contractors for losses such as paying bail when it. is 
[ .,, -
, : , : ... ~,•4- ·.'.,__,7•-;;.r 
____ . ___ forfeited~However, none of that is in the record before this Court. 
Even if it were, the Court is not.sure the analysis would change. American Contractors· 
would still be the ''person posting bail" even if they had subsequently passed the risk of that 
undertaking onto someone else. If the order of forfeiture "becomes" a judgment under LC. § 19-
2918 the judgment would be against American Contractors. 
The Court concludes that American Contractors is the "person posting bail." There is no 
evidence American Contractors took any actions to locate and;pp~ehend the defend~t after his 
failure to appear. Therefore, the _Coµrt finds this factor weighs against setting aside the forfeiture 
of bail. 
C. The costs, inconvenience and prejudice suffered by the State as a result of the 
defendant's violation of the obligation to appear. 
The State has not articulated any costs, inconvenience, or prejudice suffered as a result of 
Mr. Wharton',s failure to appear. The Court knows there is a co-defendant in this matter. The 
State has provided the Court with no information on whether it incurred costs for witnesses to 
•; •''-' ._, ''•. >" , I• 'I. •l.f,·: J '• •, • • '"• • L • ~- ' 
appear at the suppression hearing that now must be duplicated, or if the delay in bringing this 
case to trial has someone impeded the State's ability to muster the evidence it once could have. 
The Court pre~umes it is to weigh this factor on a 'no harm - no foul' type of analysis. Therefore 
the less cost, inconvenience, or prejudice suffered the more likely the Court should be to set 
aside the forfeiture. Where the State has failed to present evidence of any cost, inconvenience, or 
prejudice the Court will weigh this factor in favor of setting aside the forfeiture. 
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D. Any intangible costs 
As an inUlllgible cost~ the Court notes thatMr .. Wharton was appointed counsel at public 
··-expense. His attorney took some time away from representing other clients, to their possible 
detriment, and at some expense to the county to prepar~ a motion to suppress at which the 
attorney needed Mr. Wharton to testify. Mr. Wharton failed to appear for that motion on three 
occasions. This not only took his attorney's time away from other clients but took time on the 
c·ourt's calendar that c~uld have been used to adjudicate other cases. Certainly the delay caused 
some inconvenience to those other potential litigants . 
. ,Th~ Co~ is ~ware that Mr. Wharton has b~en arrested in Colorado on new accusations 
of having committed a crime, apparently in Colorado. The Court has no information regarding 
whether Mr. Wharton is alleged to have committed that offense prior to his failure to appear in 
this case or after. The State has provided the Court with no further particulars regarding this , 
allegation. The Court questions whether the timing of this allegation is important to its analysis. 
The legislature has simply provided that upon motion made within 180 days of the order 
of forfeiture the court may set aside the forfeiture of bail as provided by rules adopted by the 
Supreme Court. LC.§ 19-2916. In I.C. § 19-2922(5) however, the legislature limited a court's 
discretion in determining when it may set aside an order forfeiting bail. In that section the 
legislature mandated that the court set aside the order of forfeiture8 and exonerate any bail posted 
if the defendant appears before the court within 180 days of order of forfeiture. It is irrelevant 
whether the defendant raped 12 women or blew up a building full of school children while at 
8 The statute does not specifically say the Court must set aside the order of forfeiture; it mandates 
only that the Court exonerate bail. However, a court cannot exonerate bail without first setting 
aside the forfeiture of such bail. See LC. § 19-2917 (If a court sets aside the order of forfeiture, it 
may then ... exonerate the bail). 
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. ·, .forfeiture of bail. The cpurt must also·exonerate any bond. The legislature's reasons for adopting 
.
~~~.,·.·,:~-.;~ .. t,:.•,f,,-: :~:"'i'.~.·.··.·. ·.·t,,; ...' .. ;~.>.,.· •. :\~\1.::-:as,~';~h ..-it\ './ .. :··t~:, _ _.:;:,\'~-t-~·'.?' _:;(: ~~.::f";.i/t:~)'-'.'.''" . ~-:}:' \\'::':1- '. "·~··-'f'>:"<Jt;"····.-. •, ., 
-~ f. - .' ·;·':-.~"-~•.J;.~,;1<,;f;_1~!/•<_:: .,. :·:: ' ~l'. " ·. . .. 
··• this bright liJie rule ar~ not apparent fr9m th.e language. of t}Je Idab:o Bail Act. 
· ·.. The rationale for establishing tb,e 18,0 48:Y bright~liiie rule is .also IlOt explained in Rule . 
. . 46. W}ly are the f~ctqrs listed iii subsection (h) relevaµtto the decision whether to set aside • 
.'' • ;. • • - •• , ' _,,_- .' ...... , .'· .,, ·.. • , • ••• ; • ' < i.;· , 
forfeiture of bail after the 180 day period but not h~fore?The q~(:}stiO~ is'pertinent t~'this 
"! •• -. ;1>>' ~ 
analysis beca~e the Court w9nders if it is to weigh differently ''intangible costs"Jbatoccur prior 
-· . ',i . . ,. ' .. . . 
. to the expiration of the 180 <lay period than "in~gible costs'' that accrue ~er the 180 day 
,,,.,,,,,,,.z ,,,,.., 1c, period has expired? If the fact that the ·defendant committed ~ ~:rim,~j(j da.ys 
1
after his releas~ ~~ 
bail is irrelevant, assuming he appears within 180 days, shouldn't.it be irrelevant when he is : 
returned on the 190th day as well? In.other words, was the legislature intending to grant a 180 
. . 
day "grace period9" in which it doesn't matter what actiqns the surety takes or.what costs the 
• . -~ . ; /· . • . . 1 
, ,o.·,, 
· · state suffers; so long as the defendant appears, the surety avoids having to bearrthe risk it 
undertook? If so, then shouldn;t this Court also ignore whatever happellS in that grace period 
~ . • .l . ', '· 1· :.. ·, . 
wh~n deciding what justice requires under Rule 46(h)? Or was the 180 day period simply 
intended to be questions of bail forfeiture, as Miranda v. Arizona was intended to be questions 
under the Fifth Amendment - a bright line rule for little purpose other than ease of application 
and to avoid having to litigate the issue in every criminal case where it might otherwise arise? 
The Court concludes the latter rationale is the more likely one. Therefore, the Court will draw no 
distinction between intangible costs which arise prior to the expiration of the 180 period and 
9 See U.S. v. Mack, 295 U.S. 480, 488, 55 S.Ct. 813, 817, 79 L.Ed. 1559, _ (1935)(If condition 
of the bail bond is broken by failure of the principal to appear, the sureties become the absolute 
debtors of the United States for the amount of the penalty ... At best, remission of the forfeiture is . 
granted as an act of grace.) 
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'· .• ·· -.~· ~ . ,,,,,:t.·,·_-c,•;,;";;~'&-,"'"r':"c":'a-2;,.;ecf,.,·1,,.,-:· ~c O; \ ·.•·.· ,-. , ,.. -~~:~ Wr 
;;f{~t,.:, .· 
with 'the lack 9f evidence :from the ~tate reg~ding wh~n the defendant's crimes in Colciradq are 
":'· ... ·1;\:,\:-_:--~·,,:'··•<1:,-:. ~',:- :~?~l<"'"","'.: : :- ! \; 
' ,;_:,,,, /' ,\c-;•, if<,-·~''"'''•':;,<:,. ''1~{•,!1'~·,;.;,:c"-''·!;.:::-".·.:,,,\,~~:·' .,.,~- ··i· •+ +··","'':.,,,.,,,,,~i,;.,; :,>~, ' 
'_ .. ·. alleged to have oc~urr~d}~ : ,- ____ ; . ' ' . 
. . ~ . ' . . 
-- ·,~~ . , -_ >-- .. t 
Certainly the fact thatso_meone released on bml commits a ~ew crimewlrile o~ release 
: has costs. Tho~e costs at~ lij(ely ~tangible to society. They can be less intangible to the victim of 
the crime, depending:on ~hat the crime was: The Court assum~s that the higher the tarigible or 
'··· .· 
'i'·:-·" 
~tangible costs of the defendant's failllfe· to appear ha~e bee11, the less likely the Court shquld be . 
. .·, . . ··.·· .. <1:. ' . ., ' ,,, . 
· to ·set aside th~ forfeiture ~d vice~a-;ersa. 
. .,. ,.,Adopting that lm,e· of reasoping, the Court finds this' factor wd~ against setting aside' ' ' rt• 
" 
the forfeiture in whole. 
E. The public's interest in insu~g a defendant's appearance 
:;: -./ 
·'··· 
The public has an interest in the efficiency of th~ criminal justice system. When a 
. . . ,_ . 
' defendant fails to appear that interest is compromised. The public's foterest Ill insuring a 
defendant~s appearance logically relate to the expense of the resulting inefficiency in the court 
system-when a defendant fails to appear, the risk a defendant who has failed to appear will 
. commit a new offense, and the expense in tracking the person down and returning him to court. 
As discussed above, those costs can sometimes be quantified, most often they cannot. Because 
10 The Court is aware of the statement by the Idaho Court of Appeals in State v. Fry, 128 Idaho 
50,910 P.2d 164 (Ct.App.1994) that whether the incarceration arises from a new crime 
committed while the defendant was free on bond or from an offense that preceded his arrest in 
Idaho, should be considered. Id at 54, 168. Here the State's argument was that the defendant 
committed the Colorado offense after his release on bail in this case. It is simply unclear to the 
Court if that offenses is alleged to have occurred prior to or after the expiration of the 180 day 
period in Rule 46(k). 
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this factor is listed separately from the costs, the Court concludes it is, supposed to consider 
I 
something other than those costs when weighing this factor. The rule provides no guidance on 
,,,,,·"'"'''' ,,,, ,,, ''"·'"" \'."' .v-f.'.~.,, ~½-:,~s.C¼~ ,-c>:t{:·; '.·~·°½:,·1".~~·~·<9:"'("'17:-i"~' " :i~:'.:(~it~)"t··' ~:-s:·; · {:\'' -0 "'·;!~;'.'¢\<s>c:t ff _._.i .. ,,, ·;,;y · . · · 
- __ ., ____ what that might be. Neither party has argued the factors separately in their briefing. 
Because Rule 46(h) requires that an order of forfeiture be set aside if justice does not 
require enforcement, the Court assumes there will be cases when justice requires enforcement 
and cases when justice does not. Because the entire inquiry is a case specific one, the Court 
assumes that each factor listed in the rule is intended to be case specific as well. Or at least, each 
factor is capable in any particular case of either outweighing or being outweighed by the other 
factors. Assuming then that the public's interesfin insuring a defe~d~t's appearance ,(or perhaps 
the weight the court ascribes to that interest) must VaI'}' from case to case, the question becomes -
' How? Does the public have a greater interest in having someone charged with a serious offense 
appear in court than someone charged with a less serious offense? If so, is that because the 
person charged with a more serious offense is a greater risk to the community while at large on· 
bail than the person charged with a less serious crime? Is that simply because the public feels 
better when serious crimes are adjudicated quickly? Does this interest vary instead on whether 
the crime involves victims who may be anxious to see the case resolved and to get on with their 
lives? Does this interest vary with the whims of what the media decides to publish regarding the 
happenings in the public courthouse? I.e., is the interest of the public in insuring a defendant's 
appearance greater in a case the media choses to publicize widely than one it does not? The Rule 
offers no guidance on answering these questions. 
In this case the defendant is charged with having possessed 25 pounds or more of 
marijuana. That is a serious allegation. Certainly the public has an interest in having the 
defendant appear so that allegation can be resolved. In the event the allegation is proven, the 
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public's interest in preve~ting similar a~ts ,C®be furthered. In the event the.aUegaij9n carmot be 
'. ' . . . . . ' . . ' . ' ' .: . -~· . . . ·. ' .· . 
·• pro,~en, the. weight ~f the, acctisation c~ pe lill,ecl from the.defendantand his Fep~tatiop re,st~red." 
. f;,.)fy:-0.i~'.'t··:;.; ·.s~·r>",_,-d:11 .q•,·::4)~1,J;~,'.;\~:i.:}.'. :,f,\~/r->fi;~,·.·: ;:<},;;:~~ ,.:':~i~fr1~?.\;:1;~rsz'·!? ~;:-'.~'\'.' -t~-t~·-:'.:-~t1:<h~:.rt('.~r2!¥._~~~r~:;:-~:-t1{\\r/'iti. _!. \;;'·, · ... c>: _:_,_\(\;~;:·.\ ':/·:-;: ._ ;1) \1/: ', (:·~\ )-i\,_ .'.; .,.'.:f·'.' 
: , Tuer~ is no. victinl: waitfug fQr this to .be resolveg.: To the Court's. knowledge there has been n~ · 
' , •. ,\: ;., •••• , • • .:,/~ • I : • ':• • ; .- .,.. ._' '·, •• • • • < ·... • • ,.· ''. ' ' 
. particular' intere.~t from the public or the I11<?cliE1. in. this case.. . 
. The Court concludes. this factor weighs slightly against setting' aside the forfei1:t1re. ' 
F. Any ,mitigating factors 
,· 
~To mitigate' is a ~erb used with some frequency in th.e l~w. It is gen~rally defined as."to . 
:-),;\ .. f ::·;:,; \i~;":'< \,", ': t·_'\ \'.:\11h• ~; ~,'11'.,, -,,. :, . . .. ,,,. ·,.,.,_~:.~:.!<•.C,-'1,'"•(;l~''.;/?!.,<:'t·¥ ;:,::><(~·f,:·;.+,,!,~<:)t.'.,.f-€/) ,''.S_:-;; !:'H <.;,;. ~:·: .. :,<= . <- ,r · ('/:,,•/ )::(:\ i /.'. , .. •' '.'\t. , ' 
malceJess severe or less intense; to make less harmful, unpleas~t or seriously bad,'' Black's Law 
·" . 
, ·, ~ .. ~ '\, ,''-
• Dictionary (10th Ed.). In the law~ mitigation is most frequently used when discussing either 
. ' . 
punishment or damages. Other th~ blandly statingthat the Court must. consider mitigating 
• ,' : '.,. J ... ·· ,1t.\·•;·. . • '.:·, I '. • • ! t .. · ,. , 
factors, Rule 46 fails to say what such a factor ~ght_be or even what it is that is be~g ~tigated. 
All of the factors in Rule 46(h) that the Court has considered so far, including the phrase 
r ' . ' • 
mitigatn:i:g factors, were.first articulated by the Ida.ho Court of Appeals in State v. Fry, 128 Idaho 
· 50, 910 P.2d 164 (Ct.App.199,4). Unfortunately the decision in Fry simply articulates the factors 
in a single sentence and never explains ·what the factors should include or how each should affect 
the court's ultimate decision. Id 
The first use of the term 'mitigating factors' in the context of bail that the Court can find 
is in a decision by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals- United States v. Stanley, 601 F.2d 380 
(1979). Under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 46( e )(1) a court is required to forfeit bail 
upon a breach of any of the conditions upon which the defendant was admitted to bail, not just a 
failure to appear in court. However, under Rule 46(f)(2)(B), a federal court may set aside the 
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forfeiture of bail if justice does not require its enforcement. Therefore, in deciding. whether a 
defendant should be required to forfeit the bail the defendant has posted, the federal courts have 
considered the nature and willfulness of the defendant's breach of the conditions, the c~st or 
prejudice to the Government as a result of the breach, "and any explanation or mitigating factors 
,,,,,,,.v-·""' presented by the defendant." Stanley, 601 F.2d at 382: This language was truncated to 
"mitigating factors" by the +'iinth Circuit in United States v. Castaldo, 667 F.2d 20 (9th Cir.198,1) 
and United States v. Frias-Ramirez, 670 F.2d 849 (9th Cir.1982) from which decisions it was 
adopted by the Idaho Court of Appeals in Fry. This Court concludes "mitigating factors" in this 
,.,, . -,, ':,..,;,~i!-,½';,,,.~'.-;~1:.;·,i,i,~_~})·.!'.'.i~-,"' 
,,,;e,·""""' context means factors which may tend to make the defendant less culpable for his failure to 
appear or which may tend to make the surety less aware of the risk the surety was accepting 
when the surety chose to undertake it. See Frias-Ramirez, 670 F.2d at 852-53)(upholding 
forfeiture of bail secured by homes of friends of the defendant on the basis that the defendant's 
. ' 
failure to appear was voluntary, the government had incurred some cost and inconvenience as a 
result, the amount of bail was appropriate when set, and the sureties entered the bonding 
agreement aware of the consequences if the defendant disappeared). 
Here counsel for Mr. Wharton has not offered any explanation for Mr. Wharton's non-
appearance at the suppression hearing. There is no evidence to suggest that American 
Contractors was ignorant of the risk it was taking when Mr. Barrera executed the bond 
agreement on its behalf. The Court finds this factor weighs against setting aside the forfeiture of 
bail. 
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G. Whether the State has exhibited any actual interest in regaining custody of the 
defendant through prompt efforts to extradite him 
. ' 
- • , -.c 7 This factor is only applicable when the defendant has been subsequently arrested 
elsewhere. Mr. Wharton failed to appear in this case on September 29, 2015. The evidence 
presented shows Mr. Wharton was arrested in Colorado on March 15, 2016. Obviously the State 
could not show an interest is his extradition from Colorado until then. The State has submitted 
little information or evidence regarding its attempt to return Mr. Wharton to Idaho. There is a 
single sentence in the State's written objection to Aladdin's motion where the State asserts that 
i :., ·.',.; '.. ~ '·""·~·:,,,;-,g~',J,.,,"'1,',o/;1;=1"},i,, • .t,;;.J.-,-: .• ~~.1 ... ~·/-i!<!·;;'-i,.' i.1.;.,,,'..:'···lf•°!; 
Mr. Wharton has refused to waive extradition; The Court concludes the State has made some 
attempt at returning Mr. Wharton but what attempts those were and when they were made are not 
· .. 
in the record. The Court concludes this factor weighs in favor of setting aside the forfeiture of 
bail. The Court is aware, however, that the State's ability to extradite Mr. Wharton to Idaho is 
likely hampered by the fact he is accused of a crime in that state. 
H. Whether the bonding. company has attempted to assist or persuade the 
defendant to expedite his return to Idaho by exercising his rights under the 
Interstate Agreement on Detainers. 
The term "bonding company" is not.defined in Rule 46 or the Idaho Bail Act. The Court 
does not know if this means the person who posted the bail when the bail is in the form of a 
surety or property bond or if it means something else. Also, the word company is limiting. 
Should the Court not consider the attempts of a defendant's parents who posted a property bond 
secured by their home to persuade the defendant to expedite his return because they are not a 
'company'? That would apparently be Aladdin's position. Aladdin argues the only relevant 
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factors to consi~er in a motion to ~et aside an orcler of forfeiture are the factors ~xplicitly 
. ' . ,, ., .·.. .· . ; 
() 
enumerated in Rule 46(h). For the reaso~ discussed below, the _Court rejec~ that argument. _ .• 
,.,, u-.-•"'''•'"'""''' ._ · ... ",,,.,,;;,.¢<;.<{ ·>: , . >·· . °;-',·'.> "<<<<+'"'"": '· .. ·. _·~- ·. · \ ,,,~ :,· ,.,,.,., • :· · ·· '. '·<· ·. ' ' '"'/;•·_·,· 
The Court need· not decide the identity of the bonding company in this case because this ' 
·• , · : 0 ., '.- . ,._- . ·•. , I ,_ ... · . • · ;, ·•. ·, ,- 1. 
factor is irrelevant. The. Inter~tate Agreement on Detainers permi~ a perso~ who has "e~ter~d on 
' ' : . ' ' . .., ,., ' . ','· . . 
·· ..... -a term of imprisonm~nt in a p~nal or correctional institution ofa party state'~-(]:. C. § 19- ' 
500l(c)(l)) to demand lus returnto another state to face pencfuig charge~ in that otherstate .. The · .. 
only evidence before this Comtis that Mr. ~on has been jailed on.'apcusations ·of having 
committed a crime in Colorado. Therefore, he has not entered upon a tenn ~fimprisonment in a 
. penal' or correctional institution.' There is n~' eviden.c~ he has .beeri. ;~n;eiiced forany-~rim~ in . " 
Colorado. Therefore, he could not a~ail hlmself of the Interstate AgreeID.ent on Detainers ifhe 
. . . . ' . 
tried .. The Court finds this factor. irrelevant. 
I. The need to deter the defendant and others from future violations. . 
· ·.- The Court assumes that by "future violations" the Rule means 'failing to appear in the 
future.' Unlike the federal courts, courts in Idaho are not authorized to forfeit bail for any 
violation of the conditions of bail. The only ''violation" of the conditions of bail for which a 
court in Idaho may forfeit bail is the defendant's failure to appear. See I.C. § 19-2915. This 
differs from the federal courts. See Fed.R.Crim.P. 46(e)(l). Therefore, the only "future violation" 
it seems appropriate to deter when_ forfeiting bail ( or deciding not to) is failing to appear again. In 
this case, there is likely little deterrent effect on the defendant whatever decision the Court makes 
regarding forfeiture. The defendant has paid the surety to accept the risk for him. The surety is an 
insurance company. The defendant likely has no relationship with it and no reason to care if it 
\ 
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. l1as to absorb the: risk it ac~epte~ cm his b,ehalf. Aladdin argues in its brief that Mr. Wharton's 
I • ,'I-_; 
mother was required to "co-sign~' as a condition qf posting bond. Aladdin doesn't sp~cify ~hat 
. ··· · . . ·· ·.".-•·;,·Oti,·· · · · .. . · ,w11'"""t"'\r\:;'1':,01 :1,:,,,,:::"·:- ; :rJY\:'- ·,,: ···<{ \- ·~ ., . 
· · · his motheiwas required to sign, It certainly w~~'t the _bail .bond. The Court suspects Aladdin 
,,· .. : ·.;·\ .. ;'·' ,· ,.·:· ... •":' . ,, ... ,:· .·, . : ' ·.·· ,·· ··~. . 
required Mt, Wharton's m~ther agree to pay th6 preµrlum~ on the surety iµsurance p~licy issued 
.. · .. by American Contractors. If true, that obligation ~Ucontinue regfirtlless of whether bail is or is . 
. ,· •' . .. ·. ' .. .•. . . . ,. ' 
, not forfeited. Therefore, hls lllOtpe~' S signature on whatever agreement Aladdin is referring to is 
·. · unlikely to have any deterrent. effect on M:. Wharton in the future. 
; . '. ,, . : ·\; . ' , . ' . : -~ ·. '.- • .' ';" ,. . . , . . I; 
Where Mi:, Wharton paid an i.rulurer to accept an the risk of his failure to appear, whether 
' ' 
· ' · .... ', . ·.. .. .. . .. · ·. , . ,:- :· ·:. · · :-. : .. ,; ..... ,,::""'""'''"'·· .,, .. ,:,,,,.,;;,,::, ,.,,,{,,:,,~, .. ~"''' .~,,~"";·>'·';;,., .• .:,,.~;,,.:.,;,"',.:,.:.,, 1:?>;t<·;;~,,r.,,,:. --°'·· 
.bail is or is not rorreited is likely irrelevant to him; Therefore, his future decisions to appear or ·· 
. not are unlikely t? be affected by the_ Court's decision here. )'here is so~e· deterrent value iri 
having those defendants who have posted a cash deposit or their own property as bail understand 
that bail will actually be forfeited should they ~hoose nQt to appear. Toe Court finds this factor 
Wei~ slightly againstsetting aside the forfeiture. 
OTHER RELEVANT FACTORS: 
Aladdin argues in its reply memorandum that in deciding its motion the Court must 
consider only factors that are relevant to whether justice requires enforcement of the forfeiture. 
Aladdin further argues that the only factors that are relevant factors are those enumerated in Rule 
46(h). The Court disagrees. The language of Rule 46(h) clearly provides the Court "shall 
consider all relevant factors, which may include but are not limited to the following ... " I.C.R 
46(h)(l)(emphasis added). Therefore, contrary to Aladdin's argument, the Court not only may 
but must consider any other factor the Court deems relevant to its decision. 
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The State has argued that the·Court should consider the fact that, at the time the 
defendant was arrested in Idaho allegedly in possession of 25 pounds of marijuana, the defendant 
,;.,;.~-~.'"' ·~-~:{;'>· 
_ ------was on parole for a prior conviction involving what the State describes as 'interstate drug 
trafficking.' Aladdin in its response acknowledges it was aware the defendant was on parole 
because it indicates it waited until an allegation that Mr. Wharton had violated the conditions of 
bis parole was dismissed before it ''posted bond." The Court finds knowledge of the surety of the 
risk it is accepting to be relevant when deciding a motion under Rule 46(h). In this case, while it 
is apparent Aladdin understood Mr. Wharton was a risk, as explained above, the Court has no 
"""""-"':,<>,\ '? W\' information about what relationship Aladdin ·11as'with.; ,Amei.f~~ Contractors or its agent, Mr. 
Barrera. The Court, therefore, has no idea whether or not American Contr~tors or Mr. Barrera 
knew of the risk. The parties both assume the existence· of relationships between American 
Contractors, its licensed agent Mr. Barrera, and Aladdin that are not apparent from the record. 
The Court declines to do so. Where the Court has no information at all regarding Mr. Barrera's 
or American Contractor's knowledge of the defendant's criminal history, the Court will simply 
not consider this argument, like it has not considered Aladdin's efforts at recovery. 
The Court will find relevant Aladdin's attempts to supervise the defendant prior to bis 
failure to appear. The Court can only speculate at Alad~~s motivations for doing so and the 
Court can only speculate at why Aladdin's commendable efforts should make it more or less 
likely that American Contractors be released from its liability under the bond. However, the 
. \ 
Court will, when deciding whether to set aside the forfeiture of the defendant's bail, consider the 
fact that the defendant, through some contractual relationships unknown to the Court, apparently 
employed Aladdin in an attempt to mitigate the riskhe would fail to appear. 
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·. n$~~4 ~ qfthe facip(a li~te¢h~~ AladdinJlas tailed:to pemu¢,~ t;b.e, 
· . 4,q~. not~~ ~uforcement. afihe forfeiime; fu wh,9le. ~tiA Pai-4 Th~refore, . 
'_., .·'.-..:.:, 
• Alad.dm, s moti n to set.aside, the order-of. forfeltiire.ls DENIED,: . ... ' . . .• ,·,·' .. • ...... . 
~ 
.. b,U. clayofMay2016 • 
. . ··; .... 
b:._~L .. . '.····· ·~+~-::S,,., 
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THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
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vs. 
TRAVIS WHARTON, .... 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2014-3335 
ERRATA RE: ORDER REGARDING 
MOTION TO EXONERATE BOND 
On May 26, 2016, the Court issued an order regarding a motion to exonerate bond. In 
that order the Court stated that counsel for Mr. Wharton was not present at the hearing on the 
motion to exonerate. This statement was in error. Counsel for Mr. Wharton was present at the 
hearing. 
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. . . . .. · State ofldaho vs. Travis Wl,arton 
Hearing type: Mallon for Stay of the Hemittance of theforleiture 
Hearing date: 7/25/20/8 · 
Time: 8:42 a.m. .. 
Judge: Jonatnan Medema -.. 
Courtroom: /lain · · 
Court reporter: Sue WoH 
Minutes Clerk Heather Furst . 
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. · !NANO FON THE COUNTY OF ELIIDHE 
District Court Criminal Minute Entry. 
Court calls case at time noted above. confirms the true and correct name af defendant who is also NOT present 
personally. · 
· .•. · M~r~~ DeA~g.~lo · · 
··. Chris Sherman for band company 
Kristina Schindele 
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Recap of case. 
Mr. Sherman argued motion. 
8:48 a.m. Mr. DeAngelo did not wish ta be heard . 
. 8:48 a.m. Ms. Schindele responded. Leave ta Court's discretion. 
8:50 a.m. Court ordered. Agree with Mr. Sherman. same transaction casts if motion not granted. I will grant 
motion for stay. Court will sign order af stay. 
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· · · Case No.: CR~2014~3335 · 
BondNo.: ACl00~7517799 
, Bond Amount: $100,000.00 
TRAVIS WHARTON, ) 
Defendant,) 
and ) 
ALADDIN BAIL BONDS ~ a~ent for. . ~-
AMERICAN CONTRACTORS . · ). 
INDEMNITY COMP ANY, ) 
.·., ·. Surety/Real-Party in Interest .. ) 
--------------) 
ORDER FOR STAY OF THE 
REMITTANCE OF THE 
FORFEITURE 
The Court, having considered the Motion for Stay .of Order Regarding Motion to 
Exonerate Bond in this matter hereby GRANTS said Motion. The remittance of the forfeiture in 
the above-referenced matter is stayed pending resolution of the appeal in this matter. 
SO ORDERED this · ~'(Oday of JtJ) , 2016. 
~¢-
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Barbara Steele, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District o{ the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Elmore, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this cause 
was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct and complete record of the 
pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled cause, see Clerk's 
Certificate of Exhibits, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the 
Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as exhibits to the Record on Appeal: 
1. Transcript of Preliminary Hearing on December 15, 2014 
2. Transcript of Preliminary Hearing on January 14, 2015 
3. Transcript of Oral Argument/Motion to Exonerate May 2, 2016 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
~ 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
OF EXHIBITS 
I, BARBARA STEELE, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Elmore, do hereby certify: 
That the following is a list of exhibits which were offered or admitted into evidence at the 
Preliminary Hearing held on December 15, 2014 and January 14, 2015 in this case: 
State's Exhibit 1 : Agency Report Offered 
State's Exhibit 2: Hand Written Notes Admitted 
State's Exhibit 3: ISP Forensics Analysis Report Admitted 
AND I FURTHER CERTIFY that the following will be submitted as exhibits to this 
Record: 
Transcript of Preliminary Hearing on December 15, 2014 
Transcript of Preliminary Hearing on January 14, 2015 
Transcript of Oral Argument/Motion to Exonerate May 2, 2016 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this a;3r::r4 clay of August 2016. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - Page 1 
CERTIFICATE OF EXIDBITS -Page 2 
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I, BARBARA STEELE, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Elmore, do hereby certify that I have personally served or 
mailed, by United States Mail, one copy, of the REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT and CLERK'S 
RECORD to each of the attorneys ofrecord in this cause as follows: 
Christopher Sherman 
NEVIN, BENJAMIN, MCKAY & BARTLETT 
P.O. Box 2772 
Boise, ID 83701 
Lawrence Wasden 
Idaho Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this c93rdday of August 2016. 
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